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Alison Slade

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <
Sent: Tuesday, 13 September 2022 8:18 AM
To: Lara Keller
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC]
Subject: FW: FSS SOP draft memo

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Lara 
Recently I was contacted by the office of the Director-General of QH seeking advice on a proposed new 
workflow.  My advice was basically that the QPS did not hold sufficient expertise to comment on the proposal.  I was 
later given a copy of a memo sent to Helen Gregg that directed all samples in the low quant range to be 
concentrated to 35uL.  Last week a scientist from your DNA lab reached out to me raising concerns that the blanket 
concentration to 35uL was risking the loss of evidence.  As a result I forwarded that concern to Matt Rigby who was 
the contact in the first instance. 
  
I apologise if at appears that I have gone over your head in this instance, that was not my intent, I was just trying to 
give information to the apparent decision maker in the instance.  I am please that this matter has now been referred 
you. 
  
Do you have any time today to discuss the matter, please.  I have a meeting from 10-11, but I am free mostly after 
that. 
  
Kind Regards 
  
David Neville 
  
  
  
  

From: Matthew Rigby <   
Sent: Tuesday, 13 September 2022 08:06 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  Lara Keller <  
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo 
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi Dave, 
  
We have carefully considered the issues raised in your email below.   
  
Our primary objective is to undertake DNA testing in a manner that has been appropriately validated by FSS 
scientists and approved by QPS.   
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We understand that questions have been raised following the decision, on 19 August 2022, to revert to pre-2018 
testing processes.   
  
It seems there are also questions about the circumstances in which QPS should approve testing if the result will risk 
exhausting sample volume.   
  
It might be beneficial for us to arrange a meeting between QPS and key personnel from FSS to discuss these 
matters.  If you agree, can you please contact Lara Keller, A/Executive Director FSS (copied in for ease of reference) 
to arrange a suitable time. 
  
Kind regards, Matt 
  
  

 

Matt Rigby 
Executive Director 
Office of the Director-General   
Queensland Heal h 

   

M 
 

E 
 

W health qld.gov.au 

 

A Level 14, 33 Charlotte Street, Brisbane QLD 4000 

 

 

 

 
 
 

  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Thursday, 8 September 2022 8:58 AM 
To: Matthew Rigby <  
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: FSS SOP draft memo 
Importance: High 
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Matt 
  
I refer to your email below and to the attached directive from A/Director-General Dr Rosengren to the A/Executive 
Director of the QHFSS that prescribes the manner in which samples in the concertation range of 0.001-0.0088ng/uL 
are to be processed.  In particular I refer to the following instruction: 
  

“For clarity, all Priority 1 and Priority 2 samples with a quantitation result between 0.001ng/uL (LOD) and 
0.0088ng/uL, should be concentrated down to a volume of 35uL and undergo one amplification process.” 

  
I have been contacted by a scientist at the QHFSS DNA laboratory who expressed concerns in relation to the 
attached directive.  
  
To summarise the information provided by the scientist, I was advised that: 

- The volume a sample should be concentrated to is dependent on the actual quantity of DNA present; and 
- Samples with a concentration at the lower end of the 0.001-.0088ng/uL range should be concentrated to a 

lower volume to ensure the concentration is sufficient to develop a reliable profile; and 
- For those samples at the low end of that range,  adhering to the directive, results in a concentrate that is too 

dilute to provide a result for some samples and the process, as described, wastes half of the already 
diminished sample. 
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In short, the scientist expressed the view that by complying with the directive they were wasting evidence and 
potentially losing the opportunity to obtain a profile from some samples.   
  
The scientist further stated that the scientists should make a decision on the concentration volume based on the 
Quant Trio data, and that a one size fits all approach is not appropriate.  I was informed that other scientists hold 
the same view and that attempts had been made to raise these concerns with the QHFSS senior leadership team 
without success. 
  
As outlined in my email response to you of 19 August 2022, the QPS desires to maximise the potential to obtain a 
profile from every sample, whether that be through services delivered by QHFSS, or by another provider.  I 
mentioned my concern about the micro concentration process exhausting all samples in the context of a warning 
given by the Managing Scientist in 2018 when the QPS raised concern about the removal of the process.  Recent 
information from the Managing Scientist to the effect that, after amplification, a volume of concentrate that was 
sufficient for further testing would remain, makes it clear that this original advice was quite incorrect.  
  
If QHFSS is able to reliably undertake a test that has a high likelihood of yielding a useful profile, the testing should 
be undertaken even if it might exhaust the extract.  However, if in the scientist’s view the technology used at QHFSS 
is unlikely to yield a forensically meaningful result, consideration needs to be given to allowing the QPS the 
opportunity to engage the services of another laboratory that has the requisite technology.  The scientist’s decision 
should also take into account the existence and nature of any other DNA evidence already available for the 
particular case. 
  
The QPS requests that attached directive be urgently reviewed in light of and having regard to the concerns raised 
by the scientist.  Could I also be provided return advice on the result of such review, please. 
  
  
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  
  
  

From: Matthew Rigby <   
Sent: Friday, 19 August 2022 16:29 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  David Rosengren 
<  
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo 
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi Dave, 
 
Thanks for providing your feedback below through to us. 
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For your information, the Acting DG has approved the attached and this has been provided through to FSS this 
afternoon. 
 
Thanks Matt  
  

 

Matt Rigby 
Executive Director 
Office of the Director-General   
Queensland Heal h 

   

M 
 

E 
 

W health qld.gov.au 

 

A Level 14, 33 Charlotte Street, Brisbane QLD 4000 

 

 

 

 
 
 

  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Friday, 19 August 2022 9:22 AM 
To: Matthew Rigby <  
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: FSS SOP draft memo 
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Matt 
  
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed change to the laboratory workflow involving automatic 
micro-concentration of samples in the concentration range of .001-.0088ng/uL.   
  
The QPS agreed to the removal of this process in February 2018 following a recommendation that was initiated by 
the DNA laboratory and presented in an Options Paper.  The QPS now has some concern about the information it 
was provided to make this decision including the manner in which the supporting data was derived.   
  
In November 2018 the QPS first raised concern with the Managing Scientist that the removal of the automatic 
micro-concentration process may have resulted in evidence being missed.  At that time the QPS was given an 
assurance that the success of micro-concentration was very low and that ‘automatic progression of samples 
through the Microcon process means that all available DNA extract will be consumed, so no further testing can 
be conducted on these samples after this step’.  Based on this advice, the QPS continued with the arrangement. 
  
Due to limitations of the QHFSS DNA laboratory, from time to time the QPS seeks the services of other providers to 
undertake alternative testing, particularly for low concentration and degraded samples.   If the advice from the 
Managing Scientist is correct, the automatic concentration of all samples in the range of .001-.0088ng/uL could 
result in the opportunity being lost to use another service provider to obtain important probative evidence.  This is a 
consequence that the QPS is unable to accept as a matter of routine. 
  
The risk is that the proposed directive may result in a sample being exhausted making alternative testing impossible. 
The QPS does not have the expertise to assess the likelihood of the risk given such an assessment can only be made 
based on information that is exclusively within the domain of QHFSS.   As a result, the QPS considers the decision to 
reimplement automatic micro-concentration an internal matter that QH must decide in the context that the 
customer (the QPS) desires to maximise the potential to obtain a profile from every sample, whether that be by 
services delivered by QHFSS or by another provider that can deliver a service QHFSS is not resourced to deliver. 
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Regards 
  
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  
  
  

From: Matthew Rigby <  
Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 2022 7:10 pm 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: David Rosengren <  
Subject: FSS SOP draft memo  
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi Dave, 
 
Thanks for your time today and as discussed with the Acting DG and myself this afternoon, please find attached a 
draft memo that has been prepared and the associated SOP extract to provide some further clarity to our staff at 
FSS. 
 
Appreciate any feedback/input that you have from a QPS perspective. 
  
Thanks Matt  
  

 

Matt Rigby 
Executive Director 
Office of the Director-General   
Queensland Heal h 

   

M 
 

E 
 

W health qld.gov.au 

 

A Level 14, 33 Charlotte Street, Brisbane QLD 4000 

 

 

 

 
 
 

  
  

  

  

********************************************************************************** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information and may be 
protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for the purposes for which they were 
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supplied. The privilege or confidentiality attached to this message and attachments is not waived by reason of 
mistaken delivery to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or 
reproduce this message or any attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return 
email or telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views 
of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government.  

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent from or to 
addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, maintaining and ensuring 
appropriate use of its computer network.  

********************************************************************************** 

  
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact   
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
  
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact   
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact   
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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From:                                 Lara Keller
Sent:                                  Friday 16 September 2022 08:04:15 AM
To:                                      Helen Gregg
Subject:                             FW: FSS SOP draft memo

 
 
From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Friday, 16 September 2022 7:17 AM
To: Lara Keller <
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo

 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Lara
I understand that DNA analysis is destructive and that consumption of the sample is unavoidable when 
the quantity present is low. Its hard to give a blanket decision that any sample can be completely 
consumed given it will depend on numerous factors, but there is also a risk in trying to preserve sample 
when the DNA is present in low concentration.  As I understand it, if a sample is concentrated to a 
volume that is too dilute and half of it is processed, the likelihood of getting a result is very low meaning 
that half of the sample might be wasted with the remaining half now being too low in concentration to 
be of any use.  
 
If QHFSS is able to reliably undertake a test that is likely to yield a useful profile, the testing should be 
undertaken even if it might exhaust the extract.  This might include microconcentration to an amount 
less than 35uL.  We understand that there is no guarantee such testing will yield a profile.  However, if in 
the scientist’s view the technology used at QHFSS is unlikely to yield a forensically meaningful result, 
consideration needs to be given to allowing the QPS the opportunity to engage the services of another 
laboratory that has the requisite technology.  The scientist’s decision should also take into account the 
existence and nature of any other DNA evidence already available for the particular case.
 
If QHFSS seeks the QPS to make a decision on testing a sample that may deplete the extract, that would 
need to be an informed decision based on a recommendation from the scientist.  
 
I do appreciate that you are looking into the concerns raised around the blanket microoncentration 
policy, especially given the matter has now been raised separately by another scientist.  I look forward 
to the outcome of the data analysis.  Given that if the concerns are correct, the practice could be risking 
the loss of evidence, would it be possible to establish a timeframe around this please.?
 
Regards
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From: Lara Keller <  
Sent: Tuesday, 13 September 2022 13:17
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo

 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

 
Thanks David
Perfect.  How about I call you at 11 am tomorrow?
Kind Regards
Lara 

Lara Keller B App Sc (MLS), Grad Cert Health Mgt, MAIMS, CMgr FIML
A/Executive Director
Forensic and Scientific Services
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 
p  (07)  m  
a Administration, Level 1, 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD, 4108
e   w www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 
 
 
 
From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Tuesday, 13 September 2022 1:14 PM
To: Lara Keller <
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo

 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Lara 
Thanks for letting me know.  If you have time for a phone call tomorrow that might be helpful.  I could 
make time anytime you like.
Regards
 

David Neville
Inspector
Biometrics
Forensic Services Group
Operations Support Command
Ph: 
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Hi Lara
Recently I was contacted by the office of the Director-General of QH seeking advice on a proposed new 
workflow.  My advice was basically that the QPS did not hold sufficient expertise to comment on the 
proposal.  I was later given a copy of a memo sent to Helen Gregg that directed all samples in the low 
quant range to be concentrated to 35uL.  Last week a scientist from your DNA lab reached out to me 
raising concerns that the blanket concentration to 35uL was risking the loss of evidence.  As a result I 
forwarded that concern to Matt Rigby who was the contact in the first instance.
 
I apologise if at appears that I have gone over your head in this instance, that was not my intent, I was 
just trying to give information to the apparent decision maker in the instance.  I am please that this 
matter has now been referred you.
 
Do you have any time today to discuss the matter, please.  I have a meeting from 10-11, but I am free 
mostly after that.
 
Kind Regards
 
David Neville
 
 
 
 
From: Matthew Rigby <  
Sent: Tuesday, 13 September 2022 08:06
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  Lara Keller 
<
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo

 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

 
Hi Dave,
 
We have carefully considered the issues raised in your email below.  
 
Our primary objective is to undertake DNA testing in a manner that has been appropriately validated by 
FSS scientists and approved by QPS.  
 
We understand that questions have been raised following the decision, on 19 August 2022, to revert to 
pre-2018 testing processes.  
 
It seems there are also questions about the circumstances in which QPS should approve testing if the 
result will risk exhausting sample volume.  
 
It might be beneficial for us to arrange a meeting between QPS and key personnel from FSS to discuss 
these matters.  If you agree, can you please contact Lara Keller, A/Executive Director FSS (copied in for 
ease of reference) to arrange a suitable time.
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Kind regards, Matt
 
 

Matt Rigby
Executive Director
Office of the Director-General  
Queensland Health

M
E
W health.qld.gov.au

A Level 14, 33 Charlotte Street, Brisbane QLD 
4000

 
 
From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Thursday, 8 September 2022 8:58 AM
To: Matthew Rigby <
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <
Subject: FW: FSS SOP draft memo
Importance: High

 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Matt
 
I refer to your email below and to the attached directive from A/Director-General Dr Rosengren to the 
A/Executive Director of the QHFSS that prescribes the manner in which samples in the concertation 
range of 0.001-0.0088ng/uL are to be processed.  In particular I refer to the following instruction:
 

“For clarity, all Priority 1 and Priority 2 samples with a quantitation result between 0.001ng/uL 
(LOD) and 0.0088ng/uL, should be concentrated down to a volume of 35uL and undergo one 
amplification process.”

 
I have been contacted by a scientist at the QHFSS DNA laboratory who expressed concerns in relation to 
the attached directive. 
 
To summarise the information provided by the scientist, I was advised that:

 The volume a sample should be concentrated to is dependent on the actual quantity of DNA 
present; and
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From: Matthew Rigby <  
Sent: Friday, 19 August 2022 16:29
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  David Rosengren 
<
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo

 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

 
Hi Dave,

Thanks for providing your feedback below through to us.
 
For your information, the Acting DG has approved the attached and this has been provided through to 
FSS this afternoon.

Thanks Matt 
 

Matt Rigby
Executive Director
Office of the Director-General  
Queensland Health

M
E
W health.qld.gov.au

A Level 14, 33 Charlotte Street, Brisbane QLD 
4000

 
 
From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Friday, 19 August 2022 9:22 AM
To: Matthew Rigby <
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <
Subject: FW: FSS SOP draft memo

 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Matt
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From: Matthew Rigby <
Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 2022 7:10 pm
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <
Cc: David Rosengren <
Subject: FSS SOP draft memo 
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

 
Hi Dave,

Thanks for your time today and as discussed with the Acting DG and myself this afternoon, please find 
attached a draft memo that has been prepared and the associated SOP extract to provide some further 
clarity to our staff at FSS.

Appreciate any feedback/input that you have from a QPS perspective.
 
Thanks Matt 
 

Matt Rigby
Executive Director
Office of the Director-General  
Queensland Health

M
E
W health.qld.gov.au

A Level 14, 33 Charlotte Street, Brisbane QLD 
4000

 
 

 

 

******************************************************************************
****

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential 
information and may be protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for 
the purposes for which they were supplied. The privilege or confidentiality attached to this 
message and attachments is not waived by reason of mistaken delivery to you. If you are not the 
intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or reproduce this message or any 
attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return email or 
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telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only 
the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent 
from or to addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, 
maintaining and ensuring appropriate use of its computer network. 

******************************************************************************
****

 
********************************************************************** 
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 
 
********************************************************************** 
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 
 
********************************************************************** 
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 
 
********************************************************************** 
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
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been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 
 
********************************************************************** 
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 
 
********************************************************************** 
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 
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Alison Slade

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <
Sent: Tuesday, 20 September 2022 9:55 AM
To: Lara Keller
Cc: Miller.LarissaN[OSC]
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Lara 
This week a third scientist made a request to concentrate to a different volume because they thought that 
concentrating to 35uL was not appropriate for that sample.  We are in a position now that we have multiple experts 
indicating that the concerns raised initially may be valid.    
This is a formal request from QPS made in consultation with A/Supt Larissa Miller.  Please note that it is only a 
request for a temporary pause until Helen can advise as to whether there is any risk in the recent process adopted.   
Regards 
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  
   
  

From: Lara Keller <   
Sent: Tuesday, 20 September 2022 08:56 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Miller.LarissaN[OSC] <  Helen Gregg <  
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo 
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Good morning David 
  
Thank you for your email. 
Could you be very specific about your request please, and confirm whether this represents a formal request from 
QPS? 
  
We are presently under the direction of the QH A/Director General, as per the memo dated 19 August 
2022.  Any  proposed change to current practice would require consultation and clearance by his office before 
implementation could even be considered. 
  
I will await your advice. 
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Thanks and Kind Regards 
Lara  

 

Lara Keller B App Sc (MLS), Grad Cert Health Mgt, MAIMS, CMgr FIML 
A/Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  

p  (07)  m   
a Administration, Level 1, 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD, 4108 
e   w www.health.qld.gov.au/fss  

 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging.  
  
  
  
  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Tuesday, 20 September 2022 8:47 AM 
To: Lara Keller <  Helen Gregg <  
Cc: Miller.LarissaN[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: FSS SOP draft memo 
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

  
Hi Helen and Lara 
I appreciate the efforts being undertaken to assess the concerns about the potential risk of evidence being lost if 
samples in the range of .001-.0088ng/uL (the range) are concentrated to a blanket volume. 
  
Out an abundance of caution, I would request QHFSS temporarily pause testing P1 or P2 samples within the range 
until the matter is resolved, please.    
  
This temporary pause of testing of samples in the range is contingent on QPS receiving advice on the outcome of 
your data analysis. 
  
Could you please confirm by return email that such testing has been paused. 
  
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Friday, 16 September 2022 13:28 
To: Helen Gregg <  
Cc: Lara Keller <  McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo 
  
Hi Helen 
Thankyou 
David 
  

From: Helen Gregg <   
Sent: Friday, 16 September 2022 11:57 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Lara Keller <  McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  
Helen Gregg <  
Subject: Re: FSS SOP draft memo 
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi David, 
  
Lara has passed this on to me.  I will be able to give you a better indication of timeframe by the end of next 
week. 
  
Regards 
Helen 
  

  

 

Helen Gregg 
Quality Manager  

Forensic and Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  

p 07    m    
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4107 
e   w www.health.qld.gov.au  

 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Friday, 16 September 2022 7:17 AM 
To: Lara Keller <  
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo 
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Lara 
I understand that DNA analysis is destructive and that consumption of the sample is unavoidable when the quantity 
present is low. Its hard to give a blanket decision that any sample can be completely consumed given it will depend 
on numerous factors, but there is also a risk in trying to preserve sample when the DNA is present in low 
concentration.  As I understand it, if a sample is concentrated to a volume that is too dilute and half of it is 
processed, the likelihood of getting a result is very low meaning that half of the sample might be wasted with the 
remaining half now being too low in concentration to be of any use.   
  
If QHFSS is able to reliably undertake a test that is likely to yield a useful profile, the testing should be undertaken 
even if it might exhaust the extract.  This might include microconcentration to an amount less than 35uL.  We 
understand that there is no guarantee such testing will yield a profile.  However, if in the scientist’s view the 
technology used at QHFSS is unlikely to yield a forensically meaningful result, consideration needs to be given to 
allowing the QPS the opportunity to engage the services of another laboratory that has the requisite 
technology.  The scientist’s decision should also take into account the existence and nature of any other DNA 
evidence already available for the particular case. 
  
If QHFSS seeks the QPS to make a decision on testing a sample that may deplete the extract, that would need to be 
an informed decision based on a recommendation from the scientist.   
  
I do appreciate that you are looking into the concerns raised around the blanket microoncentration policy, especially 
given the matter has now been raised separately by another scientist.  I look forward to the outcome of the data 
analysis.  Given that if the concerns are correct, the practice could be risking the loss of evidence, would it be 
possible to establish a timeframe around this please.? 
  
Regards 
  
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  
  
  
  
                     
  

From: Lara Keller <   
Sent: Thursday, 15 September 2022 13:34 
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To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  Helen Gregg 
<  
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo 
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Good morning David 
  
I trust that our conversation yesterday answered your questions and clarified the process in place since 19 August 
2022 (per the attachments).   
We look forward to receiving definitive advice from QPS regarding permission to consume remaining sample.   
  
In the meantime, we will collate and analyse data (as discussed). 
  
Thanks and Kind Regards 
Lara  

 
Lara Keller B App Sc (MLS), Grad Cert Health Mgt, MAIMS, CMgr FIML 
A/Executive Director 
Forensic and Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p  (07)  m   
a Administration, Level 1, 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD, 4108 
e   w www.health.qld.gov.au/fss  
 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging.  
  
  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Wednesday, 14 September 2022 12:29 PM 
To: Lara Keller <  Helen Gregg <  
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo 
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Lara and Helen 
Thanks for taking the time to speak to me today.  I understand the complexity involved with modifying procedure 
and validation requirements and the reasons for reverting to a previous processes.  For clarity, could you please 
confirm that the newly adopted process of concentrating all samples to 35uL is the same process that was  in place 
prior to February 2018. 
  
I guess I am still left with the concerns raised by the lab member and whether they have any basis.  The specific 
concerns were: 

 The volume a sample should be concentrated to is dependent on the actual quantity of DNA present; and 
 Samples with a concentration at the lower end of the 0.001-.0088ng/uL range should be concentrated to a 

lower volume to ensure the concentration is sufficient to develop a reliable profile; and 
 For those samples at the low end of that range,  adhering to the directive, results in a concentrate that is too 

dilute to provide a result for some samples and the process, as described, wastes half of the already 
diminished sample. 
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In essence I was advised that the QPS is losing evidence by the current process of blanket concertation to 
35uL.  Could I please be provided advice as to whether these concerns have any basis please.   
  
Could I ask that the suggested change to the process that involves concentrating to a volume based on the quantity 
of DNA present be explored to examine its merits please.   
  
Kind regards 
  
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  
  
  
  
  

From: Lara Keller <   
Sent: Tuesday, 13 September 2022 13:17 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo 
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Thanks David 
Perfect.  How about I call you at 11 am tomorrow? 
Kind Regards 
Lara  

 
Lara Keller B App Sc (MLS), Grad Cert Health Mgt, MAIMS, CMgr FIML 
A/Executive Director 
Forensic and Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p  (07)  m   
a Administration, Level 1, 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD, 4108 
e   w www.health.qld.gov.au/fss  
 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging.  
  
  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Tuesday, 13 September 2022 1:14 PM 
To: Lara Keller <  
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo 
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
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Hi Lara  
Thanks for letting me know.  If you have time for a phone call tomorrow that might be helpful.  I could make time 
anytime you like. 
Regards 
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  
  
  

From: Lara Keller <   
Sent: Tuesday, 13 September 2022 13:11 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo 
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hello David 
  
Thanks for the email. 
I am not available this afternoon, but could make time tomorrow if there is a suitable time for you and/or Duncan?  
Alternately, I understand we have our regular FSG-FSS meeting on Thursday? 
  
Thanks and Kind Regards 
Lara  

 
Lara Keller B App Sc (MLS), Grad Cert Health Mgt, MAIMS, CMgr FIML 
A/Executive Director 
Forensic and Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p  (07)  m   
a Administration, Level 1, 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD, 4108 
e   w www.health.qld.gov.au/fss  
 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging.  
  
  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Tuesday, 13 September 2022 8:18 AM 
To: Lara Keller <  
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: FSS SOP draft memo 
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This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Lara 
Recently I was contacted by the office of the Director-General of QH seeking advice on a proposed new 
workflow.  My advice was basically that the QPS did not hold sufficient expertise to comment on the proposal.  I was 
later given a copy of a memo sent to Helen Gregg that directed all samples in the low quant range to be 
concentrated to 35uL.  Last week a scientist from your DNA lab reached out to me raising concerns that the blanket 
concentration to 35uL was risking the loss of evidence.  As a result I forwarded that concern to Matt Rigby who was 
the contact in the first instance. 
  
I apologise if at appears that I have gone over your head in this instance, that was not my intent, I was just trying to 
give information to the apparent decision maker in the instance.  I am please that this matter has now been referred 
you. 
  
Do you have any time today to discuss the matter, please.  I have a meeting from 10-11, but I am free mostly after 
that. 
  
Kind Regards 
  
David Neville 
  
  
  
  

From: Matthew Rigby <   
Sent: Tuesday, 13 September 2022 08:06 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  Lara Keller <  
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo 
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi Dave, 
  
We have carefully considered the issues raised in your email below.   
  
Our primary objective is to undertake DNA testing in a manner that has been appropriately validated by FSS 
scientists and approved by QPS.   
  
We understand that questions have been raised following the decision, on 19 August 2022, to revert to pre-2018 
testing processes.   
  
It seems there are also questions about the circumstances in which QPS should approve testing if the result will risk 
exhausting sample volume.   
  
It might be beneficial for us to arrange a meeting between QPS and key personnel from FSS to discuss these 
matters.  If you agree, can you please contact Lara Keller, A/Executive Director FSS (copied in for ease of reference) 
to arrange a suitable time. 
  
Kind regards, Matt 
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Matt Rigby 
Executive Director 
Office of the Director-General   
Queensland Health 

   

M 
 

E 
 

W health qld.gov.au 

 

A Level 14, 33 Charlotte Street, Brisbane QLD 4000 

 

 

 

 
 
 

  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Thursday, 8 September 2022 8:58 AM 
To: Matthew Rigby <  
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: FSS SOP draft memo 
Importance: High 
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Matt 
  
I refer to your email below and to the attached directive from A/Director-General Dr Rosengren to the A/Executive 
Director of the QHFSS that prescribes the manner in which samples in the concertation range of 0.001-0.0088ng/uL 
are to be processed.  In particular I refer to the following instruction: 
  

“For clarity, all Priority 1 and Priority 2 samples with a quantitation result between 0.001ng/uL (LOD) and 
0.0088ng/uL, should be concentrated down to a volume of 35uL and undergo one amplification process.” 

  
I have been contacted by a scientist at the QHFSS DNA laboratory who expressed concerns in relation to the 
attached directive.  
  
To summarise the information provided by the scientist, I was advised that: 

 The volume a sample should be concentrated to is dependent on the actual quantity of DNA present; and 
 Samples with a concentration at the lower end of the 0.001-.0088ng/uL range should be concentrated to a 

lower volume to ensure the concentration is sufficient to develop a reliable profile; and 
 For those samples at the low end of that range,  adhering to the directive, results in a concentrate that is too 

dilute to provide a result for some samples and the process, as described, wastes half of the already 
diminished sample. 

  
In short, the scientist expressed the view that by complying with the directive they were wasting evidence and 
potentially losing the opportunity to obtain a profile from some samples.   
  
The scientist further stated that the scientists should make a decision on the concentration volume based on the 
Quant Trio data, and that a one size fits all approach is not appropriate.  I was informed that other scientists hold 
the same view and that attempts had been made to raise these concerns with the QHFSS senior leadership team 
without success. 
  
As outlined in my email response to you of 19 August 2022, the QPS desires to maximise the potential to obtain a 
profile from every sample, whether that be through services delivered by QHFSS, or by another provider.  I 
mentioned my concern about the micro concentration process exhausting all samples in the context of a warning 
given by the Managing Scientist in 2018 when the QPS raised concern about the removal of the process.  Recent 
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information from the Managing Scientist to the effect that, after amplification, a volume of concentrate that was 
sufficient for further testing would remain, makes it clear that this original advice was quite incorrect.  
  
If QHFSS is able to reliably undertake a test that has a high likelihood of yielding a useful profile, the testing should 
be undertaken even if it might exhaust the extract.  However, if in the scientist’s view the technology used at QHFSS 
is unlikely to yield a forensically meaningful result, consideration needs to be given to allowing the QPS the 
opportunity to engage the services of another laboratory that has the requisite technology.  The scientist’s decision 
should also take into account the existence and nature of any other DNA evidence already available for the 
particular case. 
  
The QPS requests that attached directive be urgently reviewed in light of and having regard to the concerns raised 
by the scientist.  Could I also be provided return advice on the result of such review, please. 
  
  
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  
  
  

From: Matthew Rigby <   
Sent: Friday, 19 August 2022 16:29 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  David Rosengren 
<  
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo 
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi Dave, 
 
Thanks for providing your feedback below through to us. 
  
For your information, the Acting DG has approved the attached and this has been provided through to FSS this 
afternoon. 
 
Thanks Matt  
  

 

Matt Rigby 
Executive Director 
Office of the Director-General   
Queensland Health 

   

M 
 

E 
 

W health qld.gov.au 

 

A Level 14, 33 Charlotte Street, Brisbane QLD 4000 
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Friday, 19 August 2022 9:22 AM 
To: Matthew Rigby <  
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: FSS SOP draft memo 
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Matt 
  
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed change to the laboratory workflow involving automatic 
micro-concentration of samples in the concentration range of .001-.0088ng/uL.   
  
The QPS agreed to the removal of this process in February 2018 following a recommendation that was initiated by 
the DNA laboratory and presented in an Options Paper.  The QPS now has some concern about the information it 
was provided to make this decision including the manner in which the supporting data was derived.   
  
In November 2018 the QPS first raised concern with the Managing Scientist that the removal of the automatic 
micro-concentration process may have resulted in evidence being missed.  At that time the QPS was given an 
assurance that the success of micro-concentration was very low and that ‘automatic progression of samples 
through the Microcon process means that all available DNA extract will be consumed, so no further testing can 
be conducted on these samples after this step’.  Based on this advice, the QPS continued with the arrangement. 
  
Due to limitations of the QHFSS DNA laboratory, from time to time the QPS seeks the services of other providers to 
undertake alternative testing, particularly for low concentration and degraded samples.   If the advice from the 
Managing Scientist is correct, the automatic concentration of all samples in the range of .001-.0088ng/uL could 
result in the opportunity being lost to use another service provider to obtain important probative evidence.  This is a 
consequence that the QPS is unable to accept as a matter of routine. 
  
The risk is that the proposed directive may result in a sample being exhausted making alternative testing impossible. 
The QPS does not have the expertise to assess the likelihood of the risk given such an assessment can only be made 
based on information that is exclusively within the domain of QHFSS.   As a result, the QPS considers the decision to 
reimplement automatic micro-concentration an internal matter that QH must decide in the context that the 
customer (the QPS) desires to maximise the potential to obtain a profile from every sample, whether that be by 
services delivered by QHFSS or by another provider that can deliver a service QHFSS is not resourced to deliver. 
  
Regards 
  
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  
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From: Matthew Rigby <  
Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 2022 7:10 pm 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: David Rosengren <  
Subject: FSS SOP draft memo  
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi Dave, 
 
Thanks for your time today and as discussed with the Acting DG and myself this afternoon, please find attached a 
draft memo that has been prepared and the associated SOP extract to provide some further clarity to our staff at 
FSS. 
 
Appreciate any feedback/input that you have from a QPS perspective. 
  
Thanks Matt  
  

 

Matt Rigby 
Executive Director 
Office of the Director-General   
Queensland Health 

   

M 
 

E 
 

W health qld.gov.au 

 

A Level 14, 33 Charlotte Street, Brisbane QLD 4000 

 

 

 

 
 
 

  
  
  
  

********************************************************************************** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information and may be 
protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for the purposes for which they were 
supplied. The privilege or confidentiality attached to this message and attachments is not waived by reason of 
mistaken delivery to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or 
reproduce this message or any attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return 
email or telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views 
of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government.  

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent from or to 
addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, maintaining and ensuring 
appropriate use of its computer network.  

********************************************************************************** 

  

**********************************************************************  
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CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  

electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  

to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  

subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  

immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  

required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  

this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  

have received this electronic message in error, please  

inform the sender or contact   

This footnote also confirms that this email message has  

been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  

**********************************************************************  

  

**********************************************************************  

CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  

electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  

to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  

subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  

immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  

required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  

this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  

have received this electronic message in error, please  

inform the sender or contact   

This footnote also confirms that this email message has  

been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  

**********************************************************************  

  

**********************************************************************  

CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  

electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  

to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  

subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
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immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  

required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  

this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  

have received this electronic message in error, please  

inform the sender or contact   

This footnote also confirms that this email message has  

been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  

**********************************************************************  

  

**********************************************************************  

CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  

electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  

to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  

subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  

immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  

required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  

this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  

have received this electronic message in error, please  

inform the sender or contact   

This footnote also confirms that this email message has  

been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  

**********************************************************************  

  

**********************************************************************  

CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  

electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  

to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  

subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  

immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  

required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  

this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  

have received this electronic message in error, please  
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inform the sender or contact   

This footnote also confirms that this email message has  

been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  

**********************************************************************  

  

**********************************************************************  

CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  

electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  

to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  

subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  

immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  

required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  

this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  

have received this electronic message in error, please  

inform the sender or contact   

This footnote also confirms that this email message has  

been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  

**********************************************************************  

  
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact   
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact   
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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Alison Slade

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <
Sent: Monday, 26 September 2022 12:22 PM
To: Helen Gregg
Cc: Miller.LarissaN[OSC]; Lara Keller
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Helen 
Thanks for this information.  Can you confirm that testing of samples in the range has been paused and when that 
might have occurred, please.  This pause was requested whilst you considered and reported back on the concerns 
raised by your staff about the appropriateness of concentrating to a blanket volume.  Is the timeframe below an 
indication of when you might get back to us as to whether or not there is any basis to the concerns raised (by one 
scientist and corroborated by two others independently)?  Is it possible to get some indication as to whether this has 
any basis sooner please? We cant really wait months to test some of these samples.   
Regards 
  
David 

From: Helen Gregg <   
Sent: Monday, 26 September 2022 09:50 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Miller.LarissaN[OSC] <  Lara Keller <  
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo 
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi David, 
  
We are making progress, but as with any scientific idea, it needs enough of the right data with robust analysis.  This 
takes time.  I envisage it will be months not days or weeks until this proposal is properly evaluated. 
  
Regards 
Helen 
  
  

 

Helen Gregg 
Quality Manager 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  

p  (07)  m   
e   w www.health.qld.gov.au/fss  
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Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging.  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Saturday, 24 September 2022 11:41 AM 
To: Helen Gregg <  
Cc: Miller.LarissaN[OSC] <  Lara Keller <  
Subject: Re: FSS SOP draft memo 
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Helen 
I am just following up on your email dated 16th indicating some initial feedback this week. I wondered if this could 
be provided soon given the temporary pause.  I apologise if I missed this.  
Regards 
  
David Neville 
Inspector, FSG 

 
  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Wednesday, September 21, 2022 2:52 pm 
To: Lara Keller <  
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo  
  
Thank you Lara 
I hope you and your team are being looked after at this difficult time. 
Dave 
  

From: Lara Keller <   
Sent: Wednesday, 21 September 2022 14:51 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Miller.LarissaN[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo 
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Good afternoon David 
  
Thanks for the email and request.   
I have briefed up and will be in contact when Iâ€™m able. 
  
Thanks and Kind Regards 
Lara  

 
Lara Keller B App Sc (MLS), Grad Cert Health Mgt, MAIMS, CMgr FIML 
A/Executive Director 
Forensic and Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
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p  (07)  m   
a Administration, Level 1, 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD, 4108 
e   w www.health.qld.gov.au/fss  
 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging.  
  
  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Tuesday, 20 September 2022 9:55 AM 
To: Lara Keller <  
Cc: Miller.LarissaN[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo 
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Lara 
This week a third scientist made a request to concentrate to a different volume because they thought that 
concentrating to 35uL was not appropriate for that sample.  We are in a position now that we have multiple experts 
indicating that the concerns raised initially may be valid.    
This is a formal request from QPS made in consultation with A/Supt Larissa Miller.  Please note that it is only a 
request for a temporary pause until Helen can advise as to whether there is any risk in the recent process adopted.   
Regards 
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  
   
  

From: Lara Keller <   
Sent: Tuesday, 20 September 2022 08:56 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Miller.LarissaN[OSC] <  Helen Gregg <  
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo 
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Good morning David 
  
Thank you for your email. 
Could you be very specific about your request please, and confirm whether this represents a formal request from 
QPS? 
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We are presently under the direction of the QH A/Director General, as per the memo dated 19 August 
2022.  Any  proposed change to current practice would require consultation and clearance by his office before 
implementation could even be considered. 
  
I will await your advice. 
  
Thanks and Kind Regards 
Lara  

 
Lara Keller B App Sc (MLS), Grad Cert Health Mgt, MAIMS, CMgr FIML 
A/Executive Director 
Forensic and Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p  (07)  m   
a Administration, Level 1, 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD, 4108 
e   w www.health.qld.gov.au/fss  
 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging.  
  
  
  
  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Tuesday, 20 September 2022 8:47 AM 
To: Lara Keller <  Helen Gregg <  
Cc: Miller.LarissaN[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: FSS SOP draft memo 
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

  
Hi Helen and Lara 
I appreciate the efforts being undertaken to assess the concerns about the potential risk of evidence being lost if 
samples in the range of .001-.0088ng/uL (the range) are concentrated to a blanket volume. 
  
Out an abundance of caution, I would request QHFSS temporarily pause testing P1 or P2 samples within the range 
until the matter is resolved, please.    
  
This temporary pause of testing of samples in the range is contingent on QPS receiving advice on the outcome of 
your data analysis. 
  
Could you please confirm by return email that such testing has been paused. 
  
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Friday, 16 September 2022 13:28 
To: Helen Gregg <  
Cc: Lara Keller <  McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo 
  
Hi Helen 
Thankyou 
David 
  

From: Helen Gregg <   
Sent: Friday, 16 September 2022 11:57 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Lara Keller <  McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  
Helen Gregg <  
Subject: Re: FSS SOP draft memo 
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi David, 
  
Lara has passed this on to me.  I will be able to give you a better indication of timeframe by the end of next 
week. 
  
Regards 
Helen 
  

  

 

Helen Gregg 
Quality Manager  

Forensic and Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  

p 07    m    
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4107 
e   w www.health.qld.gov.au  

 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Friday, 16 September 2022 7:17 AM 
To: Lara Keller <  
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo 
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Lara 
I understand that DNA analysis is destructive and that consumption of the sample is unavoidable when the quantity 
present is low. Its hard to give a blanket decision that any sample can be completely consumed given it will depend 
on numerous factors, but there is also a risk in trying to preserve sample when the DNA is present in low 
concentration.  As I understand it, if a sample is concentrated to a volume that is too dilute and half of it is 
processed, the likelihood of getting a result is very low meaning that half of the sample might be wasted with the 
remaining half now being too low in concentration to be of any use.   
  
If QHFSS is able to reliably undertake a test that is likely to yield a useful profile, the testing should be undertaken 
even if it might exhaust the extract.  This might include microconcentration to an amount less than 35uL.  We 
understand that there is no guarantee such testing will yield a profile.  However, if in the scientistâ€™s view the 
technology used at QHFSS is unlikely to yield a forensically meaningful result, consideration needs to be given to 
allowing the QPS the opportunity to engage the services of another laboratory that has the requisite 
technology.  The scientistâ€™s decision should also take into account the existence and nature of any other DNA 
evidence already available for the particular case. 
  
If QHFSS seeks the QPS to make a decision on testing a sample that may deplete the extract, that would need to be 
an informed decision based on a recommendation from the scientist.   
  
I do appreciate that you are looking into the concerns raised around the blanket microoncentration policy, especially 
given the matter has now been raised separately by another scientist.  I look forward to the outcome of the data 
analysis.  Given that if the concerns are correct, the practice could be risking the loss of evidence, would it be 
possible to establish a timeframe around this please.? 
  
Regards 
  
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  
  
  
  
                     
  

From: Lara Keller <   
Sent: Thursday, 15 September 2022 13:34 
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To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  Helen Gregg 
<  
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo 
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Good morning David 
  
I trust that our conversation yesterday answered your questions and clarified the process in place since 19 August 
2022 (per the attachments).   
We look forward to receiving definitive advice from QPS regarding permission to consume remaining sample.   
  
In the meantime, we will collate and analyse data (as discussed). 
  
Thanks and Kind Regards 
Lara  

 
Lara Keller B App Sc (MLS), Grad Cert Health Mgt, MAIMS, CMgr FIML 
A/Executive Director 
Forensic and Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p  (07)  m   
a Administration, Level 1, 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD, 4108 
e   w www.health.qld.gov.au/fss  
 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging.  
  
  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Wednesday, 14 September 2022 12:29 PM 
To: Lara Keller <  Helen Gregg <  
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo 
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Lara and Helen 
Thanks for taking the time to speak to me today.  I understand the complexity involved with modifying procedure 
and validation requirements and the reasons for reverting to a previous processes.  For clarity, could you please 
confirm that the newly adopted process of concentrating all samples to 35uL is the same process that was  in place 
prior to February 2018. 
  
I guess I am still left with the concerns raised by the lab member and whether they have any basis.  The specific 
concerns were: 

 The volume a sample should be concentrated to is dependent on the actual quantity of DNA present; and 
 Samples with a concentration at the lower end of the 0.001-.0088ng/uL range should be concentrated to a 

lower volume to ensure the concentration is sufficient to develop a reliable profile; and 
 For those samples at the low end of that range,  adhering to the directive, results in a concentrate that is too 

dilute to provide a result for some samples and the process, as described, wastes half of the already 
diminished sample. 
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In essence I was advised that the QPS is losing evidence by the current process of blanket concertation to 
35uL.  Could I please be provided advice as to whether these concerns have any basis please.   
  
Could I ask that the suggested change to the process that involves concentrating to a volume based on the quantity 
of DNA present be explored to examine its merits please.   
  
Kind regards 
  
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  
  
  
  
  

From: Lara Keller <   
Sent: Tuesday, 13 September 2022 13:17 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo 
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Thanks David 
Perfect.  How about I call you at 11 am tomorrow? 
Kind Regards 
Lara  

 
Lara Keller B App Sc (MLS), Grad Cert Health Mgt, MAIMS, CMgr FIML 
A/Executive Director 
Forensic and Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p  (07)  m   
a Administration, Level 1, 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD, 4108 
e   w www.health.qld.gov.au/fss  
 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging.  
  
  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Tuesday, 13 September 2022 1:14 PM 
To: Lara Keller <  
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo 
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
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Hi Lara  
Thanks for letting me know.  If you have time for a phone call tomorrow that might be helpful.  I could make time 
anytime you like. 
Regards 
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  
  
  

From: Lara Keller <   
Sent: Tuesday, 13 September 2022 13:11 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo 
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hello David 
  
Thanks for the email. 
I am not available this afternoon, but could make time tomorrow if there is a suitable time for you and/or Duncan?  
Alternately, I understand we have our regular FSG-FSS meeting on Thursday? 
  
Thanks and Kind Regards 
Lara  

 
Lara Keller B App Sc (MLS), Grad Cert Health Mgt, MAIMS, CMgr FIML 
A/Executive Director 
Forensic and Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p  (07)  m   
a Administration, Level 1, 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD, 4108 
e   w www.health.qld.gov.au/fss  
 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging.  
  
  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Tuesday, 13 September 2022 8:18 AM 
To: Lara Keller <  
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: FSS SOP draft memo 
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This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Lara 
Recently I was contacted by the office of the Director-General of QH seeking advice on a proposed new 
workflow.  My advice was basically that the QPS did not hold sufficient expertise to comment on the proposal.  I was 
later given a copy of a memo sent to Helen Gregg that directed all samples in the low quant range to be 
concentrated to 35uL.  Last week a scientist from your DNA lab reached out to me raising concerns that the blanket 
concentration to 35uL was risking the loss of evidence.  As a result I forwarded that concern to Matt Rigby who was 
the contact in the first instance. 
  
I apologise if at appears that I have gone over your head in this instance, that was not my intent, I was just trying to 
give information to the apparent decision maker in the instance.  I am please that this matter has now been referred 
you. 
  
Do you have any time today to discuss the matter, please.  I have a meeting from 10-11, but I am free mostly after 
that. 
  
Kind Regards 
  
David Neville 
  
  
  
  

From: Matthew Rigby <   
Sent: Tuesday, 13 September 2022 08:06 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  Lara Keller <  
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo 
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi Dave, 
  
We have carefully considered the issues raised in your email below.   
  
Our primary objective is to undertake DNA testing in a manner that has been appropriately validated by FSS 
scientists and approved by QPS.   
  
We understand that questions have been raised following the decision, on 19 August 2022, to revert to pre-2018 
testing processes.   
  
It seems there are also questions about the circumstances in which QPS should approve testing if the result will risk 
exhausting sample volume.   
  
It might be beneficial for us to arrange a meeting between QPS and key personnel from FSS to discuss these 
matters.  If you agree, can you please contact Lara Keller, A/Executive Director FSS (copied in for ease of reference) 
to arrange a suitable time. 
  
Kind regards, Matt 
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Matt Rigby 
Executive Director 
Office of the Director-General   
Queensland Health 

   

M 
 

E 
 

W health qld.gov.au 

 

A Level 14, 33 Charlotte Street, Brisbane QLD 4000 

 
 

 

 
 
 

  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Thursday, 8 September 2022 8:58 AM 
To: Matthew Rigby <  
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: FSS SOP draft memo 
Importance: High 
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Matt 
  
I refer to your email below and to the attached directive from A/Director-General Dr Rosengren to the A/Executive 
Director of the QHFSS that prescribes the manner in which samples in the concertation range of 0.001-0.0088ng/uL 
are to be processed.  In particular I refer to the following instruction: 
  

â€œFor clarity, all Priority 1 and Priority 2 samples with a quantitation result between 0.001ng/uL (LOD) and 
0.0088ng/uL, should be concentrated down to a volume of 35uL and undergo one amplification process.â€  

  
I have been contacted by a scientist at the QHFSS DNA laboratory who expressed concerns in relation to the 
attached directive.  
  
To summarise the information provided by the scientist, I was advised that: 

 The volume a sample should be concentrated to is dependent on the actual quantity of DNA present; and 
 Samples with a concentration at the lower end of the 0.001-.0088ng/uL range should be concentrated to a 

lower volume to ensure the concentration is sufficient to develop a reliable profile; and 
 For those samples at the low end of that range,  adhering to the directive, results in a concentrate that is too 

dilute to provide a result for some samples and the process, as described, wastes half of the already 
diminished sample. 

  
In short, the scientist expressed the view that by complying with the directive they were wasting evidence and 
potentially losing the opportunity to obtain a profile from some samples.   
  
The scientist further stated that the scientists should make a decision on the concentration volume based on the 
Quant Trio data, and that a one size fits all approach is not appropriate.  I was informed that other scientists hold 
the same view and that attempts had been made to raise these concerns with the QHFSS senior leadership team 
without success. 
  
As outlined in my email response to you of 19 August 2022, the QPS desires to maximise the potential to obtain a 
profile from every sample, whether that be through services delivered by QHFSS, or by another provider.  I 
mentioned my concern about the micro concentration process exhausting all samples in the context of a warning 
given by the Managing Scientist in 2018 when the QPS raised concern about the removal of the process.  Recent 
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information from the Managing Scientist to the effect that, after amplification, a volume of concentrate that was 
sufficient for further testing would remain, makes it clear that this original advice was quite incorrect.  
  
If QHFSS is able to reliably undertake a test that has a high likelihood of yielding a useful profile, the testing should 
be undertaken even if it might exhaust the extract.  However, if in the scientistâ€™s view the technology used at 
QHFSS is unlikely to yield a forensically meaningful result, consideration needs to be given to allowing the QPS the 
opportunity to engage the services of another laboratory that has the requisite technology.  The scientistâ€™s 
decision should also take into account the existence and nature of any other DNA evidence already available for the 
particular case. 
  
The QPS requests that attached directive be urgently reviewed in light of and having regard to the concerns raised 
by the scientist.  Could I also be provided return advice on the result of such review, please. 
  
  
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  
  
  

From: Matthew Rigby <   
Sent: Friday, 19 August 2022 16:29 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  David Rosengren 
<  
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo 
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi Dave, 
 
Thanks for providing your feedback below through to us. 
  
For your information, the Acting DG has approved the attached and this has been provided through to FSS this 
afternoon. 
 
Thanks Matt  
  

 

Matt Rigby 
Executive Director 
Office of the Director-General   
Queensland Health 

   

M 
 

E 
 

W health qld.gov.au 

 

A Level 14, 33 Charlotte Street, Brisbane QLD 4000 
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Friday, 19 August 2022 9:22 AM 
To: Matthew Rigby <  
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: FSS SOP draft memo 
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Matt 
  
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed change to the laboratory workflow involving automatic 
micro-concentration of samples in the concentration range of .001-.0088ng/uL.   
  
The QPS agreed to the removal of this process in February 2018 following a recommendation that was initiated by 
the DNA laboratory and presented in an Options Paper.  The QPS now has some concern about the information it 
was provided to make this decision including the manner in which the supporting data was derived.   
  
In November 2018 the QPS first raised concern with the Managing Scientist that the removal of the automatic 
micro-concentration process may have resulted in evidence being missed.  At that time the QPS was given an 
assurance that the success of micro-concentration was very low and that â€˜automa c progression of samples 
through the Microcon process means that all available DNA extract will be consumed, so no further testing can 
be conducted on these samples after this stepâ€™.  Based on this advice, the QPS continued with the 
arrangement. 
  
Due to limitations of the QHFSS DNA laboratory, from time to time the QPS seeks the services of other providers to 
undertake alternative testing, particularly for low concentration and degraded samples.   If the advice from the 
Managing Scientist is correct, the automatic concentration of all samples in the range of .001-.0088ng/uL could 
result in the opportunity being lost to use another service provider to obtain important probative evidence.  This is a 
consequence that the QPS is unable to accept as a matter of routine. 
  
The risk is that the proposed directive may result in a sample being exhausted making alternative testing impossible. 
The QPS does not have the expertise to assess the likelihood of the risk given such an assessment can only be made 
based on information that is exclusively within the domain of QHFSS.   As a result, the QPS considers the decision to 
reimplement automatic micro-concentration an internal matter that QH must decide in the context that the 
customer (the QPS) desires to maximise the potential to obtain a profile from every sample, whether that be by 
services delivered by QHFSS or by another provider that can deliver a service QHFSS is not resourced to deliver. 
  
Regards 
  
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  
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From: Matthew Rigby <  
Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 2022 7:10 pm 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: David Rosengren <  
Subject: FSS SOP draft memo  
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi Dave, 
 
Thanks for your time today and as discussed with the Acting DG and myself this afternoon, please find attached a 
draft memo that has been prepared and the associated SOP extract to provide some further clarity to our staff at 
FSS. 
 
Appreciate any feedback/input that you have from a QPS perspective. 
  
Thanks Matt  
  

 

Matt Rigby 
Executive Director 
Office of the Director-General   
Queensland Health 

   

M 
 

E 
 

W health qld.gov.au 

 

A Level 14, 33 Charlotte Street, Brisbane QLD 4000 

 
 

 

 
 
 

  
  
  
  

********************************************************************************** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information and may be 
protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for the purposes for which they were 
supplied. The privilege or confidentiality attached to this message and attachments is not waived by reason of 
mistaken delivery to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or 
reproduce this message or any attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return 
email or telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views 
of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government.  

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent from or to 
addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, maintaining and ensuring 
appropriate use of its computer network.  

********************************************************************************** 
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**********************************************************************  

CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  

electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  

to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  

subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  

immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  

required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  

this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  

have received this electronic message in error, please  

inform the sender or contact   

This footnote also confirms that this email message has  

been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  

**********************************************************************  

  

**********************************************************************  

CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  

electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  

to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  

subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  

immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  

required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  

this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  

have received this electronic message in error, please  

inform the sender or contact   

This footnote also confirms that this email message has  

been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  

**********************************************************************  

  

**********************************************************************  

CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  

electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  

to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
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subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  

immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  

required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  

this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  

have received this electronic message in error, please  

inform the sender or contact   

This footnote also confirms that this email message has  

been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  

**********************************************************************  

  

**********************************************************************  

CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  

electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  

to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  

subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  

immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  

required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  

this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  

have received this electronic message in error, please  

inform the sender or contact   

This footnote also confirms that this email message has  

been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  

**********************************************************************  

  

**********************************************************************  

CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  

electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  

to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  

subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  

immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  

required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  

this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
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have received this electronic message in error, please  

inform the sender or contact   

This footnote also confirms that this email message has  

been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  

**********************************************************************  

  

**********************************************************************  

CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  

electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  

to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  

subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  

immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  

required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  

this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  

have received this electronic message in error, please  

inform the sender or contact   

This footnote also confirms that this email message has  

been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  

**********************************************************************  

  
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact   
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
  
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact   
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
  
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
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to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact   
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact   
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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From:                                 Lara Keller
Sent:                                  Tuesday 20 September 2022 06:52:21 PM
To:                                      Nick Steele
Cc:                                      Helen Gregg
Subject:                             FW: FSS SOP draft memo

Good evening Nick
 
(CC Helen Gregg as the lead on the experiment mentioned below)
 
Further to our conversation this afternoon, I understand the following:

 A meeting is scheduled for tomorrow, during which Helen will launch the project to scientifically 
review the processes and outcomes for the period 6 June 2022 – 19 August 2022.  This will be 
initiated in accordance with current change management SOPs for the Forensic DNA Analysis 
Unit. Please note that scope is yet to be documented and may change

 It is recommended that the A/Director General direction in the memo dated 19 August 2022 is 
maintained, pending the results and interpretation of the findings of the above-mentioned 
experiment. 

 
I understand that this may result in formal notification to QPS.
 
Thanks and kind regards
Lara

Lara Keller, B App Sc (MLS), Grad Cert Health Mgt, MAIMS, CMgr FIML
A/Executive Director
Forensic and Scientific Services
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 
m  
a Administration, 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains
e   w www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 
 
 
 
From: Miller.LarissaN[OSC] <  
Sent: Tuesday, 20 September 2022 2:43 PM
To: Neville.DavidH <  Lara Keller <
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo

 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

Thanks David
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

 
Good morning David
 
Thank you for your email.
Could you be very specific about your request please, and confirm whether this represents a formal 
request from QPS?
 
We are presently under the direction of the QH A/Director General, as per the memo dated 19 August 
2022.  Any  proposed change to current practice would require consultation and clearance by his office 
before implementation could even be considered.
 
I will await your advice.
 
Thanks and Kind Regards
Lara 

Lara Keller B App Sc (MLS), Grad Cert Health Mgt, MAIMS, CMgr FIML
A/Executive Director
Forensic and Scientific Services
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 
p  (07)  m  
a Administration, Level 1, 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD, 4108
e   w www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 
 
 
 
 
 
From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Tuesday, 20 September 2022 8:47 AM
To: Lara Keller <  Helen Gregg <
Cc: Miller.LarissaN[OSC] <
Subject: FW: FSS SOP draft memo

 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

 
Hi Helen and Lara
I appreciate the efforts being undertaken to assess the concerns about the potential risk of evidence 
being lost if samples in the range of .001-.0088ng/uL (the range) are concentrated to a blanket volume.
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Regards
Helen
 

 

Helen Gregg
Quality Manager 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

p 07    m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4107
e   w www.health.qld.gov.au 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future.

 

 
 
From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Friday, 16 September 2022 7:17 AM
To: Lara Keller <
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo

 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Lara
I understand that DNA analysis is destructive and that consumption of the sample is unavoidable when 
the quantity present is low. Its hard to give a blanket decision that any sample can be completely 
consumed given it will depend on numerous factors, but there is also a risk in trying to preserve sample 
when the DNA is present in low concentration.  As I understand it, if a sample is concentrated to a 
volume that is too dilute and half of it is processed, the likelihood of getting a result is very low meaning 
that half of the sample might be wasted with the remaining half now being too low in concentration to 
be of any use.  
 
If QHFSS is able to reliably undertake a test that is likely to yield a useful profile, the testing should be 
undertaken even if it might exhaust the extract.  This might include microconcentration to an amount 
less than 35uL.  We understand that there is no guarantee such testing will yield a profile.  However, if in 
the scientist’s view the technology used at QHFSS is unlikely to yield a forensically meaningful result, 
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In the meantime, we will collate and analyse data (as discussed).
 
Thanks and Kind Regards
Lara 

Lara Keller B App Sc (MLS), Grad Cert Health Mgt, MAIMS, CMgr FIML
A/Executive Director
Forensic and Scientific Services
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 
p  (07)  m  
a Administration, Level 1, 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD, 4108
e   w www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 
 
 
 
From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Wednesday, 14 September 2022 12:29 PM
To: Lara Keller <  Helen Gregg <
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo

 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Lara and Helen
Thanks for taking the time to speak to me today.  I understand the complexity involved with modifying 
procedure and validation requirements and the reasons for reverting to a previous processes.  For 
clarity, could you please confirm that the newly adopted process of concentrating all samples to 35uL is 
the same process that was  in place prior to February 2018.
 
I guess I am still left with the concerns raised by the lab member and whether they have any basis.  The 
specific concerns were:

 The volume a sample should be concentrated to is dependent on the actual quantity of DNA 
present; and

 Samples with a concentration at the lower end of the 0.001-.0088ng/uL range should be 
concentrated to a lower volume to ensure the concentration is sufficient to develop a reliable 
profile; and

 For those samples at the low end of that range,  adhering to the directive, results in a 
concentrate that is too dilute to provide a result for some samples and the process, as 
described, wastes half of the already diminished sample.

In essence I was advised that the QPS is losing evidence by the current process of blanket concertation 
to 35uL.  Could I please be provided advice as to whether these concerns have any basis please.  
 
Could I ask that the suggested change to the process that involves concentrating to a volume based on 
the quantity of DNA present be explored to examine its merits please.  
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Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 
 
 
 
From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Tuesday, 13 September 2022 8:18 AM
To: Lara Keller <
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <
Subject: FW: FSS SOP draft memo

 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Lara
Recently I was contacted by the office of the Director-General of QH seeking advice on a proposed new 
workflow.  My advice was basically that the QPS did not hold sufficient expertise to comment on the 
proposal.  I was later given a copy of a memo sent to Helen Gregg that directed all samples in the low 
quant range to be concentrated to 35uL.  Last week a scientist from your DNA lab reached out to me 
raising concerns that the blanket concentration to 35uL was risking the loss of evidence.  As a result I 
forwarded that concern to Matt Rigby who was the contact in the first instance.
 
I apologise if at appears that I have gone over your head in this instance, that was not my intent, I was 
just trying to give information to the apparent decision maker in the instance.  I am please that this 
matter has now been referred you.
 
Do you have any time today to discuss the matter, please.  I have a meeting from 10-11, but I am free 
mostly after that.
 
Kind Regards
 
David Neville
 
 
 
 
From: Matthew Rigby <  
Sent: Tuesday, 13 September 2022 08:06
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  Lara Keller 
<
Subject: RE: FSS SOP draft memo

 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.
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Hi Dave,
 
We have carefully considered the issues raised in your email below.  
 
Our primary objective is to undertake DNA testing in a manner that has been appropriately validated by 
FSS scientists and approved by QPS.  
 
We understand that questions have been raised following the decision, on 19 August 2022, to revert to 
pre-2018 testing processes.  
 
It seems there are also questions about the circumstances in which QPS should approve testing if the 
result will risk exhausting sample volume.  
 
It might be beneficial for us to arrange a meeting between QPS and key personnel from FSS to discuss 
these matters.  If you agree, can you please contact Lara Keller, A/Executive Director FSS (copied in for 
ease of reference) to arrange a suitable time.
 
Kind regards, Matt
 
 

Matt Rigby
Executive Director
Office of the Director-General  
Queensland Health

M
E
W heal h.qld.gov.au

A Level 14, 33 Charlotte Street, Brisbane QLD 
4000

 
 
From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Thursday, 8 September 2022 8:58 AM
To: Matthew Rigby <
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <
Subject: FW: FSS SOP draft memo
Importance: High

 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Matt
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I refer to your email below and to the attached directive from A/Director-General Dr Rosengren to the 
A/Executive Director of the QHFSS that prescribes the manner in which samples in the concertation 
range of 0.001-0.0088ng/uL are to be processed.  In particular I refer to the following instruction:
 

“For clarity, all Priority 1 and Priority 2 samples with a quantitation result between 0.001ng/uL 
(LOD) and 0.0088ng/uL, should be concentrated down to a volume of 35uL and undergo one 
amplification process.”

 
I have been contacted by a scientist at the QHFSS DNA laboratory who expressed concerns in relation to 
the attached directive. 
 
To summarise the information provided by the scientist, I was advised that:

 The volume a sample should be concentrated to is dependent on the actual quantity of DNA 
present; and

 Samples with a concentration at the lower end of the 0.001-.0088ng/uL range should be 
concentrated to a lower volume to ensure the concentration is sufficient to develop a reliable 
profile; and

 For those samples at the low end of that range,  adhering to the directive, results in a 
concentrate that is too dilute to provide a result for some samples and the process, as 
described, wastes half of the already diminished sample.

 
In short, the scientist expressed the view that by complying with the directive they were wasting 
evidence and potentially losing the opportunity to obtain a profile from some samples.  
 
The scientist further stated that the scientists should make a decision on the concentration volume 
based on the Quant Trio data, and that a one size fits all approach is not appropriate.  I was informed 
that other scientists hold the same view and that attempts had been made to raise these concerns with 
the QHFSS senior leadership team without success.
 
As outlined in my email response to you of 19 August 2022, the QPS desires to maximise the potential to 
obtain a profile from every sample, whether that be through services delivered by QHFSS, or by another 
provider.  I mentioned my concern about the micro concentration process exhausting all samples in the 
context of a warning given by the Managing Scientist in 2018 when the QPS raised concern about the 
removal of the process.  Recent information from the Managing Scientist to the effect that, after 
amplification, a volume of concentrate that was sufficient for further testing would remain, makes it 
clear that this original advice was quite incorrect. 
 
If QHFSS is able to reliably undertake a test that has a high likelihood of yielding a useful profile, the 
testing should be undertaken even if it might exhaust the extract.  However, if in the scientist’s view the 
technology used at QHFSS is unlikely to yield a forensically meaningful result, consideration needs to be 
given to allowing the QPS the opportunity to engage the services of another laboratory that has the 
requisite technology.  The scientist’s decision should also take into account the existence and nature of 
any other DNA evidence already available for the particular case.
 
The QPS requests that attached directive be urgently reviewed in light of and having regard to the 
concerns raised by the scientist.  Could I also be provided return advice on the result of such review, 
please.
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Friday, 19 August 2022 9:22 AM
To: Matthew Rigby <
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <
Subject: FW: FSS SOP draft memo

 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Matt
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed change to the laboratory workflow 
involving automatic micro-concentration of samples in the concentration range of .001-.0088ng/uL.  
 
The QPS agreed to the removal of this process in February 2018 following a recommendation that was 
initiated by the DNA laboratory and presented in an Options Paper.  The QPS now has some concern 
about the information it was provided to make this decision including the manner in which the 
supporting data was derived.  
 
In November 2018 the QPS first raised concern with the Managing Scientist that the removal of the 
automatic micro-concentration process may have resulted in evidence being missed.  At that time the 
QPS was given an assurance that the success of micro-concentration was very low and that ‘automatic 
progression of samples through the Microcon process means that all available DNA extract will be 
consumed, so no further testing can be conducted on these samples after this step’.  Based on this 
advice, the QPS continued with the arrangement.
 
Due to limitations of the QHFSS DNA laboratory, from time to time the QPS seeks the services of other 
providers to undertake alternative testing, particularly for low concentration and degraded samples.   If 
the advice from the Managing Scientist is correct, the automatic concentration of all samples in the 
range of .001-.0088ng/uL could result in the opportunity being lost to use another service provider to 
obtain important probative evidence.  This is a consequence that the QPS is unable to accept as a matter 
of routine.
 
The risk is that the proposed directive may result in a sample being exhausted making alternative testing 
impossible. The QPS does not have the expertise to assess the likelihood of the risk given such an 
assessment can only be made based on information that is exclusively within the domain of QHFSS.   As 
a result, the QPS considers the decision to reimplement automatic micro-concentration an internal 
matter that QH must decide in the context that the customer (the QPS) desires to maximise the 
potential to obtain a profile from every sample, whether that be by services delivered by QHFSS or by 
another provider that can deliver a service QHFSS is not resourced to deliver.
 
Regards
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******************************************************************************
****

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential 
information and may be protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for 
the purposes for which they were supplied. The privilege or confidentiality attached to this 
message and attachments is not waived by reason of mistaken delivery to you. If you are not the 
intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or reproduce this message or any 
attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return email or 
telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only 
the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent 
from or to addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, 
maintaining and ensuring appropriate use of its computer network. 

******************************************************************************
****

 

********************************************************************** 

CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 

electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 

to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 

subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 

immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 

required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 

this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 

have received this electronic message in error, please 

inform the sender or contact  

This footnote also confirms that this email message has 

been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 

********************************************************************** 

 

********************************************************************** 

CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
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electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 

to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 

subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 

immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 

required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 

this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 

have received this electronic message in error, please 

inform the sender or contact  

This footnote also confirms that this email message has 

been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 

********************************************************************** 

 

********************************************************************** 

CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 

electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 

to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 

subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 

immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 

required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 

this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 

have received this electronic message in error, please 

inform the sender or contact  

This footnote also confirms that this email message has 

been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 

********************************************************************** 

 

********************************************************************** 

CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 

electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 

to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
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subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 

immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 

required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 

this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 

have received this electronic message in error, please 

inform the sender or contact  

This footnote also confirms that this email message has 

been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 

********************************************************************** 

 

********************************************************************** 

CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 

electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 

to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 

subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 

immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 

required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 

this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 

have received this electronic message in error, please 

inform the sender or contact  

This footnote also confirms that this email message has 

been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 

********************************************************************** 

 

********************************************************************** 

CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 

electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 

to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 

subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 

immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
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required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 

this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 

have received this electronic message in error, please 

inform the sender or contact  

This footnote also confirms that this email message has 

been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 

********************************************************************** 

 
********************************************************************** 
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 
 
********************************************************************** 
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 
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1

Adam Connolly

From: Helen Gregg
Sent: Thursday 6 October 2022 10:06 AM
To: Abigail Ryan; Adam Kaity; Adrian Pippia; Alanna Darmanin; Alicia Quartermain; Allan 

McNevin; Allison Lloyd; Amy Cheng; Amy Morgan; Angela Adamson; Angelina 
Keller; Anne Finch; Belinda Andersen; Biljana Micic; Cassandra James; Cathie Allen 

 Cecilia Flanagan; Chantal Angus; Chelsea Savage; 
Cindy Chang; Claire Gallagher; Dasuni Harmer; Deborah Nicoletti; Emma Caunt; 
FSS.FDNA.Admin; Generosa Lundie; Helen Williams; Ingrid Moeller; Jacqui Wilson; 
Janine Seymour-Murray; Josie Entwistle; Julie Brooks; Justin Howes; Kerry-Anne 
Lancaster; Kevin Avdic; Kim Estreich; Kirsten Scott; Kristina Morton; Kylie Rika; Lai-
Wan; Lisa Farrelly; Luke Ryan; Madison GULLIVER; Maria Aguilera; Matthew Hunt; 
Melissa Cipollone; Michael Goodrich; Michael Hart; Michelle Margetts; Naomi 
French; Nicole Roselt; Paula Brisotto; Penelope Taylor; Phillip McIndoe; Pierre 
Acedo; Rhys Parry; Ryu Eba; Sandra McKean; Sharelle Nydam; Sharon Johnstone; 
Stephanie Waiariki; Suzanne Sanderson; Tara Prowse; Tegan Dwyer; Thomas 
Nurthen; Valerie Caldwell; Vicki Pendlebury-Jones; Wendy Harmer; Yvonne Connolly

Cc: Matt Ford; Lara Keller
Subject: QPS pause - interim proposal for your feedback

Importance: High

Good morning, 
 
Yesterday, FSS and QPS met to discuss the current pause on 'DIFP' samples, to determine an interim 
solution while further validation studies are completed.  FSS representatives at the meeting were Lara 
Keller, Matt Ford, myself and Kirsten Scott. 
 
The following interim solution was proposed in conjunction with the QPS, and we are now seeking your 
input and advice on this interim solution prior to going back to the QPS for their input. Please note:  This is 
not a change yet – at this stage it is merely a proposal - samples are still paused as per the QPS direction 
to Queensland Health. 
 
Interim proposal 

1.  DIFP Samples go to a 'review' list in FR ( to be created ) 
2.  Each day, the samples on this review list are reviewed by a reporting scientist (I suggest there be a 

dedicated roster for this) 
3.  Reporting scientist reviews the list and determines (based on their expertise etc) if they would like 

the sample to be microconned to 35ul or full 
a.  If microconned to 35 - proceed with analysis 
b. If microconned to full - contact QPS FSG via email documenting reasons for request to 

microcon to full, get permission via email from QPS FSG to microcon to full and exhaust 
sample. Record in FR and proceed to full microcon 

I believe this will comply with our NATA requirements, as a variation to the SOP is allowed if there is 
consultation with and approval by the client to deviate from the SOP. 
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From:                                 Emma Caunt
Sent:                                  Thursday 6 October 2022 10:28:55 AM
To:                                      Helen Gregg
Subject:                             RE: QPS pause - interim proposal for your feedback

I think it’s a great idea 😊
 
From: Helen Gregg <  
Sent: Thursday, 6 October 2022 10:06 AM
To: Abigail Ryan <  Adam Kaity <  
Adrian Pippia <  Alanna Darmanin 
<  Alicia Quartermain <  
Allan McNevin <  Allison Lloyd <  
Amy Cheng <  Amy Morgan <  Angela 
Adamson <  Angelina Keller 
<  Anne Finch <  Belinda Andersen 
<  Biljana Micic <  Cassandra 
James <  Cathie Allen <  Cecilia 
Flanagan <  Chantal Angus <  
Chelsea Savage <  Cindy Chang <  
Claire Gallagher <  Dasuni Harmer 
<  Deborah Nicoletti <  
Emma Caunt <  FSS.FDNA.Admin 
<  Generosa Lundie <  
Helen Williams <  Ingrid Moeller 
<  Jacqui Wilson <  Janine 
Seymour-Murray <  Josie Entwistle 
<  Julie Brooks <  Justin Howes 
<  Kerry-Anne Lancaster <  
Kevin Avdic <  Kim Estreich <  Kirsten 
Scott <  Kristina Morton <  Kylie 
Rika <  Lai-Wan Le <  Lisa Farrelly 
<  Luke Ryan <  Madison GULLIVER 
<  Maria Aguilera <  
Matthew Hunt <  Melissa Cipollone 
<  Michael Goodrich <  
Michael Hart <  Michelle Margetts 
<  Naomi French <  Nicole 
Roselt <  Paula Brisotto <  
Penelope Taylor <  Phillip McIndoe 
<  Pierre Acedo <  Rhys Parry 
<  Ryu Eba <  Sandra McKean 
<  Sharelle Nydam <  Sharon 
Johnstone <  Stephanie Waiariki 
<  Suzanne Sanderson 
<  Tara Prowse <  Tegan 
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Dwyer <  Thomas Nurthen <  
Valerie Caldwell <  Vicki Pendlebury-Jones <Vicki.Pendlebury-

 Wendy Harmer <  Yvonne Connolly 
<
Cc: Matt Ford <  Lara Keller <
Subject: QPS pause - interim proposal for your feedback
Importance: High

 
Good morning,
 
Yesterday, FSS and QPS met to discuss the current pause on 'DIFP' samples, to determine an 
interim solution while further validation studies are completed.  FSS representatives at the 
meeting were Lara Keller, Matt Ford, myself and Kirsten Scott.
 
The following interim solution was proposed in conjunction with the QPS, and we are now 
seeking your input and advice on this interim solution prior to going back to the QPS for their 
input. Please note:  This is not a change yet – at this stage it is merely a proposal - samples are 
still paused as per the QPS direction to Queensland Health.
 
Interim proposal

1.  DIFP Samples go to a 'review' list in FR ( to be created )
2.  Each day, the samples on this review list are reviewed by a reporting scientist (I suggest 

there be a dedicated roster for this)
3.  Reporting scientist reviews the list and determines (based on their expertise etc) if they 

would like the sample to be microconned to 35ul or full
a.  If microconned to 35 - proceed with analysis
b. If microconned to full - contact QPS FSG via email documenting reasons for 

request to microcon to full, get permission via email from QPS FSG to microcon 
to full and exhaust sample. Record in FR and proceed to full microcon

I believe this will comply with our NATA requirements, as a variation to the SOP is allowed if 
there is consultation with and approval by the client to deviate from the SOP.

 
Interim proposal - improvements
The following enhancements to FR will be requested from BDNA to streamline the proposed 
workflow above;

 Add tickbox to QP127 for IO to approve exhaustion of sample (default is ticked). This 
information to be made visible to FDNA staff, as currently do not see QP127

 Implement 'restart testing' workflow using 'request task' to FLU group. This will replace 
emailing to QPS FSG  (point 3b above)

Long term:
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From:                                 Helen Gregg
Sent:                                  Monday 10 October 2022 09:07:49 PM
To:                                      Luke Ryan;Matt Ford
Subject:                             Re: QPS pause - interim proposal for your feedback

Hi Luke,

Matt and I met with the Senior Scientists in FRIT today, and it was decided that at the moment 
it was best to not have documented guidelines, and to leave it to the scientists discretion.

It was proposed that the scientist who makes the decision on the microcon volume also be the 
scientist that does the PDA.  I will include this in the updated proposal to staff that I aim to put 
together tomorrow (I want to go to sleep now.....)

As always - happy to discuss this with you
Regards
Helen

 

Helen Gregg
Quality Manager 
Forensic and Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 
p 07    m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4107
e   w www.health.qld.gov.au 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future.

From: Luke Ryan <
Sent: Friday, 7 October 2022 1:40 PM
To: Helen Gregg <  Matt Ford <
Subject: RE: QPS pause - interim proposal for your feedback 
 
Hi Helen and Matt
I have only one suggestion:
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Regarding “ Reporting scientist reviews the list and determines (based on their expertise etc) if 
they would like the sample to be microconned to 35ul or full” – I think there needs to be 
documented criteria and/or considerations used for this process.  I acknowledge that all 
circumstances could never be covered, however to ensure a broadly consistent approach across 
all scientists, some guidelines are required.  This will also assist when training new staff who do 
not currently hold expertise. 
Thanks
Luke
 
From: Helen Gregg <  
Sent: Thursday, 6 October 2022 10:06 AM
To: Abigail Ryan <  Adam Kaity <  
Adrian Pippia <  Alanna Darmanin 
<  Alicia Quartermain <  
Allan McNevin <  Allison Lloyd <  
Amy Cheng <  Amy Morgan <  Angela 
Adamson <  Angelina Keller 
<  Anne Finch <  Belinda Andersen 
<  Biljana Micic <  Cassandra 
James <  Cathie Allen <  Cecilia 
Flanagan <  Chantal Angus <  
Chelsea Savage <  Cindy Chang <  
Claire Gallagher <  Dasuni Harmer 
<  Deborah Nicoletti <  
Emma Caunt <  FSS.FDNA.Admin 
<  Generosa Lundie <  
Helen Williams <  Ingrid Moeller 
<  Jacqui Wilson <  Janine 
Seymour-Murray <  Josie Entwistle 
<  Julie Brooks <  Justin Howes 
<  Kerry-Anne Lancaster <  
Kevin Avdic <  Kim Estreich <  Kirsten 
Scott <  Kristina Morton <  Kylie 
Rika <  Lai-Wan Le <  Lisa Farrelly 
<  Luke Ryan <  Madison GULLIVER 
<  Maria Aguilera <  
Matthew Hunt <  Melissa Cipollone 
<  Michael Goodrich <  
Michael Hart <  Michelle Margetts 
<  Naomi French <  Nicole 
Roselt <  Paula Brisotto <  
Penelope Taylor <  Phillip McIndoe 
<  Pierre Acedo <  Rhys Parry 
<  Ryu Eba <  Sandra McKean 
<  Sharelle Nydam <  Sharon 
Johnstone <  Stephanie Waiariki 
<  Suzanne Sanderson 
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<  Tara Prowse <  Tegan 
Dwyer <  Thomas Nurthen <  
Valerie Caldwell <  Vicki Pendlebury-Jones <Vicki.Pendlebury-

 Wendy Harmer <  Yvonne Connolly 
<
Cc: Matt Ford <  Lara Keller <
Subject: QPS pause - interim proposal for your feedback
Importance: High

 
Good morning,
 
Yesterday, FSS and QPS met to discuss the current pause on 'DIFP' samples, to determine an 
interim solution while further validation studies are completed.  FSS representatives at the 
meeting were Lara Keller, Matt Ford, myself and Kirsten Scott.
 
The following interim solution was proposed in conjunction with the QPS, and we are now 
seeking your input and advice on this interim solution prior to going back to the QPS for their 
input. Please note:  This is not a change yet – at this stage it is merely a proposal - samples are 
still paused as per the QPS direction to Queensland Health.
 
Interim proposal

1.  DIFP Samples go to a 'review' list in FR ( to be created )
2.  Each day, the samples on this review list are reviewed by a reporting scientist (I suggest 

there be a dedicated roster for this)
3.  Reporting scientist reviews the list and determines (based on their expertise etc) if they 

would like the sample to be microconned to 35ul or full
a.  If microconned to 35 - proceed with analysis
b. If microconned to full - contact QPS FSG via email documenting reasons for 

request to microcon to full, get permission via email from QPS FSG to microcon 
to full and exhaust sample. Record in FR and proceed to full microcon

I believe this will comply with our NATA requirements, as a variation to the SOP is allowed if 
there is consultation with and approval by the client to deviate from the SOP.

 
Interim proposal - improvements
The following enhancements to FR will be requested from BDNA to streamline the proposed 
workflow above;

 Add tickbox to QP127 for IO to approve exhaustion of sample (default is ticked). This 
information to be made visible to FDNA staff, as currently do not see QP127

 Implement 'restart testing' workflow using 'request task' to FLU group. This will replace 
emailing to QPS FSG  (point 3b above)

Long term:
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From:                                 Helen Gregg
Sent:                                  Sunday 9 October 2022 07:08:16 PM
To:                                      Luke Ryan;Matt Ford
Cc:                                      Kylie Rika;Sharon Johnstone;Allison Lloyd
Subject:                             Re: QPS pause - interim proposal for your feedback

Thanks Luke - Allan also had the same feedback.

I will ask the Senior Scientists to develop this as a matter of priority

Regards
Helen

 

Helen Gregg
Quality Manager 
Forensic and Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 
p 07    m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4107
e   w www.health.qld.gov.au 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future.

From: Luke Ryan <
Sent: Friday, 7 October 2022 1:40 PM
To: Helen Gregg <  Matt Ford <
Subject: RE: QPS pause - interim proposal for your feedback 
 
Hi Helen and Matt
I have only one suggestion:
Regarding “ Reporting scientist reviews the list and determines (based on their expertise etc) if 
they would like the sample to be microconned to 35ul or full” – I think there needs to be 
documented criteria and/or considerations used for this process.  I acknowledge that all 
circumstances could never be covered, however to ensure a broadly consistent approach across 
all scientists, some guidelines are required.  This will also assist when training new staff who do 
not currently hold expertise. 
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Thanks
Luke
 
From: Helen Gregg <  
Sent: Thursday, 6 October 2022 10:06 AM
To: Abigail Ryan <  Adam Kaity <  
Adrian Pippia <  Alanna Darmanin 
<  Alicia Quartermain <  
Allan McNevin <  Allison Lloyd <  
Amy Cheng <  Amy Morgan <  Angela 
Adamson <  Angelina Keller 
<  Anne Finch <  Belinda Andersen 
<  Biljana Micic <  Cassandra 
James <  Cathie Allen <  Cecilia 
Flanagan <  Chantal Angus <  
Chelsea Savage <  Cindy Chang <  
Claire Gallagher <  Dasuni Harmer 
<  Deborah Nicoletti <  
Emma Caunt <  FSS.FDNA.Admin 
<  Generosa Lundie <  
Helen Williams <  Ingrid Moeller 
<  Jacqui Wilson <  Janine 
Seymour-Murray <  Josie Entwistle 
<  Julie Brooks <  Justin Howes 
<  Kerry-Anne Lancaster <  
Kevin Avdic <  Kim Estreich <  Kirsten 
Scott <  Kristina Morton <  Kylie 
Rika <  Lai-Wan Le <  Lisa Farrelly 
<  Luke Ryan <  Madison GULLIVER 
<  Maria Aguilera <  
Matthew Hunt <  Melissa Cipollone 
<  Michael Goodrich <  
Michael Hart <  Michelle Margetts 
<  Naomi French <  Nicole 
Roselt <  Paula Brisotto <  
Penelope Taylor <  Phillip McIndoe 
<  Pierre Acedo <  Rhys Parry 
<  Ryu Eba <  Sandra McKean 
<  Sharelle Nydam <  Sharon 
Johnstone <  Stephanie Waiariki 
<  Suzanne Sanderson 
<  Tara Prowse <  Tegan 
Dwyer <  Thomas Nurthen <  
Valerie Caldwell <  Vicki Pendlebury-Jones <Vicki.Pendlebury-

 Wendy Harmer <  Yvonne Connolly 
<
Cc: Matt Ford <  Lara Keller <
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Subject: QPS pause - interim proposal for your feedback
Importance: High

 
Good morning,
 
Yesterday, FSS and QPS met to discuss the current pause on 'DIFP' samples, to determine an 
interim solution while further validation studies are completed.  FSS representatives at the 
meeting were Lara Keller, Matt Ford, myself and Kirsten Scott.
 
The following interim solution was proposed in conjunction with the QPS, and we are now 
seeking your input and advice on this interim solution prior to going back to the QPS for their 
input. Please note:  This is not a change yet – at this stage it is merely a proposal - samples are 
still paused as per the QPS direction to Queensland Health.
 
Interim proposal

1.  DIFP Samples go to a 'review' list in FR ( to be created )
2.  Each day, the samples on this review list are reviewed by a reporting scientist (I suggest 

there be a dedicated roster for this)
3.  Reporting scientist reviews the list and determines (based on their expertise etc) if they 

would like the sample to be microconned to 35ul or full
a.  If microconned to 35 - proceed with analysis
b. If microconned to full - contact QPS FSG via email documenting reasons for 

request to microcon to full, get permission via email from QPS FSG to microcon 
to full and exhaust sample. Record in FR and proceed to full microcon

I believe this will comply with our NATA requirements, as a variation to the SOP is allowed if 
there is consultation with and approval by the client to deviate from the SOP.

 
Interim proposal - improvements
The following enhancements to FR will be requested from BDNA to streamline the proposed 
workflow above;

 Add tickbox to QP127 for IO to approve exhaustion of sample (default is ticked). This 
information to be made visible to FDNA staff, as currently do not see QP127

 Implement 'restart testing' workflow using 'request task' to FLU group. This will replace 
emailing to QPS FSG  (point 3b above)

Long term:
(pending any COI Directions)

 validation performed and finalised resulting in data supporting/not supporting microcon 
to full for initial analysis

 SOPs updated and NATA accreditation continued
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From:                                 Helen Gregg
Sent:                                  Monday 10 October 2022 08:17:12 PM
To:                                      Josie Entwistle;Matt Ford
Subject:                             Re: QPS pause - interim proposal for your feedback

Hi Josie,

Thanks for the feedback - much appreciated!
Please see below for my comments - you have asked a lot of questions in the last paragraph, so 
it is easier this way.  Please let me know if I have misunderstood your feedback!

Regards
Helen

From: Josie Entwistle <
Sent: Friday, 7 October 2022 8:44 AM
To: Helen Gregg <  Matt Ford <
Subject: RE: QPS pause - interim proposal for your feedback 
 
Hi Helen and Matt,
 
I have some feedback and clarification points regarding the interim proposal.
 
With respect to the DIFP worklists, I would recommend that: 

 when checking the list, each sample be checked for case allocation, and if a case is allocated to a 
scientist (and/or if one scientist is managing all of the other samples), that the DIFP sample/s be 
directed to that scientist for their processing recommendation/action. 

 for all DIFP sample decisions, the entire case is allocated to that scientist
 I can see that this may be useful, but I am concerned that this could slow down processing of the 
sample. I think we need to put this idea to the team to see whether they are in agreement.  I will do that 
next!
Regarding the improvements, I have missed some content provided in non-MSteams discussions and it 
may be that explanations have already been provided. Is it the intention that the tick-box would replace 
the QPS FSG permission seeking? Yes - it was a suggestion from QPS that there be a tickbox that defaults 
to allowing us to exhaust the sample - without having to get QPS approval. Is the ‘restart testing’ 
workflow intended to apply to samples with DIFP results already reported, or samples with DIFP quant 
values currently on hold, or both?  I am not sure about the 'restart testing' workflow.  I believe it is 
intended for DIFP results already reported, but that it could be used for DIFP quant values on hold.  
Kerry-Anne has suggested this as well, and I think it should be considered. Another consideration that 
has been raised previously by other staff is the possibility of us reserving a portion of sample prior to any 
exhaustion processing (eg microcon to full). Is this something that has been broached with the QPS, or 
may be assessed in the validation study? Reserving a portion of sample has not been broached with QPS 
to my knowledge. I was focussed on sticking to the pre-2018 process but also allowing discretion in the 
microcon volume - so this wasn't on my radar. Given that one of the main concerns raised at the 
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Commission was about not using all the available sample to have the best possible chance of getting a 
result, I am hesitant to suggest witholding 15ul prior to exhaustion.  I think we should consider and 
investigate this in the future.
 
Kind regards
 
Josie
 
 
 
 
From: Helen Gregg <  
Sent: Thursday, 6 October 2022 10:06 AM
To: Abigail Ryan <  Adam Kaity <  
Adrian Pippia <  Alanna Darmanin 
<  Alicia Quartermain <  
Allan McNevin <  Allison Lloyd <  
Amy Cheng <  Amy Morgan <  Angela 
Adamson <  Angelina Keller 
<  Anne Finch <  Belinda Andersen 
<  Biljana Micic <  Cassandra 
James <  Cathie Allen <  Cecilia 
Flanagan <  Chantal Angus <  
Chelsea Savage <  Cindy Chang <  
Claire Gallagher <  Dasuni Harmer 
<  Deborah Nicoletti <  
Emma Caunt <  FSS.FDNA.Admin 
<  Generosa Lundie <  
Helen Williams <  Ingrid Moeller 
<  Jacqui Wilson <  Janine 
Seymour-Murray <  Josie Entwistle 
<  Julie Brooks <  Justin Howes 
<  Kerry-Anne Lancaster <  
Kevin Avdic <  Kim Estreich <  Kirsten 
Scott <  Kristina Morton <  Kylie 
Rika <  Lai-Wan Le <  Lisa Farrelly 
<  Luke Ryan <  Madison GULLIVER 
<  Maria Aguilera <  
Matthew Hunt <  Melissa Cipollone 
<  Michael Goodrich <  
Michael Hart <  Michelle Margetts 
<  Naomi French <  Nicole 
Roselt <  Paula Brisotto <  
Penelope Taylor <  Phillip McIndoe 
<  Pierre Acedo <  Rhys Parry 
<  Ryu Eba <  Sandra McKean 
<  Sharelle Nydam <  Sharon 
Johnstone <  Stephanie Waiariki 
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<  Suzanne Sanderson 
<  Tara Prowse <  Tegan 
Dwyer <  Thomas Nurthen <  
Valerie Caldwell <  Vicki Pendlebury-Jones <Vicki.Pendlebury-

 Wendy Harmer <  Yvonne Connolly 
<
Cc: Matt Ford <  Lara Keller <
Subject: QPS pause - interim proposal for your feedback
Importance: High

 
Good morning,
 
Yesterday, FSS and QPS met to discuss the current pause on 'DIFP' samples, to determine an 
interim solution while further validation studies are completed.  FSS representatives at the 
meeting were Lara Keller, Matt Ford, myself and Kirsten Scott.
 
The following interim solution was proposed in conjunction with the QPS, and we are now 
seeking your input and advice on this interim solution prior to going back to the QPS for their 
input. Please note:  This is not a change yet – at this stage it is merely a proposal - samples are 
still paused as per the QPS direction to Queensland Health.
 
Interim proposal

1.  DIFP Samples go to a 'review' list in FR ( to be created )
2.  Each day, the samples on this review list are reviewed by a reporting scientist (I suggest 

there be a dedicated roster for this)
3.  Reporting scientist reviews the list and determines (based on their expertise etc) if they 

would like the sample to be microconned to 35ul or full
a.  If microconned to 35 - proceed with analysis
b. If microconned to full - contact QPS FSG via email documenting reasons for 

request to microcon to full, get permission via email from QPS FSG to microcon 
to full and exhaust sample. Record in FR and proceed to full microcon

I believe this will comply with our NATA requirements, as a variation to the SOP is allowed if 
there is consultation with and approval by the client to deviate from the SOP.

 
Interim proposal - improvements
The following enhancements to FR will be requested from BDNA to streamline the proposed 
workflow above;

 Add tickbox to QP127 for IO to approve exhaustion of sample (default is ticked). This 
information to be made visible to FDNA staff, as currently do not see QP127

 Implement 'restart testing' workflow using 'request task' to FLU group. This will replace 
emailing to QPS FSG  (point 3b above)
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From:                                 Helen Gregg
Sent:                                  Monday 10 October 2022 07:22:34 PM
To:                                      Kerry-Anne Lancaster
Cc:                                      Matt Ford
Subject:                             Re: QPS pause - interim proposal for your feedback

Thanks Kerry-Anne.  I appreciate the feedback.

You are correct - we should be sending a task request in FR instead of an email.  I think some of 
the info you have listed may not be required to be provided to QPS (e.g. undergone 
concentration Yes/no, etc), but the gist of the information is there.

I am also in agreement to add the exhibit/sample barcode to the request/task as that seems to 
have benefits.

I believe we could use the 'restart request' workflow you have outlined for this as well. 

I will work on a 'final draft' process for people to comment on, so we can continue to move 
forward.  So far the feedback has been positive - with details to be worked out such as the 
'restart request' etc. I believe we can put the proposal to QPS to consider while we sort out the 
details

Regards
Helen

 

From: Kerry-Anne Lancaster <
Sent: Thursday, 6 October 2022 2:47 PM
To: Helen Gregg <
Subject: RE: QPS pause - interim proposal for your feedback 
 
Hi Helen
 
Here’s a few comments for you….  I think that’s all I have to add……
 
Thanks
Kerry-Anne
 
From: Helen Gregg <
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Sent: Thursday, 6 October 2022 10:06 AM
To: 
Cc: Matt Ford <  Lara Keller <
Subject: QPS pause - interim proposal for your feedback
Importance: High

 
Good morning,
 
Yesterday, FSS and QPS met to discuss the current pause on 'DIFP' samples, to determine an 
interim solution while further validation studies are completed.  FSS representatives at the 
meeting were Lara Keller, Matt Ford, myself and Kirsten Scott.
 
The following interim solution was proposed in conjunction with the QPS, and we are now 
seeking your input and advice on this interim solution prior to going back to the QPS for their 
input. Please note:  This is not a change yet – at this stage it is merely a proposal - samples are 
still paused as per the QPS direction to Queensland Health.
 
Interim proposal

1.  DIFP Samples go to a 'review' list in FR ( to be created )
2.  Each day, the samples on this review list are reviewed by a reporting scientist (I suggest 

there be a dedicated roster for this)
3.  Reporting scientist reviews the list and determines (based on their expertise etc) if they 

would like the sample to be microconned to 35ul or full
a.  If microconned to 35 - proceed with analysis
b. If microconned to full - contact QPS FSG via email documenting reasons for 

request to microcon to full, get permission via email from QPS FSG to microcon 
to full and exhaust sample. Record in FR and proceed to full microcon

As of the 1st September, we have been sending a FR Task/Request to request a microcon to full – 
not sure if you want to keep it this way…  (I sent an email to DNA results management yesterday 
asking if a DIFP sample was to be processed further and Carolyn Hoffman replied and asked if I 
could send the information through the request/task process).
 
Allocate to ‘Action Unit’ -  FLU.
(I have been assigning the request/task type as “Review” – but not sure if that is the best type to 
have)
 
In the comments please add as follows:
 
Brief outline explaining the request, including any request from DPP etc.

Additional information to assist: (example responses given below)
- Quant value: …… ng/uL
- Undergone concentration (Microcon): Yes/No
- Current Volume Remaining: ~…..uL
- Further Processing Requested eg. Additional amplification of 15uL
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- Will further processing exhaust the sample: Yes (~5uL of extract will remain)
- Description of DNA profile obtained to date: Low level mixed DNA profile, difficult to 
interpret
- Scientific Opinion on the likelihood that further internal testing may provide 
additional probative information: Further work may assist in the confirmation of 
information currently obtained. Further work may alternatively confirm that the 
profile is too complex to interpret.
- Recommendation as to whether the sample may be better tested by an external 
service provider: If this item is critical to the outcomes of the case then a discussion 
is requested to explore all possible options.
 
(I also suggest adding the exhibit/sample barcode to the request/task, so it can be 
hyperlinked to for easier access to be looked at).

 
I believe this will comply with our NATA requirements, as a variation to the SOP is allowed if 
there is consultation with and approval by the client to deviate from the SOP. (I agree – 
hopefully this will allow us to progress with NATA say so)

 
Interim proposal - improvements
The following enhancements to FR will be requested from BDNA to streamline the proposed 
workflow above;

 Add tickbox to QP127 for IO to approve exhaustion of sample (default is ticked). This 
information to be made visible to FDNA staff, as currently do not see QP127

 Implement 'restart testing' workflow using 'request task' to FLU group. This will replace 
emailing to QPS FSG  (point 3b above)  (see comment against 3b above)

Also, bdna have created a new request type in the request/tasks when actioned by QPS – this is “restart 
request” (is only accessible to some QPS units to use and automatically puts “PSD” into the Action Unit 
field) and they are going to use this for any samples they want to have restarted – either through the 
taskforce that is looking at which DIFP samples are to be reworked, as well as any routine rework 
requests.  The functionality works, and I’ve put a draft workflow together for Allison, Kylie and Sharon to 
have a look at to see how we are to handle them, I’ve just checked the list they go to and it looks like we 
now have a couple on the list.  
I’m wondering if eventually (and this is just a thought and will need input from others…….), we could use 
the same request/task type when asking to exhaust the sample?   
Long term:
(pending any COI Directions)

 validation performed and finalised resulting in data supporting/not supporting microcon 
to full for initial analysis

 SOPs updated and NATA accreditation continued
Could you please provide any comments, suggestions or concerns to Matt and myself by COB Monday 
10 October, or feel to contact us.
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From:                                 Helen Gregg
Sent:                                  Monday 10 October 2022 07:15:12 PM
To:                                      Deborah Nicoletti;Matt Ford
Subject:                             Re: QPS pause - interim proposal for your feedback

Hi Deborah,

Thanks for your feedback.  Please see below (easier for me to answer your questions).  If I have 
misunderstood the point you were making please let me know!

Regards
Helen

 

From: Deborah Nicoletti <
Sent: Monday, 10 October 2022 11:01 AM
To: Helen Gregg <  Matt Ford <
Subject: RE: QPS pause - interim proposal for your feedback 
 
Hi,
 
In considering the proposed Interim process I have had some thoughts.
 
If these samples are on a list and we assess one at a time, it will often be necessary to look at what else 
is in the case before making a decision of how to proceed with the sample. That might mean case 
managing other samples in the case first if they havn't already been done, which is a good practice, it 
just means that the list may not be cleared each day depending on what else is in each case. There isn't 
really a difference then in assessing/PDAing these samples from a list than any other sample on the PDA 
list, and I wonder whether they could go on the current PDA lists like all other samples. I'm wondering 
why they would be treated with a higher priority by giving them a daily roster compared to other P2 
samples on the PDA lists? I was thinking about making sure there wasn't a delay in processing the 
sample, so that analytical can keep it progressing through to reporting.  I am conscious that it would 
automatically go to microcon, and review by a reporting scientist is a pause in the current process.  I did 
not want to extend the pause more than one working day.
 
Regarding Long term proposal:
 
Will the current DNA extraction method be validated to elute to a lower volume as suggested by 
external experts in the COI so that microconing is not required as a routine method? Given this has been 
raised in the commission by the experts (Linzi I think) as well as the experts who came to visit the lab, I 
believe it will need to be something that will have to be done.  I don;t know when that will happen - but 
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I would say at least after we have received the report from the Commission (in case there are other 
validations we could incorporate at the same time)
 
Regards,
 
Deborah.
 
 
From: Helen Gregg <  
Sent: Thursday, 6 October 2022 10:06 AM
To: Abigail Ryan <  Adam Kaity <  
Adrian Pippia <  Alanna Darmanin 
<  Alicia Quartermain <  
Allan McNevin <  Allison Lloyd <  
Amy Cheng <  Amy Morgan <  Angela 
Adamson <  Angelina Keller 
<  Anne Finch <  Belinda Andersen 
<  Biljana Micic <  Cassandra 
James <  Cathie Allen <  Cecilia 
Flanagan <  Chantal Angus <  
Chelsea Savage <  Cindy Chang <  
Claire Gallagher <  Dasuni Harmer 
<  Deborah Nicoletti <  
Emma Caunt <  FSS.FDNA.Admin 
<  Generosa Lundie <  
Helen Williams <  Ingrid Moeller 
<  Jacqui Wilson <  Janine 
Seymour-Murray <  Josie Entwistle 
<  Julie Brooks <  Justin Howes 
<  Kerry-Anne Lancaster <  
Kevin Avdic <  Kim Estreich <  Kirsten 
Scott <  Kristina Morton <  Kylie 
Rika <  Lai-Wan Le <  Lisa Farrelly 
<  Luke Ryan <  Madison GULLIVER 
<  Maria Aguilera <  
Matthew Hunt <  Melissa Cipollone 
<  Michael Goodrich <  
Michael Hart <  Michelle Margetts 
<  Naomi French <  Nicole 
Roselt <  Paula Brisotto <  
Penelope Taylor <  Phillip McIndoe 
<  Pierre Acedo <  Rhys Parry 
<  Ryu Eba <  Sandra McKean 
<  Sharelle Nydam <  Sharon 
Johnstone <  Stephanie Waiariki 
<  Suzanne Sanderson 
<  Tara Prowse <  Tegan 
Dwyer <  Thomas Nurthen <  
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Valerie Caldwell <  Vicki Pendlebury-Jones <Vicki.Pendlebury-
 Wendy Harmer <  Yvonne Connolly 

<
Cc: Matt Ford <  Lara Keller <
Subject: QPS pause - interim proposal for your feedback
Importance: High

 
Good morning,
 
Yesterday, FSS and QPS met to discuss the current pause on 'DIFP' samples, to determine an 
interim solution while further validation studies are completed.  FSS representatives at the 
meeting were Lara Keller, Matt Ford, myself and Kirsten Scott.
 
The following interim solution was proposed in conjunction with the QPS, and we are now 
seeking your input and advice on this interim solution prior to going back to the QPS for their 
input. Please note:  This is not a change yet – at this stage it is merely a proposal - samples are 
still paused as per the QPS direction to Queensland Health.
 
Interim proposal

1.  DIFP Samples go to a 'review' list in FR ( to be created )
2.  Each day, the samples on this review list are reviewed by a reporting scientist (I suggest 

there be a dedicated roster for this)
3.  Reporting scientist reviews the list and determines (based on their expertise etc) if they 

would like the sample to be microconned to 35ul or full
a.  If microconned to 35 - proceed with analysis
b. If microconned to full - contact QPS FSG via email documenting reasons for 

request to microcon to full, get permission via email from QPS FSG to microcon 
to full and exhaust sample. Record in FR and proceed to full microcon

I believe this will comply with our NATA requirements, as a variation to the SOP is allowed if 
there is consultation with and approval by the client to deviate from the SOP.

 
Interim proposal - improvements
The following enhancements to FR will be requested from BDNA to streamline the proposed 
workflow above;

 Add tickbox to QP127 for IO to approve exhaustion of sample (default is ticked). This 
information to be made visible to FDNA staff, as currently do not see QP127

 Implement 'restart testing' workflow using 'request task' to FLU group. This will replace 
emailing to QPS FSG  (point 3b above)

Long term:
(pending any COI Directions)
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From:                                 Helen Gregg
Sent:                                  Sunday 9 October 2022 07:06:35 PM
To:                                      Allan McNevin;Peter Culshaw;Sharon Johnstone;Kylie Rika
Cc:                                      Matt Ford;Lara Keller
Subject:                             Re: QPS pause - interim proposal for your feedback

Hi Allan,

I am all in favour of having guidelines to try to standardise this.  I will ask the Senior Scientists to 
come up with this.

I believe NDNAD are still being reported as NDNAD.

Regards
Helen

 

From: Allan McNevin <
Sent: Friday, 7 October 2022 10:04 AM
To: Helen Gregg <  Peter Culshaw <  
Sharon Johnstone <  Kylie Rika <
Cc: Matt Ford <  Lara Keller <
Subject: RE: QPS pause - interim proposal for your feedback 
 
Good morning, 
 
Regarding the interim proposal below:

3.  Reporting scientist reviews the list and determines (based on their expertise etc) if they 
would like the sample to be microconned to 35ul or full

a.  If microconned to 35 - proceed with analysis 
b. If microconned to full - contact QPS FSG via email documenting reasons for 

request to microcon to full, get permission via email from QPS FSG to microcon 
to full and exhaust sample. Record in FR and proceed to full microcon

There may be a variation in different staff members having different ideas on how this should be done, 
given the current environment within the reporting teams, I believe some simple guidelines from the 
management team would be of great assistance. They could include some simple ideas – e.g. is the 
sample more likely to yield a single or low number of contributors based on the sample type (e.g. blood 
swabs, sperm fracs)? If it is something like an SFRAC or EFRAC would Y-STR testing likely be of assistance 
in the future (therefore M’con to 35 more likely to be a better approach)? Etc.
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I also have a question – are No DNA detected samples still going to go out as no DNA detected?
 
Cheers
Al
 

Allan McNevin
Scientist – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team
Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic and Scientific Services
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 
p  07 
a 39 Kessels Rd Coopers Plains, Qld, 4108
e   w www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 
 
From: Helen Gregg <  
Sent: Thursday, 6 October 2022 10:06 AM
To: Abigail Ryan <  Adam Kaity <  
Adrian Pippia <  Alanna Darmanin 
<  Alicia Quartermain <  
Allan McNevin <  Allison Lloyd <  
Amy Cheng <  Amy Morgan <  Angela 
Adamson <  Angelina Keller 
<  Anne Finch <  Belinda Andersen 
<  Biljana Micic <  Cassandra 
James <  Cathie Allen <  Cecilia 
Flanagan <  Chantal Angus <  
Chelsea Savage <  Cindy Chang <  
Claire Gallagher <  Dasuni Harmer 
<  Deborah Nicoletti <  
Emma Caunt <  FSS.FDNA.Admin 
<  Generosa Lundie <  
Helen Williams <  Ingrid Moeller 
<  Jacqui Wilson <  Janine 
Seymour-Murray <  Josie Entwistle 
<  Julie Brooks <  Justin Howes 
<  Kerry-Anne Lancaster <  
Kevin Avdic <  Kim Estreich <  Kirsten 
Scott <  Kristina Morton <  Kylie 
Rika <  Lai-Wan Le <  Lisa Farrelly 
<  Luke Ryan <  Madison GULLIVER 
<  Maria Aguilera <  
Matthew Hunt <  Melissa Cipollone 
<  Michael Goodrich <  
Michael Hart <  Michelle Margetts 
<  Naomi French <  Nicole 
Roselt <  Paula Brisotto <  
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Penelope Taylor <  Phillip McIndoe 
<  Pierre Acedo <  Rhys Parry 
<  Ryu Eba <  Sandra McKean 
<  Sharelle Nydam <  Sharon 
Johnstone <  Stephanie Waiariki 
<  Suzanne Sanderson 
<  Tara Prowse <  Tegan 
Dwyer <  Thomas Nurthen <  
Valerie Caldwell <  Vicki Pendlebury-Jones <Vicki.Pendlebury-

 Wendy Harmer <  Yvonne Connolly 
<
Cc: Matt Ford <  Lara Keller <
Subject: QPS pause - interim proposal for your feedback
Importance: High

 
Good morning,
 
Yesterday, FSS and QPS met to discuss the current pause on 'DIFP' samples, to determine an 
interim solution while further validation studies are completed.  FSS representatives at the 
meeting were Lara Keller, Matt Ford, myself and Kirsten Scott.
 
The following interim solution was proposed in conjunction with the QPS, and we are now 
seeking your input and advice on this interim solution prior to going back to the QPS for their 
input. Please note:  This is not a change yet – at this stage it is merely a proposal - samples are 
still paused as per the QPS direction to Queensland Health.
 
Interim proposal

1.  DIFP Samples go to a 'review' list in FR ( to be created )
2.  Each day, the samples on this review list are reviewed by a reporting scientist (I suggest 

there be a dedicated roster for this)
3.  Reporting scientist reviews the list and determines (based on their expertise etc) if they 

would like the sample to be microconned to 35ul or full
a.  If microconned to 35 - proceed with analysis
b. If microconned to full - contact QPS FSG via email documenting reasons for 

request to microcon to full, get permission via email from QPS FSG to microcon 
to full and exhaust sample. Record in FR and proceed to full microcon

I believe this will comply with our NATA requirements, as a variation to the SOP is allowed if 
there is consultation with and approval by the client to deviate from the SOP.

 
Interim proposal - improvements
The following enhancements to FR will be requested from BDNA to streamline the proposed 
workflow above;
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From:                                 Helen Gregg
Sent:                                  Monday 10 October 2022 09:08:19 PM
To:                                      Allan McNevin;Peter Culshaw;Sharon Johnstone;Kylie Rika
Cc:                                      Matt Ford;Lara Keller
Subject:                             Re: QPS pause - interim proposal for your feedback

Hi Allan, 

Matt and I met with the Senior Scientists in FRIT today, and it was decided that at the moment 
it was best to not have documented guidelines, and to leave it to the scientists discretion.

It was proposed that the scientist who makes the decision on the microcon volume also be the 
scientist that does the PDA.  I will include this in the updated proposal to staff that I aim to put 
together tomorrow (I want to go to sleep now.....)

As always - happy to discuss this with you
Regards
Helen

 

Helen Gregg
Quality Manager 
Forensic and Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 
p 07    m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4107
e   w www.health.qld.gov.au 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future.

From: Allan McNevin <
Sent: Friday, 7 October 2022 10:04 AM
To: Helen Gregg <  Peter Culshaw <  
Sharon Johnstone <  Kylie Rika <
Cc: Matt Ford <  Lara Keller <
Subject: RE: QPS pause - interim proposal for your feedback 
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Good morning, 
 
Regarding the interim proposal below:

3.  Reporting scientist reviews the list and determines (based on their expertise etc) if they 
would like the sample to be microconned to 35ul or full

a.  If microconned to 35 - proceed with analysis 
b. If microconned to full - contact QPS FSG via email documenting reasons for 

request to microcon to full, get permission via email from QPS FSG to microcon 
to full and exhaust sample. Record in FR and proceed to full microcon

There may be a variation in different staff members having different ideas on how this should be done, 
given the current environment within the reporting teams, I believe some simple guidelines from the 
management team would be of great assistance. They could include some simple ideas – e.g. is the 
sample more likely to yield a single or low number of contributors based on the sample type (e.g. blood 
swabs, sperm fracs)? If it is something like an SFRAC or EFRAC would Y-STR testing likely be of assistance 
in the future (therefore M’con to 35 more likely to be a better approach)? Etc.
 
I also have a question – are No DNA detected samples still going to go out as no DNA detected?
 
Cheers
Al
 

Allan McNevin
Scientist – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team
Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic and Scientific Services
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 
p  07 
a 39 Kessels Rd Coopers Plains, Qld, 4108
e   w www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 
 
From: Helen Gregg <  
Sent: Thursday, 6 October 2022 10:06 AM
To: Abigail Ryan <  Adam Kaity <  
Adrian Pippia <  Alanna Darmanin 
<  Alicia Quartermain <  
Allan McNevin <  Allison Lloyd <  
Amy Cheng <  Amy Morgan <  Angela 
Adamson <  Angelina Keller 
<  Anne Finch <  Belinda Andersen 
<  Biljana Micic <  Cassandra 
James <  Cathie Allen <  Cecilia 
Flanagan <  Chantal Angus <  
Chelsea Savage <  Cindy Chang <  
Claire Gallagher <  Dasuni Harmer 
<  Deborah Nicoletti <  
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Emma Caunt <  FSS.FDNA.Admin 
<  Generosa Lundie <  
Helen Williams <  Ingrid Moeller 
<  Jacqui Wilson <  Janine 
Seymour-Murray <  Josie Entwistle 
<  Julie Brooks <  Justin Howes 
<  Kerry-Anne Lancaster <  
Kevin Avdic <  Kim Estreich <  Kirsten 
Scott <  Kristina Morton <  Kylie 
Rika <  Lai-Wan Le <  Lisa Farrelly 
<  Luke Ryan <  Madison GULLIVER 
<  Maria Aguilera <  
Matthew Hunt <  Melissa Cipollone 
<  Michael Goodrich <  
Michael Hart <  Michelle Margetts 
<  Naomi French <  Nicole 
Roselt <  Paula Brisotto <  
Penelope Taylor <  Phillip McIndoe 
<  Pierre Acedo <  Rhys Parry 
<  Ryu Eba <  Sandra McKean 
<  Sharelle Nydam <  Sharon 
Johnstone <  Stephanie Waiariki 
<  Suzanne Sanderson 
<  Tara Prowse <  Tegan 
Dwyer <  Thomas Nurthen <  
Valerie Caldwell <  Vicki Pendlebury-Jones <Vicki.Pendlebury-

 Wendy Harmer <  Yvonne Connolly 
<
Cc: Matt Ford <  Lara Keller <
Subject: QPS pause - interim proposal for your feedback
Importance: High

 
Good morning,
 
Yesterday, FSS and QPS met to discuss the current pause on 'DIFP' samples, to determine an 
interim solution while further validation studies are completed.  FSS representatives at the 
meeting were Lara Keller, Matt Ford, myself and Kirsten Scott.
 
The following interim solution was proposed in conjunction with the QPS, and we are now 
seeking your input and advice on this interim solution prior to going back to the QPS for their 
input. Please note:  This is not a change yet – at this stage it is merely a proposal - samples are 
still paused as per the QPS direction to Queensland Health.
 
Interim proposal

1.  DIFP Samples go to a 'review' list in FR ( to be created )
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From:                                 Helen Gregg
Sent:                                  Monday 10 October 2022 09:31:35 AM
To:                                      Claire Gallagher
Subject:                             RE: QPS pause - interim proposal for your feedback

No.  I have not heard from NATA
 
 
From: Claire Gallagher <  
Sent: Monday, 10 October 2022 9:31 AM
To: Helen Gregg <
Subject: RE: QPS pause - interim proposal for your feedback

 
Thanks Helen. 
 
Has our original validation been given the tick by NATA yet?
 
Thanks,
Claire
 
From: Helen Gregg <  
Sent: Sunday, 9 October 2022 7:01 PM
To: Claire Gallagher <  Matt Ford <  
Lara Keller <
Cc: Kylie Rika <
Subject: Re: QPS pause - interim proposal for your feedback

 
HI Claire,
 
I am only proposing it as an interim solution to the current pause.  Wes till need to work on 
validating and documenting the microcon to full.
 
There is no need to use this for reworks as this was already in our documented SOPs
 
Regards
Helen

 

 
 

From: Claire Gallagher <
Sent: Thursday, 6 October 2022 10:55 AM
To: Helen Gregg <  Matt Ford <  Lara 
Keller <
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Cc: Kylie Rika <
Subject: RE: QPS pause - interim proposal for your feedback 
 
Hi Helen
 
Does this process cover all DIFP results (pre 2018, post 2018 and current) that we have had? I have 
assumed that this is new samples only. So based on that, if it is ok with NATA for us to deviate from the 
SOP when it is authorised by our stakeholder, then can we use this reasoning to deviate from the SOP 
with regards to using scientist discretion for all samples within the DIFP range regardless on when they 
were received or whether results have been sent over? 
 
Thanks,
Claire
 
From: Helen Gregg <  
Sent: Thursday, 6 October 2022 10:06 AM
To: Abigail Ryan <  Adam Kaity <  
Adrian Pippia <  Alanna Darmanin 
<  Alicia Quartermain <  
Allan McNevin <  Allison Lloyd <  
Amy Cheng <  Amy Morgan <  Angela 
Adamson <  Angelina Keller 
<  Anne Finch <  Belinda Andersen 
<  Biljana Micic <  Cassandra 
James <  Cathie Allen <  Cecilia 
Flanagan <  Chantal Angus <  
Chelsea Savage <  Cindy Chang <  
Claire Gallagher <  Dasuni Harmer 
<  Deborah Nicoletti <  
Emma Caunt <  FSS.FDNA.Admin 
<  Generosa Lundie <  
Helen Williams <  Ingrid Moeller 
<  Jacqui Wilson <  Janine 
Seymour-Murray <  Josie Entwistle 
<  Julie Brooks <  Justin Howes 
<  Kerry-Anne Lancaster <  
Kevin Avdic <  Kim Estreich <  Kirsten 
Scott <  Kristina Morton <  Kylie 
Rika <  Lai-Wan Le <  Lisa Farrelly 
<  Luke Ryan <  Madison GULLIVER 
<  Maria Aguilera <  
Matthew Hunt <  Melissa Cipollone 
<  Michael Goodrich <  
Michael Hart <  Michelle Margetts 
<  Naomi French <  Nicole 
Roselt <  Paula Brisotto <  
Penelope Taylor <  Phillip McIndoe 
<  Pierre Acedo <  Rhys Parry 
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<  Ryu Eba <  Sandra McKean 
<  Sharelle Nydam <  Sharon 
Johnstone <  Stephanie Waiariki 
<  Suzanne Sanderson 
<  Tara Prowse <  Tegan 
Dwyer <  Thomas Nurthen <  
Valerie Caldwell <  Vicki Pendlebury-Jones <Vicki.Pendlebury-

 Wendy Harmer <  Yvonne Connolly 
<
Cc: Matt Ford <  Lara Keller <
Subject: QPS pause - interim proposal for your feedback
Importance: High

 
Good morning,
 
Yesterday, FSS and QPS met to discuss the current pause on 'DIFP' samples, to determine an 
interim solution while further validation studies are completed.  FSS representatives at the 
meeting were Lara Keller, Matt Ford, myself and Kirsten Scott.
 
The following interim solution was proposed in conjunction with the QPS, and we are now 
seeking your input and advice on this interim solution prior to going back to the QPS for their 
input. Please note:  This is not a change yet – at this stage it is merely a proposal - samples are 
still paused as per the QPS direction to Queensland Health.
 
Interim proposal

1.  DIFP Samples go to a 'review' list in FR ( to be created )
2.  Each day, the samples on this review list are reviewed by a reporting scientist (I suggest 

there be a dedicated roster for this)
3.  Reporting scientist reviews the list and determines (based on their expertise etc) if they 

would like the sample to be microconned to 35ul or full

a.  If microconned to 35 - proceed with analysis
b. If microconned to full - contact QPS FSG via email documenting reasons for 

request to microcon to full, get permission via email from QPS FSG to microcon 
to full and exhaust sample. Record in FR and proceed to full microcon

I believe this will comply with our NATA requirements, as a variation to the SOP is allowed if 
there is consultation with and approval by the client to deviate from the SOP.

 
Interim proposal - improvements
The following enhancements to FR will be requested from BDNA to streamline the proposed 
workflow above;
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1

Adam Connolly

From: Helen Gregg
Sent: Tuesday 11 October 2022 01:14 PM
To: Abigail Ryan; Adam Kaity; Adrian Pippia; Alanna Darmanin; Alicia Quartermain; Allan 

McNevin; Allison Lloyd; Amy Cheng; Amy Morgan; Angela Adamson; Angelina 
Keller; Anne Finch; Belinda Andersen; Biljana Micic; Cassandra James; Cathie Allen 

 Cecilia Flanagan; Chantal Angus; Chelsea Savage; 
Cindy Chang; Claire Gallagher; Dasuni Harmer; Deborah Nicoletti; Emma Caunt; 
FSS.FDNA.Admin; Generosa Lundie; Helen Williams; Ingrid Moeller; Jacqui Wilson; 
Janine Seymour-Murray; Josie Entwistle; Julie Brooks; Justin Howes; Kerry-Anne 
Lancaster; Kevin Avdic; Kim Estreich; Kirsten Scott; Kristina Morton; Kylie Rika; Lai-
Wan; Lisa Farrelly; Luke Ryan; Madison GULLIVER; Maria Aguilera; Matthew Hunt; 
Melissa Cipollone; Michael Goodrich; Michael Hart; Michelle Margetts; Naomi 
French; Nicole Roselt; Paula Brisotto; Penelope Taylor; Phillip McIndoe; Pierre 
Acedo; Rhys Parry; Ryu Eba; Sandra McKean; Sharelle Nydam; Sharon Johnstone; 
Stephanie Waiariki; Suzanne Sanderson; Tara Prowse; Tegan Dwyer; Thomas 
Nurthen; Valerie Caldwell; Vicki Pendlebury-Jones; Wendy Harmer; Yvonne Connolly

Cc: Lara Keller; Matt Ford
Subject: QPS pause - interim proposal - update

Importance: High

Hi Everyone, 
 
Thanks for your feedback on the interim proposal for QPS to consider to lift the pause on concentrating samples in 
the ‘DIFP’ range.  Overall, there was support for the proposal, so I have sent this to QPS for their consideration.   
There were a few suggestions/tweaks to the proposal that I wanted to circulate for your input. These tweaks don’t 
have an impact on the proposal that QPS has been sent (it is tweaks for what we do). 
 
Could you please provide any feedback you have on the proposal by COB Monday 17th October.  New info in green 
and red text. Please note:  This is not a change yet - samples are still paused as per the QPS direction to 
Queensland Health. 
  
Interim proposal 

1.  DIFP Samples go to a 'review' list in FR (to be created) 
2.  Each day, the samples on this review list are reviewed by a reporting scientist (as per roste) 
3.  Reporting scientist reviews the list and determines (based on their expertise etc) if they would like 

the sample to be microconned to 35ul or full.  Reporting scientist allocates the sample to 
themselves so that they then do the PDA (reasoning – eliminate concern about differing 
approaches between reporting scientists, and provide feedback on success of decisions made 
about microcon volume) 

a.  If microconned to 35 - proceed with analysis 
b. If microconned to full – contact QPS FSG via 'request task' to FLU (type 'review) in FR 

documenting reasons for request to microcon to full 

a. Brief outline explaining the request. Additional information to QPS to assist  
- Quant value: …… ng/uL 
- Further Processing Requested: (microconcentration to 15uL/full) 
- Further processing (microconcentration to full) will exhaust the sample, and 
approval from QPS is required 
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From:                                 Helen Gregg
Sent:                                  Tuesday 18 October 2022 05:31:54 PM
To:                                      Josie Entwistle
Subject:                             RE: QPS pause - interim proposal - update

Thanks Josie,
 
Apologies for my late email.
 
I believe I have incorporated checking samples for case allocation in the process discussed and approved 
today.  In the case of allocating a whole case to one scientist if it has a DIFP, this was not adopted - I 
received feedback from a few others that it was not favoured.  
 
I take your point that we could be reworking samples when the scientist is reviewing the whole case.  
Long term - I would like to get to a point where we have more consistency in interpretation amongst 
scientists.  Some people have mentioned getting an ‘outside expert’ in to assist us with interpreting 
profiles and getting consistency, and I think this is an idea worth pursuing. Better consistency should 
resolve the issues you raise, instead of having to allocate entire cases.
 
Regards
Helen
 
 
From: Josie Entwistle <  
Sent: Tuesday, 11 October 2022 3:38 PM
To: Helen Gregg <
Subject: Re: QPS pause - interim proposal - update

 
Hi Helen,
 
I wanted to provide some clarity regarding my previous feedback in relation to the concerns 
you have stressed in your response and email below around timeliness. Part of the reason why I 
suggested maintaining scientist allocation of a case was to avoid instances of double (or more 
handling), which impacts on the time and effort spent in reporting a sample and case.
An allocated scientist will assess all of the samples in the case, prior to reporting a statement. If 
another scientist interprets a sample (and this may be reviewed also), this is time and effort 
spent, however the allocated scientist will still assess this sample and the case reviewer will as 
well, which is additional time and effort spent. In some instances, the allocated scientist may 
not agree with the work performed by the other scientist, and this may result in 'incorrects' or 
reallocation of the entire case and a reassessment of all existing samples.
The current PDA worklist has a column for 'PDS analyst' (sample scientist) and 'reporter' (case 
scientist). I am unsure of the possible format of the new worklist, but if these fields could be 
carried over, and people were asked to observe allocations, this may help mitigate the 
scenarios I've described above. An exception to this is where a statement has already been 
issued. In this scenario, the allocation to a scientist drops off. This is why I made the suggestion 
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of checking for allocation, to avoid the scenarios described above, and possible re-issuing of 
statements that may occur where cases have been reported.
I'm happy to discuss further if you'd like.
 
Kind regards
 
Josie
 

From: Helen Gregg <
Sent: Tuesday, 11 October 2022 1:13 PM
To: Abigail Ryan <  Adam Kaity <  
Adrian Pippia <  Alanna Darmanin 
<  Alicia Quartermain <  
Allan McNevin <  Allison Lloyd <  
Amy Cheng <  Amy Morgan <  Angela 
Adamson <  Angelina Keller <  
Anne Finch <  Belinda Andersen <  
Biljana Micic <  Cassandra James 
<  Cathie Allen <  Cecilia Flanagan 
<  Chantal Angus <  Chelsea 
Savage <  Cindy Chang <  Claire 
Gallagher <  Dasuni Harmer <  
Deborah Nicoletti <  Emma Caunt 
<  FSS.FDNA.Admin <  Generosa 
Lundie <  Helen Williams <  
Ingrid Moeller <  Jacqui Wilson <  
Janine Seymour-Murray <  Josie Entwistle 
<  Julie Brooks <  Justin Howes 
<  Kerry-Anne Lancaster <  
Kevin Avdic <  Kim Estreich <  Kirsten 
Scott <  Kristina Morton <  Kylie 
Rika <  Lai-Wan Le <  Lisa Farrelly 
<  Luke Ryan <  Madison GULLIVER 
<  Maria Aguilera <  
Matthew Hunt <  Melissa Cipollone 
<  Michael Goodrich <  
Michael Hart <  Michelle Margetts 
<  Naomi French <  Nicole 
Roselt <  Paula Brisotto <  Penelope 
Taylor <  Phillip McIndoe <  
Pierre Acedo <  Rhys Parry <  Ryu Eba 
<  Sandra McKean <  Sharelle Nydam 
<  Sharon Johnstone <  
Stephanie Waiariki <  Suzanne Sanderson 
<  Tara Prowse <  Tegan Dwyer 
<  Thomas Nurthen <  Valerie 
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Caldwell <  Vicki Pendlebury-Jones <Vicki.Pendlebury-
 Wendy Harmer <  Yvonne Connolly 

<
Cc: Lara Keller <  Matt Ford <
Subject: QPS pause - interim proposal - update 
 
Hi Everyone,
 
Thanks for your feedback on the interim proposal for QPS to consider to lift the pause on concentrating 
samples in the ‘DIFP’ range.  Overall, there was support for the proposal, so I have sent this to QPS for 
their consideration.  
There were a few suggestions/tweaks to the proposal that I wanted to circulate for your input. These 
tweaks don’t have an impact on the proposal that QPS has been sent (it is tweaks for what we do).

Could you please provide any feedback you have on the proposal by COB Monday 17th October.  New 
info in green and red text. Please note:  This is not a change yet - samples are still paused as per 
the QPS direction to Queensland Health.
 
Interim proposal

1.  DIFP Samples go to a 'review' list in FR (to be created)
2.  Each day, the samples on this review list are reviewed by a reporting scientist (as per 

roste)
3.  Reporting scientist reviews the list and determines (based on their expertise etc) if they 

would like the sample to be microconned to 35ul or full.  Reporting scientist allocates 
the sample to themselves so that they then do the PDA (reasoning – eliminate concern 
about differing approaches between reporting scientists, and provide feedback on 
success of decisions made about microcon volume)

a.  If microconned to 35 - proceed with analysis
b. If microconned to full – contact QPS FSG via 'request task' to FLU (type 'review) 

in FR documenting reasons for request to microcon to full
a.       Brief outline explaining the request. Additional information to QPS to 

assist 
- Quant value: …… ng/uL
- Further Processing Requested: (microconcentration to 15uL/full)
- Further processing (microconcentration to full) will exhaust the 
sample, and approval from QPS is required

4. QPS FLU give permission via FR to microcon to full and exhaust sample. Proceed to full 
microcon

5. QPS FLU do not give permission via FR to microcon to full and exhaust sample - stop. 
Store sample.

 There has been a suggestion for point 3 above:
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From:                                 Helen Gregg
Sent:                                  Tuesday 18 October 2022 09:39:06 AM
To:                                      Sharon Johnstone
Subject:                             RE: QPS pause - interim proposal - update

Great thanks
 
 
From: Sharon Johnstone <  
Sent: Tuesday, 18 October 2022 9:04 AM
To: Helen Gregg <
Subject: FW: QPS pause - interim proposal - update

 
 
Hi Helen,
From what I can see either the points trying to be made have been taken into consideration or they have 
been considered and not incorporated (allocating a whole case to one scientist if it has a DIFP).  The list 
appears to have a column for reporting scientist so a previously allocated case should be obvious.
 
Regards,
Sharon
 
 

Sharon Johnstone
Senior Scientist – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team
Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 
Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COVID-19 pandemic. The best 
contact method is via email.
p 07  
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108
e  w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future.

 
From: Sharon Johnstone 
Sent: Monday, 17 October 2022 3:02 PM
To: Helen Gregg <
Subject: RE: QPS pause - interim proposal - update
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I’m sorry Helen.  Is there some original feedback not included in this chain?
 

Sharon Johnstone
Senior Scientist – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team
Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 
Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COVID-19 pandemic. The best 
contact method is via email.
p 07  
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108
e  w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future.

 
From: Helen Gregg <  
Sent: Monday, 17 October 2022 2:56 PM
To: Sharon Johnstone <
Subject: FW: QPS pause - interim proposal - update

 
Hi Sharon,
 
I must admit I am a bit lost with this.  Can you please explain in terms I may understand?
 
H
 
 
From: Josie Entwistle <  
Sent: Tuesday, 11 October 2022 3:38 PM
To: Helen Gregg <
Subject: Re: QPS pause - interim proposal - update

 
Hi Helen,
 
I wanted to provide some clarity regarding my previous feedback in relation to the concerns 
you have stressed in your response and email below around timeliness. Part of the reason why I 
suggested maintaining scientist allocation of a case was to avoid instances of double (or more 
handling), which impacts on the time and effort spent in reporting a sample and case.
An allocated scientist will assess all of the samples in the case, prior to reporting a statement. If 
another scientist interprets a sample (and this may be reviewed also), this is time and effort 
spent, however the allocated scientist will still assess this sample and the case reviewer will as 
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well, which is additional time and effort spent. In some instances, the allocated scientist may 
not agree with the work performed by the other scientist, and this may result in 'incorrects' or 
reallocation of the entire case and a reassessment of all existing samples.
The current PDA worklist has a column for 'PDS analyst' (sample scientist) and 'reporter' (case 
scientist). I am unsure of the possible format of the new worklist, but if these fields could be 
carried over, and people were asked to observe allocations, this may help mitigate the 
scenarios I've described above. An exception to this is where a statement has already been 
issued. In this scenario, the allocation to a scientist drops off. This is why I made the suggestion 
of checking for allocation, to avoid the scenarios described above, and possible re-issuing of 
statements that may occur where cases have been reported.
I'm happy to discuss further if you'd like.
 
Kind regards
 
Josie
 

From: Helen Gregg <
Sent: Tuesday, 11 October 2022 1:13 PM
To: Abigail Ryan <  Adam Kaity <  
Adrian Pippia <  Alanna Darmanin 
<  Alicia Quartermain <  
Allan McNevin <  Allison Lloyd <  
Amy Cheng <  Amy Morgan <  Angela 
Adamson <  Angelina Keller <  
Anne Finch <  Belinda Andersen <  
Biljana Micic <  Cassandra James 
<  Cathie Allen <  Cecilia Flanagan 
<  Chantal Angus <  Chelsea 
Savage <  Cindy Chang <  Claire 
Gallagher <  Dasuni Harmer <  
Deborah Nicoletti <  Emma Caunt 
<  FSS.FDNA.Admin <  Generosa 
Lundie <  Helen Williams <  
Ingrid Moeller <  Jacqui Wilson <  
Janine Seymour-Murray <  Josie Entwistle 
<  Julie Brooks <  Justin Howes 
<  Kerry-Anne Lancaster <  
Kevin Avdic <  Kim Estreich <  Kirsten 
Scott <  Kristina Morton <  Kylie 
Rika <  Lai-Wan Le <  Lisa Farrelly 
<  Luke Ryan <  Madison GULLIVER 
<  Maria Aguilera <  
Matthew Hunt <  Melissa Cipollone 
<  Michael Goodrich <  
Michael Hart <  Michelle Margetts 
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<  Naomi French <  Nicole 
Roselt <  Paula Brisotto <  Penelope 
Taylor <  Phillip McIndoe <  
Pierre Acedo <  Rhys Parry <  Ryu Eba 
<  Sandra McKean <  Sharelle Nydam 
<  Sharon Johnstone <  
Stephanie Waiariki <  Suzanne Sanderson 
<  Tara Prowse <  Tegan Dwyer 
<  Thomas Nurthen <  Valerie 
Caldwell <  Vicki Pendlebury-Jones <Vicki.Pendlebury-

 Wendy Harmer <  Yvonne Connolly 
<
Cc: Lara Keller <  Matt Ford <
Subject: QPS pause - interim proposal - update 
 
Hi Everyone,
 
Thanks for your feedback on the interim proposal for QPS to consider to lift the pause on concentrating 
samples in the ‘DIFP’ range.  Overall, there was support for the proposal, so I have sent this to QPS for 
their consideration.  
There were a few suggestions/tweaks to the proposal that I wanted to circulate for your input. These 
tweaks don’t have an impact on the proposal that QPS has been sent (it is tweaks for what we do).

Could you please provide any feedback you have on the proposal by COB Monday 17th October.  New 
info in green and red text. Please note:  This is not a change yet - samples are still paused as per 
the QPS direction to Queensland Health.
 
Interim proposal

1.  DIFP Samples go to a 'review' list in FR (to be created)
2.  Each day, the samples on this review list are reviewed by a reporting scientist (as per 

roste)
3.  Reporting scientist reviews the list and determines (based on their expertise etc) if they 

would like the sample to be microconned to 35ul or full.  Reporting scientist allocates 
the sample to themselves so that they then do the PDA (reasoning – eliminate concern 
about differing approaches between reporting scientists, and provide feedback on 
success of decisions made about microcon volume)

a.  If microconned to 35 - proceed with analysis
b. If microconned to full – contact QPS FSG via 'request task' to FLU (type 'review) 

in FR documenting reasons for request to microcon to full
a.       Brief outline explaining the request. Additional information to QPS to 

assist 
- Quant value: …… ng/uL
- Further Processing Requested: (microconcentration to 15uL/full)
- Further processing (microconcentration to full) will exhaust the 
sample, and approval from QPS is required
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From:                                 Helen Gregg
Sent:                                  Monday 17 October 2022 04:49:41 PM
To:                                      Emma Caunt
Subject:                             RE: QPS pause - interim proposal - update

Hi Emma,
 
Thanks for the feedback.  
 
 
From: Emma Caunt <  
Sent: Tuesday, 11 October 2022 1:24 PM
To: Helen Gregg <
Subject: RE: QPS pause - interim proposal - update

 
Hi Helen
 
These are my thoughts:
 
 There has been a suggestion for point 3 above:

 when checking the list, each sample be checked for case allocation, and if a case is allocated to a 
scientist (and/or if one scientist is managing all of the other samples), that the DIFP sample/s be 
directed to that scientist for their processing recommendation/action. Yes definitely, but it 
would be good to say that this is on the proviso that if a person has allocated themselves a case, 
or has case managed all other samples they allocate the case to themselves in FR using the CM 
request. This makes it easier to see if a case is allocated rather than looking through all of the 
samples individually. Happy to explain this more if it doesn’t make sense &#128522; That 
makes sense. I believe this info will be in the review list

 for all DIFP sample decisions, the entire case is allocated to that scientist This is a concern for 
me. If I am working on the DIFP list for a day, and the list has 30 samples on it, I could end up 
allocating 30 cases to myself. This is not a caseload anyone would want to carry. I don’t think 
this option is feasible. It has been decided to keep it at sample allocation level

 
There was also a couple of questions about how this proposal works with the ‘restart testing’ workflow:  
I understand that that workflow is intended for DIFP results already reported, but that it could be used 
for DIFP quant values on hold. I don’t think I understand this. If a line has gone back to QPS to say that 
the sample is on hold then yes we need to do this, but if a line hasn’t gone back to QPS I don’t see why 
this is necessary. But I could have missed the point &#128521; I was getting confused – please 
ignore
 
Happy to discuss.
 
Thanks
 
Emma
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From: Helen Gregg <  
Sent: Tuesday, 11 October 2022 1:14 PM
To: Abigail Ryan <  Adam Kaity <  
Adrian Pippia <  Alanna Darmanin 
<  Alicia Quartermain <  
Allan McNevin <  Allison Lloyd <  
Amy Cheng <  Amy Morgan <  Angela 
Adamson <  Angelina Keller 
<  Anne Finch <  Belinda Andersen 
<  Biljana Micic <  Cassandra 
James <  Cathie Allen <  Cecilia 
Flanagan <  Chantal Angus <  
Chelsea Savage <  Cindy Chang <  
Claire Gallagher <  Dasuni Harmer 
<  Deborah Nicoletti <  
Emma Caunt <  FSS.FDNA.Admin 
<  Generosa Lundie <  
Helen Williams <  Ingrid Moeller 
<  Jacqui Wilson <  Janine 
Seymour-Murray <  Josie Entwistle 
<  Julie Brooks <  Justin Howes 
<  Kerry-Anne Lancaster <  
Kevin Avdic <  Kim Estreich <  Kirsten 
Scott <  Kristina Morton <  Kylie 
Rika <  Lai-Wan Le <  Lisa Farrelly 
<  Luke Ryan <  Madison GULLIVER 
<  Maria Aguilera <  
Matthew Hunt <  Melissa Cipollone 
<  Michael Goodrich <  
Michael Hart <  Michelle Margetts 
<  Naomi French <  Nicole 
Roselt <  Paula Brisotto <  
Penelope Taylor <  Phillip McIndoe 
<  Pierre Acedo <  Rhys Parry 
<  Ryu Eba <  Sandra McKean 
<  Sharelle Nydam <  Sharon 
Johnstone <  Stephanie Waiariki 
<  Suzanne Sanderson 
<  Tara Prowse <  Tegan 
Dwyer <  Thomas Nurthen <  
Valerie Caldwell <  Vicki Pendlebury-Jones <Vicki.Pendlebury-

 Wendy Harmer <  Yvonne Connolly 
<
Cc: Lara Keller <  Matt Ford <
Subject: QPS pause - interim proposal - update
Importance: High
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Hi Everyone,
 
Thanks for your feedback on the interim proposal for QPS to consider to lift the pause on concentrating 
samples in the ‘DIFP’ range.  Overall, there was support for the proposal, so I have sent this to QPS for 
their consideration.  
There were a few suggestions/tweaks to the proposal that I wanted to circulate for your input. These 
tweaks don’t have an impact on the proposal that QPS has been sent (it is tweaks for what we do).

Could you please provide any feedback you have on the proposal by COB Monday 17th October.  New 
info in green and red text. Please note:  This is not a change yet - samples are still paused as per 
the QPS direction to Queensland Health.
 
Interim proposal

1.  DIFP Samples go to a 'review' list in FR (to be created)
2.  Each day, the samples on this review list are reviewed by a reporting scientist (as per 

roste)
3.  Reporting scientist reviews the list and determines (based on their expertise etc) if they 

would like the sample to be microconned to 35ul or full.  Reporting scientist allocates 
the sample to themselves so that they then do the PDA (reasoning – eliminate concern 
about differing approaches between reporting scientists, and provide feedback on 
success of decisions made about microcon volume)

a.  If microconned to 35 - proceed with analysis
b. If microconned to full – contact QPS FSG via 'request task' to FLU (type 'review) 

in FR documenting reasons for request to microcon to full
a.       Brief outline explaining the request. Additional information to QPS to 

assist 
- Quant value: …… ng/uL
- Further Processing Requested: (microconcentration to 15uL/full)
- Further processing (microconcentration to full) will exhaust the 
sample, and approval from QPS is required

4. QPS FLU give permission via FR to microcon to full and exhaust sample. Proceed to full 
microcon

5. QPS FLU do not give permission via FR to microcon to full and exhaust sample - stop. 
Store sample.

 There has been a suggestion for point 3 above:
 when checking the list, each sample be checked for case allocation, and if a case is allocated to a 

scientist (and/or if one scientist is managing all of the other samples), that the DIFP sample/s be 
directed to that scientist for their processing recommendation/action.

 for all DIFP sample decisions, the entire case is allocated to that scientist
I am particular interested in feedback on this – is this feasible?  Will it slow down decision making for 
the list? I am concerned that this could slow down processing of the sample – please advise your 
thoughts!
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From:                                 Helen Gregg
Sent:                                  Monday 17 October 2022 04:51:38 PM
To:                                      Allan McNevin
Cc:                                      Sharon Johnstone
Subject:                             RE: QPS pause - interim proposal - update

HI Allan,
 
Thanks for the feedback.  There is a more refined process that is in draft that I believe will address the 
items you raise - see below
 
 
From: Allan McNevin <  
Sent: Wednesday, 12 October 2022 2:07 PM
To: Helen Gregg <
Cc: Sharon Johnstone <
Subject: RE: QPS pause - interim proposal - update

 
Thanks Helen,
 
Sorry if all of the below has already been considered. But some further thoughts to consider.
 
We will likely need to then, in our Task to QPS have an explicit list of options from which QPS choose to 
advise of how to proceed:
Proceed to Microcon to Full
Proceed to Micron to 35 and amp once
Halt processing until further advised Will be address in new version
 
We will also need to be explicit in our instructions to staff on what to do results-wise whilst awaiting 
response, and also what to do if we are sked to halt processing. New process – there should not be a 
pause while waiting for a response
 
e.g. when sending a Request / Task add result line SOHAA – Sample on-hold awaiting advice, and add to 
On-Hold, Awaiting advice worklist and get the result line validated (unless it is auto-validated, I forget 
sorry); 
once a response is received, add result line TRQ – testing restarted on QPS request (again not sure if 
needs validating or is auto); or if told to hold add NWQPS – No further work on QPS advice
 
This will ensure it clear to QPS what samples are in process, what ones are not being acted on etc. And 
ensure samples don’t unnecessarily clog up PDA worklists, 28-day audit worklists etc. so it will be more 
clearly visible to us what is outstanding and what is not
 
Cheers
Al
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Allan McNevin
Scientist – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team
Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic and Scientific Services
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 
p  07 
a 39 Kessels Rd Coopers Plains, Qld, 4108
e   w www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 
 
From: Helen Gregg <  
Sent: Wednesday, 12 October 2022 1:59 PM
To: Allan McNevin <
Cc: Sharon Johnstone <
Subject: RE: QPS pause - interim proposal - update

 
Thanks Allan – I have put that proposal to QPS
 
HI David, Duncan and Stephan,
 
As discussed, we have a  slight change to the workflow to suggest. My previous email stated:
 

 
There is the possibility in this scenario where we have requested microcon to full, that QPS FLU will 
approve microcon to 35 and one amp.  So the point should read:
e. QPS FLU do not give permission via FR to microcon to full and exhaust sample. Proceed to half/35 
microcon if permission given by QPS or stop and store sample
 
I would appreciate your thoughts on this
 
Regards
Helen
 
 

Helen Gregg
Quality Manager
Forensic and Scientific Services
Prevention Division, Queensland Health
p  07  m  
a 39 Kessels Road
e   w www.health.qld.gov.au/fss

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging.
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From: Allan McNevin <  
Sent: Wednesday, 12 October 2022 7:47 AM
To: Helen Gregg <
Cc: Sharon Johnstone <
Subject: RE: QPS pause - interim proposal - update

 
Hiya,
 
Regarding the following part of the workflow:
 
“b.          If microconned to full – contact QPS FSG via 'request task' to FLU (type 'review) in FR 
documenting reasons for request to microcon to full
a.            Brief outline explaining the request. Additional information to QPS to assist 
- Quant value: …… ng/uL
- Further Processing Requested: (microconcentration to 15uL/full)
- Further processing (microconcentration to full) will exhaust the sample, and approval from QPS is 
required
4.            QPS FLU give permission via FR to microcon to full and exhaust sample. Proceed to full microcon
5.            QPS FLU do not give permission via FR to microcon to full and exhaust sample - stop. Store 
sample.”
 
Why do we have to stop for step 5? In the instance where the scientist wants to microcon to full, and 
QPS don’t want to exhaust the sample, shouldn’t there be an option where QPS can request we still 
microcon to 35 and only amp once?
 
Cheers
Al
 

Allan McNevin
Scientist – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team
Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic and Scientific Services
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 
p  07 
a 39 Kessels Rd Coopers Plains, Qld, 4108
e   w www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 
 
From: Helen Gregg <  
Sent: Tuesday, 11 October 2022 1:14 PM
To: Abigail Ryan <  Adam Kaity <  
Adrian Pippia <  Alanna Darmanin 
<  Alicia Quartermain <  
Allan McNevin <  Allison Lloyd <  
Amy Cheng <  Amy Morgan <  Angela 
Adamson <  Angelina Keller 
<  Anne Finch <  Belinda Andersen 
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<  Biljana Micic <  Cassandra 
James <  Cathie Allen <  Cecilia 
Flanagan <  Chantal Angus <  
Chelsea Savage <  Cindy Chang <  
Claire Gallagher <  Dasuni Harmer 
<  Deborah Nicoletti <  
Emma Caunt <  FSS.FDNA.Admin 
<  Generosa Lundie <  
Helen Williams <  Ingrid Moeller 
<  Jacqui Wilson <  Janine 
Seymour-Murray <  Josie Entwistle 
<  Julie Brooks <  Justin Howes 
<  Kerry-Anne Lancaster <  
Kevin Avdic <  Kim Estreich <  Kirsten 
Scott <  Kristina Morton <  Kylie 
Rika <  Lai-Wan Le <  Lisa Farrelly 
<  Luke Ryan <  Madison GULLIVER 
<  Maria Aguilera <  
Matthew Hunt <  Melissa Cipollone 
<  Michael Goodrich <  
Michael Hart <  Michelle Margetts 
<  Naomi French <  Nicole 
Roselt <  Paula Brisotto <  
Penelope Taylor <  Phillip McIndoe 
<  Pierre Acedo <  Rhys Parry 
<  Ryu Eba <  Sandra McKean 
<  Sharelle Nydam <  Sharon 
Johnstone <  Stephanie Waiariki 
<  Suzanne Sanderson 
<  Tara Prowse <  Tegan 
Dwyer <  Thomas Nurthen <  
Valerie Caldwell <  Vicki Pendlebury-Jones <Vicki.Pendlebury-

 Wendy Harmer <  Yvonne Connolly 
<
Cc: Lara Keller <  Matt Ford <
Subject: QPS pause - interim proposal - update
Importance: High

 
Hi Everyone,
 
Thanks for your feedback on the interim proposal for QPS to consider to lift the pause on concentrating 
samples in the ‘DIFP’ range.  Overall, there was support for the proposal, so I have sent this to QPS for 
their consideration.  
There were a few suggestions/tweaks to the proposal that I wanted to circulate for your input. These 
tweaks don’t have an impact on the proposal that QPS has been sent (it is tweaks for what we do).

Could you please provide any feedback you have on the proposal by COB Monday 17th October.  New 
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info in green and red text. Please note:  This is not a change yet - samples are still paused as per 
the QPS direction to Queensland Health.
 
Interim proposal

1.  DIFP Samples go to a 'review' list in FR (to be created)
2.  Each day, the samples on this review list are reviewed by a reporting scientist (as per 

roste)
3.  Reporting scientist reviews the list and determines (based on their expertise etc) if they 

would like the sample to be microconned to 35ul or full.  Reporting scientist allocates 
the sample to themselves so that they then do the PDA (reasoning – eliminate concern 
about differing approaches between reporting scientists, and provide feedback on 
success of decisions made about microcon volume)

a.  If microconned to 35 - proceed with analysis
b. If microconned to full – contact QPS FSG via 'request task' to FLU (type 'review) 

in FR documenting reasons for request to microcon to full
a.       Brief outline explaining the request. Additional information to QPS to 

assist 
- Quant value: …… ng/uL
- Further Processing Requested: (microconcentration to 15uL/full)
- Further processing (microconcentration to full) will exhaust the 
sample, and approval from QPS is required

4. QPS FLU give permission via FR to microcon to full and exhaust sample. Proceed to full 
microcon

5. QPS FLU do not give permission via FR to microcon to full and exhaust sample - stop. 
Store sample.

 There has been a suggestion for point 3 above:
 when checking the list, each sample be checked for case allocation, and if a case is allocated to a 

scientist (and/or if one scientist is managing all of the other samples), that the DIFP sample/s be 
directed to that scientist for their processing recommendation/action.

 for all DIFP sample decisions, the entire case is allocated to that scientist
I am particular interested in feedback on this – is this feasible?  Will it slow down decision making for 
the list? I am concerned that this could slow down processing of the sample – please advise your 
thoughts!
 
There was also a couple of questions about how this proposal works with the ‘restart testing’ workflow:  
I understand that that workflow is intended for DIFP results already reported, but that it could be used 
for DIFP quant values on hold.  Could you please provide feedback on whether this is a possibility?
 
Interim proposal - improvements
The following enhancements to FR will be requested from BDNA to streamline the proposed 
workflow above;

 Add tickbox to QP127 for IO to approve exhaustion of sample (default is ticked). This 
information to be made visible to FDNA staff, as currently do not see QP127
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From:                                 Josie Entwistle
Sent:                                  Tuesday 11 October 2022 03:38:19 PM
To:                                      Helen Gregg
Subject:                             Re: QPS pause - interim proposal - update

Hi Helen,

I wanted to provide some clarity regarding my previous feedback in relation to the concerns 
you have stressed in your response and email below around timeliness. Part of the reason why I 
suggested maintaining scientist allocation of a case was to avoid instances of double (or more 
handling), which impacts on the time and effort spent in reporting a sample and case.
An allocated scientist will assess all of the samples in the case, prior to reporting a statement. If 
another scientist interprets a sample (and this may be reviewed also), this is time and effort 
spent, however the allocated scientist will still assess this sample and the case reviewer will as 
well, which is additional time and effort spent. In some instances, the allocated scientist may 
not agree with the work performed by the other scientist, and this may result in 'incorrects' or 
reallocation of the entire case and a reassessment of all existing samples.
The current PDA worklist has a column for 'PDS analyst' (sample scientist) and 'reporter' (case 
scientist). I am unsure of the possible format of the new worklist, but if these fields could be 
carried over, and people were asked to observe allocations, this may help mitigate the 
scenarios I've described above. An exception to this is where a statement has already been 
issued. In this scenario, the allocation to a scientist drops off. This is why I made the suggestion 
of checking for allocation, to avoid the scenarios described above, and possible re-issuing of 
statements that may occur where cases have been reported.
I'm happy to discuss further if you'd like.

Kind regards

Josie

From: Helen Gregg <
Sent: Tuesday, 11 October 2022 1:13 PM
To: Abigail Ryan <  Adam Kaity <  
Adrian Pippia <  Alanna Darmanin 
<  Alicia Quartermain <  
Allan McNevin <  Allison Lloyd <  
Amy Cheng <  Amy Morgan <  Angela 
Adamson <  Angelina Keller <  
Anne Finch <  Belinda Andersen <  
Biljana Micic <  Cassandra James 
<  Cathie Allen <  Cecilia Flanagan 
<  Chantal Angus <  Chelsea 
Savage <  Cindy Chang <  Claire 
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Gallagher <  Dasuni Harmer <  
Deborah Nicoletti <  Emma Caunt 
<  FSS.FDNA.Admin <  Generosa 
Lundie <  Helen Williams <  
Ingrid Moeller <  Jacqui Wilson <  
Janine Seymour-Murray <  Josie Entwistle 
<  Julie Brooks <  Justin Howes 
<  Kerry-Anne Lancaster <  
Kevin Avdic <  Kim Estreich <  Kirsten 
Scott <  Kristina Morton <  Kylie 
Rika <  Lai-Wan Le <  Lisa Farrelly 
<  Luke Ryan <  Madison GULLIVER 
<  Maria Aguilera <  
Matthew Hunt <  Melissa Cipollone 
<  Michael Goodrich <  
Michael Hart <  Michelle Margetts 
<  Naomi French <  Nicole 
Roselt <  Paula Brisotto <  Penelope 
Taylor <  Phillip McIndoe <  
Pierre Acedo <  Rhys Parry <  Ryu Eba 
<  Sandra McKean <  Sharelle Nydam 
<  Sharon Johnstone <  
Stephanie Waiariki <  Suzanne Sanderson 
<  Tara Prowse <  Tegan Dwyer 
<  Thomas Nurthen <  Valerie 
Caldwell <  Vicki Pendlebury-Jones <Vicki.Pendlebury-

 Wendy Harmer <  Yvonne Connolly 
<
Cc: Lara Keller <  Matt Ford <
Subject: QPS pause - interim proposal - update 
 
Hi Everyone,
 
Thanks for your feedback on the interim proposal for QPS to consider to lift the pause on concentrating 
samples in the ‘DIFP’ range.  Overall, there was support for the proposal, so I have sent this to QPS for 
their consideration.  
There were a few suggestions/tweaks to the proposal that I wanted to circulate for your input. These 
tweaks don’t have an impact on the proposal that QPS has been sent (it is tweaks for what we do).

Could you please provide any feedback you have on the proposal by COB Monday 17th October.  New 
info in green and red text. Please note:  This is not a change yet - samples are still paused as per 
the QPS direction to Queensland Health.
 
Interim proposal

1.  DIFP Samples go to a 'review' list in FR (to be created)
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2.  Each day, the samples on this review list are reviewed by a reporting scientist (as per 
roste)

3.  Reporting scientist reviews the list and determines (based on their expertise etc) if they 
would like the sample to be microconned to 35ul or full.  Reporting scientist allocates 
the sample to themselves so that they then do the PDA (reasoning – eliminate concern 
about differing approaches between reporting scientists, and provide feedback on 
success of decisions made about microcon volume)

a.  If microconned to 35 - proceed with analysis
b. If microconned to full – contact QPS FSG via 'request task' to FLU (type 'review) 

in FR documenting reasons for request to microcon to full
a.       Brief outline explaining the request. Additional information to QPS to 

assist 
- Quant value: …… ng/uL
- Further Processing Requested: (microconcentration to 15uL/full)
- Further processing (microconcentration to full) will exhaust the 
sample, and approval from QPS is required

4. QPS FLU give permission via FR to microcon to full and exhaust sample. Proceed to full 
microcon

5. QPS FLU do not give permission via FR to microcon to full and exhaust sample - stop. 
Store sample.

 There has been a suggestion for point 3 above:
 when checking the list, each sample be checked for case allocation, and if a case is allocated to a 

scientist (and/or if one scientist is managing all of the other samples), that the DIFP sample/s be 
directed to that scientist for their processing recommendation/action.

 for all DIFP sample decisions, the entire case is allocated to that scientist
I am particular interested in feedback on this – is this feasible?  Will it slow down decision making for 
the list? I am concerned that this could slow down processing of the sample – please advise your 
thoughts!
 
There was also a couple of questions about how this proposal works with the ‘restart testing’ workflow:  
I understand that that workflow is intended for DIFP results already reported, but that it could be used 
for DIFP quant values on hold.  Could you please provide feedback on whether this is a possibility?
Interim proposal - improvements
The following enhancements to FR will be requested from BDNA to streamline the proposed 
workflow above;

 Add tickbox to QP127 for IO to approve exhaustion of sample (default is ticked). This 
information to be made visible to FDNA staff, as currently do not see QP127

 
Regards
Helen
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From:                                 Helen Gregg
Sent:                                  Monday 17 October 2022 04:47:10 PM
To:                                      Sharon Johnstone
Subject:                             RE: QPS pause - interim proposal - update

Hi Sharon,
 
I think the revised process covers some of the item you raise. 
 
 
From: Sharon Johnstone <  
Sent: Tuesday, 11 October 2022 3:04 PM
To: Helen Gregg <
Subject: RE: QPS pause - interim proposal - update

 
Hi Helen,
There are some detail in this process that I think could be fleshed out a little further some of which will 
need QPS to do to assist.
 
In point 3 The reason behind the decision to mic to either 35uL or Full must be documented on the PDA 
page at the time of allocating the sample and ordering the further processing or raising the task to QPS.  
 In new process
 
I agree that it is important to make sure that all samples are checked to make sure that if there is a 
person allocated to a case that the DIFP is sent to that person to evaluate. In new process
 
I am hesitant to allocate whole cases to a scientist.  My hesitation predominantly is based on the delays 
that can happen when whole cases are allocated to one person.  The whole idea behind using lists is that 
the oldest samples are addressed first.  When you treat samples as part of a case, samples are not 
necessarily addressed in order of receipt.  I also believe that the processing of the DIFP list will take 
longer if for every case there is a DIFP that they allocate the case to themselves.  If the reason behind 
the decision is documented on the PDA page I don’t  see there necessarily being a benefit in allocating 
the whole case. No problem – sample allocation only
 
Instead of using the DIFP process: The response from QPS to either give / not give permission is sort by 
raising a task to FLU.  The return of the response can be sent directly back to the forensic officer that 
raises the task.  This should be easily identifiable by QPS and then the response will be actioned by the 
person who raised it and not need to be on a list to be monitored by someone else.  These tasks instead 
will appear on an individual’s  personal worklist. No longer applicable with new process (I think)
 
There needs to be some instruction as to how to go about having a sample stored if permission is not 
granted.  I am not in the best position to advise what would work the best as I assume that either lab 
assistants or AS staff will do that. Agree – but from the communication I have had from David Neville, it 
is highly unlikely that permission will not be granted
 
Happy to discuss anything further
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Cheers,
Sharon
 

Sharon Johnstone
Senior Scientist – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team
Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 
Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COVID-19 pandemic. The best 
contact method is via email.
p 07  
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108
e  w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future.

 
From: Helen Gregg <  
Sent: Tuesday, 11 October 2022 1:14 PM
To: Abigail Ryan <  Adam Kaity <  
Adrian Pippia <  Alanna Darmanin 
<  Alicia Quartermain <  
Allan McNevin <  Allison Lloyd <  
Amy Cheng <  Amy Morgan <  Angela 
Adamson <  Angelina Keller 
<  Anne Finch <  Belinda Andersen 
<  Biljana Micic <  Cassandra 
James <  Cathie Allen <  Cecilia 
Flanagan <  Chantal Angus <  
Chelsea Savage <  Cindy Chang <  
Claire Gallagher <  Dasuni Harmer 
<  Deborah Nicoletti <  
Emma Caunt <  FSS.FDNA.Admin 
<  Generosa Lundie <  
Helen Williams <  Ingrid Moeller 
<  Jacqui Wilson <  Janine 
Seymour-Murray <  Josie Entwistle 
<  Julie Brooks <  Justin Howes 
<  Kerry-Anne Lancaster <  
Kevin Avdic <  Kim Estreich <  Kirsten 
Scott <  Kristina Morton <  Kylie 
Rika <  Lai-Wan Le <  Lisa Farrelly 
<  Luke Ryan <  Madison GULLIVER 
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<  Maria Aguilera <  
Matthew Hunt <  Melissa Cipollone 
<  Michael Goodrich <  
Michael Hart <  Michelle Margetts 
<  Naomi French <  Nicole 
Roselt <  Paula Brisotto <  
Penelope Taylor <  Phillip McIndoe 
<  Pierre Acedo <  Rhys Parry 
<  Ryu Eba <  Sandra McKean 
<  Sharelle Nydam <  Sharon 
Johnstone <  Stephanie Waiariki 
<  Suzanne Sanderson 
<  Tara Prowse <  Tegan 
Dwyer <  Thomas Nurthen <  
Valerie Caldwell <  Vicki Pendlebury-Jones <Vicki.Pendlebury-

 Wendy Harmer <  Yvonne Connolly 
<
Cc: Lara Keller <  Matt Ford <
Subject: QPS pause - interim proposal - update
Importance: High

 
Hi Everyone,
 
Thanks for your feedback on the interim proposal for QPS to consider to lift the pause on concentrating 
samples in the ‘DIFP’ range.  Overall, there was support for the proposal, so I have sent this to QPS for 
their consideration.  
There were a few suggestions/tweaks to the proposal that I wanted to circulate for your input. These 
tweaks don’t have an impact on the proposal that QPS has been sent (it is tweaks for what we do).

Could you please provide any feedback you have on the proposal by COB Monday 17th October.  New 
info in green and red text. Please note:  This is not a change yet - samples are still paused as per 
the QPS direction to Queensland Health.
 
Interim proposal

1.  DIFP Samples go to a 'review' list in FR (to be created)
2.  Each day, the samples on this review list are reviewed by a reporting scientist (as per 

roste)
3.  Reporting scientist reviews the list and determines (based on their expertise etc) if they 

would like the sample to be microconned to 35ul or full.  Reporting scientist allocates 
the sample to themselves so that they then do the PDA (reasoning – eliminate concern 
about differing approaches between reporting scientists, and provide feedback on 
success of decisions made about microcon volume)

a.  If microconned to 35 - proceed with analysis
b. If microconned to full – contact QPS FSG via 'request task' to FLU (type 'review) 

in FR documenting reasons for request to microcon to full
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From:                                 Helen Gregg
Sent:                                  Monday 17 October 2022 04:44:30 PM
To:                                      Adrian Pippia
Subject:                             RE: QPS pause - interim proposal - update

Thanks Adrian,
 
There is a new version of this process that I believe will address the points you raised.  I have given 
specific feedback in red
 
Cheers
Helen
 
 
From: Adrian Pippia <  
Sent: Wednesday, 12 October 2022 3:06 PM
To: Helen Gregg <
Subject: RE: QPS pause - interim proposal - update

 
Hi Helen,
 
I have considered all this info and ideally I think the 3500xL CE instrument needs to be optimised, as per 
the recommendations in Project # 186, prior to further processing.  
 
Furthermore, I feel there needs to be a study completed to assess the merits of both the microcon to 
full and microcon to 35uL process and the benefit of having remaining sample for alternative processing 
(especially where there may be a low level male proportion).  I feel opinions on what is the best 
microcon strategy is based on anecdotal evidence, the majority of which is based on 3130xL processing 
experience which is no longer applicable due to the increased sensitivity of the 3500xL CE instrument, 
meaning the correlation of quant value to expected profile may differ greatly.    Agree – I have asked 
Kylie, Ingrid and Emma to document this and then will circulate to staff for their feedback.  Please 
ensure this is covered when you get the document.
 
At this stage without the above study or similar, I am not confident in being able to decide which avenue 
of microconning is best and would advocate for Microcon to 35uL as it allows the option for a second 
amp to help with assessing profiles with low level information (difficult to interpret stochastic level 
profiles as there can be high variability in the information observed between runs), and allows sample to 
be used for technologies not available at this lab . Happy for you to microcon to 35.  The new process is 
that the sample will be allocated to you, so you can take it from there.
 
This aside, I agree with the extended Pt 3 information.  I would encourage the allocation of samples but 
would also push to to go one step further and allocate the entire case.  In my opinion, the allocation of 
all major crime cases is beneficial as it would increase efficiency, allow for ease of decision making, 
including the potential to triage samples in consultation with QPS and promote accountability. I took 
feedback from others, and it was decided to leave with sample allocation for the time being
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In summary, I reckon have a crack and assess after a couple of weeks.  Workflows usually need some 
fine tuning but we have to start somewhere and unfortunately I can’t always see the finer detail until 
I’m actually on task.
 
Apologies for the rambling. All good! I don’t think you were  rambling – all the points you bring up seem 
valid to me.
 
Regards,
Adrian  
 

Adrian Pippia
Reporting Scientist – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team
Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 
Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COVID-19 pandemic. The best 
contact method is via email.
p 07  
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108
e  w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future.
 
From: Helen Gregg <  
Sent: Tuesday, 11 October 2022 1:14 PM
To: Abigail Ryan <  Adam Kaity <  
Adrian Pippia <  Alanna Darmanin 
<  Alicia Quartermain <  
Allan McNevin <  Allison Lloyd <  
Amy Cheng <  Amy Morgan <  Angela 
Adamson <  Angelina Keller 
<  Anne Finch <  Belinda Andersen 
<  Biljana Micic <  Cassandra 
James <  Cathie Allen <  Cecilia 
Flanagan <  Chantal Angus <  
Chelsea Savage <  Cindy Chang <  
Claire Gallagher <  Dasuni Harmer 
<  Deborah Nicoletti <  
Emma Caunt <  FSS.FDNA.Admin 
<  Generosa Lundie <  
Helen Williams <  Ingrid Moeller 
<  Jacqui Wilson <  Janine 
Seymour-Murray <  Josie Entwistle 
<  Julie Brooks <  Justin Howes 
<  Kerry-Anne Lancaster <  
Kevin Avdic <  Kim Estreich <  Kirsten 
Scott <  Kristina Morton <  Kylie 
Rika <  Lai-Wan Le <  Lisa Farrelly 
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<  Luke Ryan <  Madison GULLIVER 
<  Maria Aguilera <  
Matthew Hunt <  Melissa Cipollone 
<  Michael Goodrich <  
Michael Hart <  Michelle Margetts 
<  Naomi French <  Nicole 
Roselt <  Paula Brisotto <  
Penelope Taylor <  Phillip McIndoe 
<  Pierre Acedo <  Rhys Parry 
<  Ryu Eba <  Sandra McKean 
<  Sharelle Nydam <  Sharon 
Johnstone <  Stephanie Waiariki 
<  Suzanne Sanderson 
<  Tara Prowse <  Tegan 
Dwyer <  Thomas Nurthen <  
Valerie Caldwell <  Vicki Pendlebury-Jones <Vicki.Pendlebury-

 Wendy Harmer <  Yvonne Connolly 
<
Cc: Lara Keller <  Matt Ford <
Subject: QPS pause - interim proposal - update
Importance: High

 
Hi Everyone,
 
Thanks for your feedback on the interim proposal for QPS to consider to lift the pause on concentrating 
samples in the ‘DIFP’ range.  Overall, there was support for the proposal, so I have sent this to QPS for 
their consideration.  
There were a few suggestions/tweaks to the proposal that I wanted to circulate for your input. These 
tweaks don’t have an impact on the proposal that QPS has been sent (it is tweaks for what we do).

Could you please provide any feedback you have on the proposal by COB Monday 17th October.  New 
info in green and red text. Please note:  This is not a change yet - samples are still paused as per 
the QPS direction to Queensland Health.
 
Interim proposal

1.  DIFP Samples go to a 'review' list in FR (to be created)
2.  Each day, the samples on this review list are reviewed by a reporting scientist (as per 

roste)
3.  Reporting scientist reviews the list and determines (based on their expertise etc) if they 

would like the sample to be microconned to 35ul or full.  Reporting scientist allocates 
the sample to themselves so that they then do the PDA (reasoning – eliminate concern 
about differing approaches between reporting scientists, and provide feedback on 
success of decisions made about microcon volume)

a.  If microconned to 35 - proceed with analysis
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1

Adam Connolly

From: Helen Gregg
Sent: Monday 17 October 2022 02:58 PM
To: Kylie Rika; 'Paula Brisotto'; Allison Lloyd; Luke Ryan; Chelsea Savage; Kirsten Scott; 

Sharon Johnstone
Subject: Restart - draft process
Attachments: Restart - draft process.docx

Importance: High

Hello, 
 
We are getting closer to lifting this pause.  Could I please ask you to review the attached ‘sop’ and advise any 
changes.  I really want to avoid confusion as to the process being proposed. 
 
Feedback asap would be appreciated.  I believe the list is almost ready 
 
Regards 
Helen 
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Process for microcon (lifting the pause) 

 

1. DIFP Samples automatically go to the 'microcon review' list in FR 

 

2. Each day, the samples on this review list are reviewed by a reporting scientist  

 

3. The reporting scientist will check the sample to see if the sample has already been allocated to a person.  
If so, send the decision re: microcon volume to that person 

 

4. The reporting scientist will review the list and determine (based on their expertise etc) if they 
would like the sample to be microconned to 35ul or full. 

 

5. Reporting scientist document decision making reasons on PDA page in sample notes 

 

6. Reporting scientist allocates sample to themselves (so they do the interpretation) 

 

7. The reporting scientist review the ‘exhibit search’ tab ‘exhibit warning’ section to determine if 
‘destructive techniques not authorised’ has been ticked 

a) If not ticked – proceed with microcon (full or 35) 
b) If ticked – contact QPS FSG via 'request task' to FLU (type 'review) in FR for case review.   
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Chelsea
 
From: Luke Ryan <  
Sent: Monday, 17 October 2022 4:10 PM
To: Sharon Johnstone <  Helen Gregg 
<  Kylie Rika <  Paula Brisotto 
<  Allison Lloyd <  Chelsea Savage 
<  Kirsten Scott <
Subject: RE: Restart - draft process

 
Hi All
I agree with Sharon’s feedback regarding the addition of criteria taken into consideration regarding 
decision making. 
 
Thanks
Luke
 
From: Sharon Johnstone <  
Sent: Monday, 17 October 2022 3:37 PM
To: Helen Gregg <  Kylie Rika <  Paula 
Brisotto <  Allison Lloyd <  Luke 
Ryan <  Chelsea Savage <  Kirsten 
Scott <
Subject: RE: Restart - draft process

 
Hi,
Just a minor change as in blue for me
Cheers,
Sharon
 

Sharon Johnstone
Senior Scientist – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team
Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 
Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COVID-19 pandemic. The best 
contact method is via email.
p 07  
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108
e  w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future.
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From: Helen Gregg <  
Sent: Monday, 17 October 2022 2:58 PM
To: Kylie Rika <  Paula Brisotto <  
Allison Lloyd <  Luke Ryan <  Chelsea 
Savage <  Kirsten Scott <  Sharon 
Johnstone <
Subject: Restart - draft process
Importance: High

 
Hello,
 
We are getting closer to lifting this pause.  Could I please ask you to review the attached ‘sop’ and advise 
any changes.  I really want to avoid confusion as to the process being proposed.
 
Feedback asap would be appreciated.  I believe the list is almost ready
 
Regards
Helen
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From:                                 Helen Gregg
Sent:                                  Monday 17 October 2022 10:34:32 AM
To:                                      Sharon Johnstone;Kerry-Anne Lancaster
Cc:                                      Helen Gregg
Subject:                             RE: Interim proposal for current pause

Thanks.  I will come over soon to chat. I will convey your wishes to David Neville – that he makes all QPS 
aware that this is what the checkbox means – that the sample will be consumed by default, and they 
must check this if they want to the sample to be kept
 Can you see the checkbox?

 
 
 
From: Sharon Johnstone <  
Sent: Monday, 17 October 2022 10:26 AM
To: Helen Gregg <  Kerry-Anne Lancaster <Kerry-

Subject: RE: Interim proposal for current pause
 
Hi Helen,
I can see that the proposed ticking of “destructive techniques not authorised” would work for us.  The 
condition to this is that it is understood that all of our testing consumes sample.  So the reference to the 
use of this box being ticked by QPS is that they are aware that amplification is required for us to do any 
testing and that is OK to do and that the use of this box is simply to indicate that the entire sample is not 
to be consumed with testing that we do.  The other assumption is that QPS will communicate this 
information to all investigators and we assume in good faith that we use this information assuming that 
investigators understand.  It also appears that the default will be an unchecked box.
 
We could easily incorporate such a process and would be much less onerous than individuals asking for 
permission.
 
Regards,
Sharon
 

Sharon Johnstone
Senior Scientist – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team
Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 
Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COVID-19 pandemic. The best 
contact method is via email.
p 07  
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108
e  w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future.
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From: Helen Gregg <  
Sent: Monday, 17 October 2022 10:01 AM
To: Sharon Johnstone <  Kerry-Anne Lancaster <Kerry-

Subject: FW: Interim proposal for current pause
 
Hi,
 
A change to the process.  We don’t have to ask for approval to exhaust – there is a tick box that will do 
that for us.  Could you please advise if this is something we can easily add to our workflow?
 
H
 
 
From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Monday, 17 October 2022 9:57 AM
To: Helen Gregg <
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  Aaron Suthers 
<
Subject: RE: Interim proposal for current pause

 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Helen
Thanks for the reply.  For clarity, the QPS is happy for testing to recommence as advised on 11 Oct.  We 
would be happy for scientists to exercise their own discretion when it comes to exhausting samples 
except those marked as “Destructive test not authorised”.  I think this would be very rare.  I am told they 
keep the  spin baskets which can be reextracted in any case.
 
Regards
 
David Neville
 
 
 
From: Helen Gregg <  
Sent: Monday, 17 October 2022 07:58
To: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  Lara Keller 
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<
Cc: Aaron Suthers <  Kirsten Scott 
<  Matt Ford <  Hill.MarcusE[OSC] 
<  Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Foxover.StephanP[OSC] <
Subject: RE: Interim proposal for current pause

 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

 
HI All,
 
We are moving forward with the proposed interim process.  
David – apologies for not replying to your email earlier.  I had a personal emergency to deal with
 
Regards
Helen
 
 
From: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  
Sent: Friday, 14 October 2022 12:42 PM
To: Lara Keller <
Cc: Aaron Suthers <  Kirsten Scott 
<  Matt Ford <  Hill.MarcusE[OSC] 
<  Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Foxover.StephanP[OSC] <  Helen Gregg 
<
Subject: RE: Interim proposal for current pause

 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

Good afternoon Lara, 
 
Following on from David’s email from yesterday, I am keen to provide feedback or other input to move 
ahead with the interim process proposed.  I had a meeting with BDNA today on other matters, however 
I raised the potential changes to the FR that may be needed for this proposal.  I stated I supported the 
work should it need priority attention in terms of our QPS arrangements, however they were unaware 
of any related requests. 
 
Could you confirm please that you are still happy with the proposed interim process and let me know if 
further discussion is needed on any matters that may have arisen. 
 
Kind regards,
 
Duncan
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<
Cc: Lara Keller <  Aaron Suthers <  
Kirsten Scott <  Matt Ford <  
Hill.MarcusE[OSC] <
Subject: Re: Interim proposal for current pause

 
Hi Helen
There are a few aspects to this that we need to give some consideration to.  The QPS understands that 
DNA testing is a destructive process and that exhaustion of the sample will occur when very low 
amounts are present.  Also, attempts to preserve a sample when the amount present is low can prevent 
a profile from being obtained.  It has never been that case that QPS would prefer to preserve sample 
over obtaining a profile. 
 
In the overwhelming majority of cases the QPS would prefer testing to be undertaken if there is a 
reasonable chance of obtaining useful information, even if the testing consumes the sample.  However 
from time to time we may have a case where a particular DNA sample is pivotal and we may need to 
seek the services from another provider that offers alternative testing options.
 
The decision to exhaust a sample is something that is best made by a scientist based on the data present 
and their experience.  It should include an assessment of the likelihood of obtaining useful information 
using QHFSS methodology vs the likelihood of obtaining useful information using alternative 
methodology.  It should also be informed by the existence of other DNA evidence within the case or lack 
thereof.  The QPS is not positioned to make these assessments. 
 
The QPS can assist by identifying exhibits that are critical to a case where such an assessment needs by 
undertaken in a more careful manner.  Such exhibits could be recorded as critical by use of a check box 
on the Forensic Register.  If an exhibit is recorded as critical, the scientist should liaise with the QPS prior 
to making a decision to exhaust the sample.   This would remove the overly onerous interim system in 
place and hopefully streamline the process.
 
In terms of your question about QPS approving microcon to 35uL, we are not really equipped to make 
those decisions.  It would appear that the microcon volume is something that should be based on the 
quantity of DNA in the sample.  If the quantity is low and QPS approves microcon to 35uL, we may have 
effectively wasted DNA in a sample that is already very low in DNA.    What we are really seeking is a 
recommendation from QHFSS as to whether critical samples might be better tested elsewhere when 
they have very low concentrations of DNA.  We would assume that this would be very rare.
 
 
David Neville
Inspector, FSG

 
 

From: Helen Gregg <
Sent: Wednesday, October 12, 2022 1:58:15 PM
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] 
<  Foxover.StephanP[OSC] 
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<
Cc: Lara Keller <  Aaron Suthers <  
Kirsten Scott <  Matt Ford <  
Hill.MarcusE[OSC] <
Subject: RE: Interim proposal for current pause 
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

 
HI David, Duncan and Stephan,
 
As discussed, we have a  slight change to the workflow to suggest. My previous email stated:
 

 
There is the possibility in this scenario where we have requested microcon to full, that QPS FLU will 
approve microcon to 35 and one amp.  So the point should read:
e. QPS FLU do not give permission via FR to microcon to full and exhaust sample. Proceed to half/35 
microcon if permission given by QPS or stop and store sample
 
I would appreciate your thoughts on this
 
Regards
Helen

Helen Gregg
Quality Manager
Forensic and Scientific Services
Prevention Division, Queensland Health
p  07  m  
a 39 Kessels Road
e   w www.health.qld.gov.au/fss

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging.
 
 
From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Tuesday, 11 October 2022 2:25 PM
To: Helen Gregg <
Cc: Lara Keller <  Aaron Suthers <  
Kirsten Scott <  Foxover.StephanP[OSC] 
<  Matt Ford <  
McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  Hill.MarcusE[OSC] 
<
Subject: FW: Interim proposal for current pause
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From: Helen Gregg <
Sent: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 9:11:02 AM
To: Aaron Suthers <  Foxover.StephanP[OSC] 
<  McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] 
<
Cc: Kirsten Scott <  Matt Ford <  Lara 
Keller <
Subject: Interim proposal for current pause 
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

 

Good morning,

Thank you for the meeting held Wednesday 5th October to discuss the current pause on 'DIFP' 
samples and determine an interim solution while further validation studies are completed.  

 The following interim solution was discussed at the meeting and has been has considered by 
FDNA staff – thank you for your patience while we consulted internally.  We are now seeking 
your input and advice on this interim solution. Please note:  This is not a change yet – samples 
are still paused as per the QPS direction to Queensland Health, and testing will not resume 
until QPS advises.

FSS believe this will comply with our NATA requirements, as a variation to the SOP is allowed if 
there is consultation with and approval by the client to deviate from the SOP.

 Interim proposal

1.  DIFP Samples go to a 'review' list in FR ( to be created )
2.  Each day, the samples on this review list are reviewed by a reporting scientist 
3.  The reporting scientist will review the list and determine (based on their expertise etc) 

if they would like the sample to be microconned to 35ul or full

a.  If microconned to 35 - proceed with analysis
b. If microconned to full - contact QPS FSG via 'request task' to FLU (type 'review) in 

FR documenting reasons for request to microcon to full
c.       Brief outline explaining the request. Additional information to QPS to 

assist 
- Quant value: …… ng/uL
- Further Processing Requested: (microconcentration to 15uL/full)
- Further processing (microconcentration to full) will exhaust the 
sample, and approval from QPS is required
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attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return email or 
telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only 
the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent 
from or to addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, 
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have received this electronic message in error, please 
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inform the sender or contact  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 
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From:                                 Helen Gregg
Sent:                                  Monday 17 October 2022 04:25:52 PM
To:                                      Luke Ryan;Sharon Johnstone;Kylie Rika;Paula Brisotto;Allison Lloyd;Chelsea 
Savage;Kirsten Scott
Cc:                                      Peter Culshaw;Lara Keller
Subject:                             RE: Restart - draft process
Attachments:                   Restart - draft process v0.2.docx
Importance:                     High

OK.   I will take that out as it was determined that no criteria was available at this point in time.
 
I will also leave in the point that Allison raised (highlighted in yellow) . Final (still draft) document 
attached if anyone else want to provide feedback.
 
I am happy to progress now.  Are we ready to hit go soon?  Should we meet with all staff prior to ‘go’ to 
explain the new process?
 
H
 
 
From: Luke Ryan <  
Sent: Monday, 17 October 2022 4:10 PM
To: Sharon Johnstone <  Helen Gregg 
<  Kylie Rika <  Paula Brisotto 
<  Allison Lloyd <  Chelsea Savage 
<  Kirsten Scott <
Subject: RE: Restart - draft process

 
Hi All
I agree with Sharon’s feedback regarding the addition of criteria taken into consideration regarding 
decision making. 
 
Thanks
Luke
 
From: Sharon Johnstone <  
Sent: Monday, 17 October 2022 3:37 PM
To: Helen Gregg <  Kylie Rika <  Paula 
Brisotto <  Allison Lloyd <  Luke 
Ryan <  Chelsea Savage <  Kirsten 
Scott <
Subject: RE: Restart - draft process

 
Hi,
Just a minor change as in blue for me
Cheers,
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Sharon
 

Sharon Johnstone
Senior Scientist – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team
Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 
Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COVID-19 pandemic. The best 
contact method is via email.
p 07  
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108
e  w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future.

 
From: Helen Gregg <  
Sent: Monday, 17 October 2022 2:58 PM
To: Kylie Rika <  Paula Brisotto <  
Allison Lloyd <  Luke Ryan <  Chelsea 
Savage <  Kirsten Scott <  Sharon 
Johnstone <
Subject: Restart - draft process
Importance: High

 
Hello,
 
We are getting closer to lifting this pause.  Could I please ask you to review the attached ‘sop’ and advise 
any changes.  I really want to avoid confusion as to the process being proposed.
 
Feedback asap would be appreciated.  I believe the list is almost ready
 
Regards
Helen
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From:                                 Foxover.StephanP[OSC]
Sent:                                  Thursday 6 October 2022 12:44:33 PM
To:                                      Matt Ford
Cc:                                      Lara Keller;Aaron Suthers;Helen Gregg;Kirsten Scott;Lindon 
Smallwood;McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC]
Subject:                             QHFSS REQUEST TO QPS FOR APPROVAL TO RESTART TESTING

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

Good afternoon Matt, 
 
As discussed yesterday, I have attached some information on the process for QHFSS requesting QPS 
approval to restart testing.
 
The request is to be sent via the forensic register as a ‘request/task’.
 
Allocate to ‘Action Unit’ -  FLU.
 
In the comments please add the proforma as follows:
 

Brief outline explaining the request, including any request from DPP etc.

Additional information to assist: (example responses given below)
- Quant value: …… ng/uL
- Undergone concentration (Microcon): es/No
- Current Volume Remaining: ~…..uL
- Further Processing Requested eg. Additional amplification of 15uL
- Will further processing exhaust the sample: Yes (~5uL of extract will remain)
- Description of DNA profile obtained to date: 
- Scientific Opinion on the likelihood that further internal testing may provide 
additional probative information: 
- Recommendation as to whether the sample may be better tested by an external 
service provider: 

 
 
The following is an example of a task/request that contains the information we requested, the response 
was sent by a return task to the scientist. 
 

 
 

 05.09.2022

Hello, a DNA profile has been obtained from the linked crime scene sample. I am seeking 
approval for additional work to be undertaken on the sample, in an attempt to obtain a 
suitable DNA profile for interpretation. Please be advised if this additional work is approved, 
the DNA extract will be consumed. This means there will be no opportunity for further 
processing in this laboratory, or elsewhere if alternative technologies are under 
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required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 
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From:                                 Helen Gregg
Sent:                                  Tuesday 11 October 2022 03:23:49 PM
To:                                      Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Cc:                                      Lara Keller;Aaron Suthers;Kirsten Scott;Foxover.StephanP[OSC];Matt 
Ford;McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC];Hill.MarcusE[OSC]
Subject:                             RE: Interim proposal for current pause

Apologies David.
 
I will advise when the list is ready
 
 
From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Tuesday, 11 October 2022 3:07 PM
To: Helen Gregg <
Cc: Lara Keller <  Aaron Suthers <  
Kirsten Scott <  Foxover.StephanP[OSC] 
<  Matt Ford <  
McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  Hill.MarcusE[OSC] 
<
Subject: RE: Interim proposal for current pause

 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Helen
We need to give more thought internally to the inclusion of the tick box for the reasons outlined below.  
Thanks 
David
 
From: Helen Gregg <  
Sent: Tuesday, 11 October 2022 14:58
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <
Cc: Lara Keller <  Aaron Suthers <  
Kirsten Scott <  Foxover.StephanP[OSC] 
<  Matt Ford <  
McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  Hill.MarcusE[OSC] 
<
Subject: RE: Interim proposal for current pause

 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

 
Thanks David,
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We have requested BDNA to make changes to FR to create the list.  Once these are in place I will advise 
and we will request formal advise to lift the pause.
 
Would you like QPS to request the tickbox from BDNA?
 
Regards
Helen
 
 
From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Tuesday, 11 October 2022 2:25 PM
To: Helen Gregg <
Cc: Lara Keller <  Aaron Suthers <  
Kirsten Scott <  Foxover.StephanP[OSC] 
<  Matt Ford <  
McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  Hill.MarcusE[OSC] 
<
Subject: FW: Interim proposal for current pause

 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Helen
I have been forwarded your email by Duncan to respond to.  The QPS supports the interim proposal as a 
solution to lift the pause.  For clarity we support:

1.  DIFP Samples go to a 'review' list in FR ( to be created )
2.  Each day, the samples on this review list are reviewed by a reporting scientist 
3.  The reporting scientist will review the list and determine (based on their expertise etc) 

if they would like the sample to be microconned to 35ul or full

a.  If microconned to 35 - proceed with analysis
b. If microconned to full - contact QPS FSG via 'request task' to FLU (type 'review) in 

FR documenting reasons for request to microcon to full
c.       Brief outline explaining the request. Additional information to QPS to 

assist 
- Quant value: …… ng/uL
- Further Processing Requested: (microconcentration to 15uL/full)
- Further processing (microconcentration to full) will exhaust the 
sample, and approval from QPS is required

d. QPS FLU give permission via FR to microcon to full and exhaust sample. Proceed 
to full microcon

e. QPS FLU do not give permission via FR to microcon to full and exhaust sample - 
stop. Store sample.
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 Interim proposal

1.  DIFP Samples go to a 'review' list in FR ( to be created )
2.  Each day, the samples on this review list are reviewed by a reporting scientist 
3.  The reporting scientist will review the list and determine (based on their expertise etc) 

if they would like the sample to be microconned to 35ul or full

a.  If microconned to 35 - proceed with analysis
b. If microconned to full - contact QPS FSG via 'request task' to FLU (type 'review) in 

FR documenting reasons for request to microcon to full
c.       Brief outline explaining the request. Additional information to QPS to 

assist 
- Quant value: …… ng/uL
- Further Processing Requested: (microconcentration to 15uL/full)
- Further processing (microconcentration to full) will exhaust the 
sample, and approval from QPS is required

d. QPS FLU give permission via FR to microcon to full and exhaust sample. Proceed 
to full microcon

e. QPS FLU do not give permission via FR to microcon to full and exhaust sample - 
stop. Store sample.

 Interim proposal - improvements

The following enhancements to FR will be requested from BDNA to streamline the proposed 
workflow above;

 Add tickbox to QP127 for IO to approve exhaustion of sample (default is ticked). This 
information to be made visible to FDNA staff, as currently do not see Q127

 
We would appreciate your consideration of this proposal, and suggest that we have another 
meeting at a date and time of your choosing to discuss and progress – please advise when this 
would be suitable.
 
In the meantime, if you have any questions, suggestions or concerns, please contact myself or 
Matt (note Matt will be on leave from Friday 14 October to Sunday 23 October).
 
We look forward to continuing to work with QPS to resolve this matter as soon as practicable.
 
Regards
Helen
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this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Thursday, 13 October 2022 07:00
To: Helen Gregg <  McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] 
<  Foxover.StephanP[OSC] 
<
Cc: Lara Keller <  Aaron Suthers <  
Kirsten Scott <  Matt Ford <  
Hill.MarcusE[OSC] <
Subject: RE: Interim proposal for current pause

 
Hi Helen 
Further to the below, I just observed that the new version of the FR already has a tick box that indicates 
“destructive techniques not authorised”.  See below.  Perhaps we use this to indicate when a scientist 
needs to consult with QPS over the decision to exhaust.  What do you think?  No FR change is then 
required. 
It is important to read this in conjunction with the below to give context to the decision making process.  
Dave
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<
Cc: Lara Keller <  Aaron Suthers <  
Kirsten Scott <  Matt Ford <  
Hill.MarcusE[OSC] <
Subject: Re: Interim proposal for current pause

 
Hi Helen
There are a few aspects to this that we need to give some consideration to.  The QPS understands that 
DNA testing is a destructive process and that exhaustion of the sample will occur when very low 
amounts are present.  Also, attempts to preserve a sample when the amount present is low can prevent 
a profile from being obtained.  It has never been that case that QPS would prefer to preserve sample 
over obtaining a profile. 
 
In the overwhelming majority of cases the QPS would prefer testing to be undertaken if there is a 
reasonable chance of obtaining useful information, even if the testing consumes the sample.  However 
from time to time we may have a case where a particular DNA sample is pivotal and we may need to 
seek the services from another provider that offers alternative testing options.
 
The decision to exhaust a sample is something that is best made by a scientist based on the data present 
and their experience.  It should include an assessment of the likelihood of obtaining useful information 
using QHFSS methodology vs the likelihood of obtaining useful information using alternative 
methodology.  It should also be informed by the existence of other DNA evidence within the case or lack 
thereof.  The QPS is not positioned to make these assessments. 
 
The QPS can assist by identifying exhibits that are critical to a case where such an assessment needs by 
undertaken in a more careful manner.  Such exhibits could be recorded as critical by use of a check box 
on the Forensic Register.  If an exhibit is recorded as critical, the scientist should liaise with the QPS prior 
to making a decision to exhaust the sample.   This would remove the overly onerous interim system in 
place and hopefully streamline the process.
 
In terms of your question about QPS approving microcon to 35uL, we are not really equipped to make 
those decisions.  It would appear that the microcon volume is something that should be based on the 
quantity of DNA in the sample.  If the quantity is low and QPS approves microcon to 35uL, we may have 
effectively wasted DNA in a sample that is already very low in DNA.    What we are really seeking is a 
recommendation from QHFSS as to whether critical samples might be better tested elsewhere when 
they have very low concentrations of DNA.  We would assume that this would be very rare.
 
 
David Neville
Inspector, FSG

 
 

From: Helen Gregg <
Sent: Wednesday, October 12, 2022 1:58:15 PM
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] 
<  Foxover.StephanP[OSC] 
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<
Cc: Lara Keller <  Aaron Suthers <  
Kirsten Scott <  Matt Ford <  
Hill.MarcusE[OSC] <
Subject: RE: Interim proposal for current pause 
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

 
HI David, Duncan and Stephan,
 
As discussed, we have a  slight change to the workflow to suggest. My previous email stated:
 

 
There is the possibility in this scenario where we have requested microcon to full, that QPS FLU will 
approve microcon to 35 and one amp.  So the point should read:
e. QPS FLU do not give permission via FR to microcon to full and exhaust sample. Proceed to half/35 
microcon if permission given by QPS or stop and store sample
 
I would appreciate your thoughts on this
 
Regards
Helen

Helen Gregg
Quality Manager
Forensic and Scientific Services
Prevention Division, Queensland Health
p  07  m  
a 39 Kessels Road
e   w www.health.qld.gov.au/fss

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging.
 
 
From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Tuesday, 11 October 2022 2:25 PM
To: Helen Gregg <
Cc: Lara Keller <  Aaron Suthers <  
Kirsten Scott <  Foxover.StephanP[OSC] 
<  Matt Ford <  
McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  Hill.MarcusE[OSC] 
<
Subject: FW: Interim proposal for current pause
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From: Helen Gregg <
Sent: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 9:11:02 AM
To: Aaron Suthers <  Foxover.StephanP[OSC] 
<  McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] 
<
Cc: Kirsten Scott <  Matt Ford <  Lara 
Keller <
Subject: Interim proposal for current pause 
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

 

Good morning,

Thank you for the meeting held Wednesday 5th October to discuss the current pause on 'DIFP' 
samples and determine an interim solution while further validation studies are completed.  

 The following interim solution was discussed at the meeting and has been has considered by 
FDNA staff – thank you for your patience while we consulted internally.  We are now seeking 
your input and advice on this interim solution. Please note:  This is not a change yet – samples 
are still paused as per the QPS direction to Queensland Health, and testing will not resume 
until QPS advises.

FSS believe this will comply with our NATA requirements, as a variation to the SOP is allowed if 
there is consultation with and approval by the client to deviate from the SOP.

 Interim proposal

1.  DIFP Samples go to a 'review' list in FR ( to be created )
2.  Each day, the samples on this review list are reviewed by a reporting scientist 
3.  The reporting scientist will review the list and determine (based on their expertise etc) 

if they would like the sample to be microconned to 35ul or full

a.  If microconned to 35 - proceed with analysis
b. If microconned to full - contact QPS FSG via 'request task' to FLU (type 'review) in 

FR documenting reasons for request to microcon to full
c.       Brief outline explaining the request. Additional information to QPS to 

assist 
- Quant value: …… ng/uL
- Further Processing Requested: (microconcentration to 15uL/full)
- Further processing (microconcentration to full) will exhaust the 
sample, and approval from QPS is required
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attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return email or 
telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only 
the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent 
from or to addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, 
maintaining and ensuring appropriate use of its computer network. 
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From:                                 Helen Gregg
Sent:                                  Monday 17 October 2022 09:58:25 AM
To:                                      Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Cc:                                      McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC];Aaron Suthers;Lara Keller
Subject:                             RE: Interim proposal for current pause

Thanks David – we are working towards that outcome now.  I will advise when testing has restarted
 
Regards
Helen
 
 
From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Monday, 17 October 2022 9:57 AM
To: Helen Gregg <
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  Aaron Suthers 
<
Subject: RE: Interim proposal for current pause

 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Helen
Thanks for the reply.  For clarity, the QPS is happy for testing to recommence as advised on 11 Oct.  We 
would be happy for scientists to exercise their own discretion when it comes to exhausting samples 
except those marked as “Destructive test not authorised”.  I think this would be very rare.  I am told they 
keep the  spin baskets which can be reextracted in any case.
 
Regards
 
David Neville
 
 
 
From: Helen Gregg <  
Sent: Monday, 17 October 2022 07:58
To: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  Lara Keller 
<
Cc: Aaron Suthers <  Kirsten Scott 
<  Matt Ford <  Hill.MarcusE[OSC] 
<  Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Foxover.StephanP[OSC] <
Subject: RE: Interim proposal for current pause
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Thursday, 13 October 2022 07:00
To: Helen Gregg <  McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] 
<  Foxover.StephanP[OSC] 
<
Cc: Lara Keller <  Aaron Suthers <  
Kirsten Scott <  Matt Ford <  
Hill.MarcusE[OSC] <
Subject: RE: Interim proposal for current pause

 
Hi Helen 
Further to the below, I just observed that the new version of the FR already has a tick box that indicates 
“destructive techniques not authorised”.  See below.  Perhaps we use this to indicate when a scientist 
needs to consult with QPS over the decision to exhaust.  What do you think?  No FR change is then 
required. 
It is important to read this in conjunction with the below to give context to the decision making process.  
Dave
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<
Cc: Lara Keller <  Aaron Suthers <  
Kirsten Scott <  Matt Ford <  
Hill.MarcusE[OSC] <
Subject: Re: Interim proposal for current pause

 
Hi Helen
There are a few aspects to this that we need to give some consideration to.  The QPS understands that 
DNA testing is a destructive process and that exhaustion of the sample will occur when very low 
amounts are present.  Also, attempts to preserve a sample when the amount present is low can prevent 
a profile from being obtained.  It has never been that case that QPS would prefer to preserve sample 
over obtaining a profile. 
 
In the overwhelming majority of cases the QPS would prefer testing to be undertaken if there is a 
reasonable chance of obtaining useful information, even if the testing consumes the sample.  However 
from time to time we may have a case where a particular DNA sample is pivotal and we may need to 
seek the services from another provider that offers alternative testing options.
 
The decision to exhaust a sample is something that is best made by a scientist based on the data present 
and their experience.  It should include an assessment of the likelihood of obtaining useful information 
using QHFSS methodology vs the likelihood of obtaining useful information using alternative 
methodology.  It should also be informed by the existence of other DNA evidence within the case or lack 
thereof.  The QPS is not positioned to make these assessments. 
 
The QPS can assist by identifying exhibits that are critical to a case where such an assessment needs by 
undertaken in a more careful manner.  Such exhibits could be recorded as critical by use of a check box 
on the Forensic Register.  If an exhibit is recorded as critical, the scientist should liaise with the QPS prior 
to making a decision to exhaust the sample.   This would remove the overly onerous interim system in 
place and hopefully streamline the process.
 
In terms of your question about QPS approving microcon to 35uL, we are not really equipped to make 
those decisions.  It would appear that the microcon volume is something that should be based on the 
quantity of DNA in the sample.  If the quantity is low and QPS approves microcon to 35uL, we may have 
effectively wasted DNA in a sample that is already very low in DNA.    What we are really seeking is a 
recommendation from QHFSS as to whether critical samples might be better tested elsewhere when 
they have very low concentrations of DNA.  We would assume that this would be very rare.
 
 
David Neville
Inspector, FSG

 
 

From: Helen Gregg <
Sent: Wednesday, October 12, 2022 1:58:15 PM
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] 
<  Foxover.StephanP[OSC] 
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<
Cc: Lara Keller <  Aaron Suthers <  
Kirsten Scott <  Matt Ford <  
Hill.MarcusE[OSC] <
Subject: RE: Interim proposal for current pause 
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

 
HI David, Duncan and Stephan,
 
As discussed, we have a  slight change to the workflow to suggest. My previous email stated:
 

 
There is the possibility in this scenario where we have requested microcon to full, that QPS FLU will 
approve microcon to 35 and one amp.  So the point should read:
e. QPS FLU do not give permission via FR to microcon to full and exhaust sample. Proceed to half/35 
microcon if permission given by QPS or stop and store sample
 
I would appreciate your thoughts on this
 
Regards
Helen

Helen Gregg
Quality Manager
Forensic and Scientific Services
Prevention Division, Queensland Health
p  07  m  
a 39 Kessels Road
e   w www.health.qld.gov.au/fss

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging.
 
 
From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Tuesday, 11 October 2022 2:25 PM
To: Helen Gregg <
Cc: Lara Keller <  Aaron Suthers <  
Kirsten Scott <  Foxover.StephanP[OSC] 
<  Matt Ford <  
McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  Hill.MarcusE[OSC] 
<
Subject: FW: Interim proposal for current pause
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From: Helen Gregg <
Sent: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 9:11:02 AM
To: Aaron Suthers <  Foxover.StephanP[OSC] 
<  McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] 
<
Cc: Kirsten Scott <  Matt Ford <  Lara 
Keller <
Subject: Interim proposal for current pause 
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

 

Good morning,

Thank you for the meeting held Wednesday 5th October to discuss the current pause on 'DIFP' 
samples and determine an interim solution while further validation studies are completed.  

 The following interim solution was discussed at the meeting and has been has considered by 
FDNA staff – thank you for your patience while we consulted internally.  We are now seeking 
your input and advice on this interim solution. Please note:  This is not a change yet – samples 
are still paused as per the QPS direction to Queensland Health, and testing will not resume 
until QPS advises.

FSS believe this will comply with our NATA requirements, as a variation to the SOP is allowed if 
there is consultation with and approval by the client to deviate from the SOP.

 Interim proposal

1.  DIFP Samples go to a 'review' list in FR ( to be created )
2.  Each day, the samples on this review list are reviewed by a reporting scientist 
3.  The reporting scientist will review the list and determine (based on their expertise etc) 

if they would like the sample to be microconned to 35ul or full

a.  If microconned to 35 - proceed with analysis
b. If microconned to full - contact QPS FSG via 'request task' to FLU (type 'review) in 

FR documenting reasons for request to microcon to full
c.       Brief outline explaining the request. Additional information to QPS to 

assist 
- Quant value: …… ng/uL
- Further Processing Requested: (microconcentration to 15uL/full)
- Further processing (microconcentration to full) will exhaust the 
sample, and approval from QPS is required
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attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return email or 
telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only 
the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent 
from or to addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, 
maintaining and ensuring appropriate use of its computer network. 

******************************************************************************
****

 
********************************************************************** 
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 
 
********************************************************************** 
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 
 
********************************************************************** 
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 
 
********************************************************************** 
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
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inform the sender or contact  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 
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From:                                 Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent:                                  Monday 17 October 2022 11:09:23 AM
To:                                      Helen Gregg
Cc:                                      McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC];Aaron Suthers;Lara Keller
Subject:                             RE: Interim proposal for current pause

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Helen
We agree with below.  I hope the need to case conference will be very rare.  If it becomes more 
frequent and onerous, we can adjust.  
David Neville
 
From: Helen Gregg <  
Sent: Monday, 17 October 2022 10:50
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  Aaron Suthers 
<  Lara Keller <
Subject: RE: Interim proposal for current pause

 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

 
Thanks David.  The process as approved is as below. Please confirm.
 
 
Interim proposal

1. DIFP Samples go to a 'review' list in FR (being implemented) 
2. Each day, the samples on this review list are reviewed by a reporting scientist 
3.  The reporting scientist will review the list and determine (based on their expertise etc) 

if they would like the sample to be microconned to 35ul or full
4. The reporting scientist review the ‘exhibit search’ tab ‘exhibit warning’ section to 

determine if ‘destructive techniques not authorised’ has been ticked

a. If not ticked – proceed with microcon (full or 35)
b. If ticked – contact QPS FSG via 'request task' to FLU (type 'review) in FR for case 

review.  
 
 
 
 
From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Monday, 17 October 2022 10:45 AM
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To: Helen Gregg <
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  Aaron Suthers 
<  Lara Keller <
Subject: RE: Interim proposal for current pause

 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Helen
If ticked, we would need to case conference.   I think this will be very rare, I hope. For clarity, you should 
NOT automatically microcon to 35uL if ticked as this could be detrimental to obtaining a profile.
Dave
 
From: Helen Gregg <  
Sent: Monday, 17 October 2022 10:30
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  Aaron Suthers 
<  Lara Keller <  Helen Gregg 
<
Subject: RE: Interim proposal for current pause

 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

 
Hi David,
 
So there is no confusion, I have rewritten the proposal.  Could you please confirm that interim 
proposal is supported – particularly I need clarification about 4b – do you want a case 
conference or do you want microcon to 35 and one amp?
 
 
Interim proposal

1. DIFP Samples go to a 'review' list in FR (being implemented) 
2. Each day, the samples on this review list are reviewed by a reporting scientist 
3.  The reporting scientist will review the list and determine (based on their expertise etc) 

if they would like the sample to be microconned to 35ul or full
4. The reporting scientist review the ‘exhibit search’ tab ‘exhibit warning’ section to 

determine if ‘destructive techniques not authorised’ has been ticked

a. If not ticked – proceed with microcon (full or 35)
b. If ticked – contact QPS FSG via 'request task' to FLU (type 'review) in FR for case 

review.  This may lead to further testing (e.g. micron to 35 and one amp) or 
storage of sample
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I believe this will comply with our NATA requirements, as a variation to the SOP is allowed if 
there is consultation with and approval by the client to deviate from the SOP.

 
 
We still checking if we can see the checkbox.
 
Regards
Helen
 
 
 
 
From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Monday, 17 October 2022 9:57 AM
To: Helen Gregg <
Cc: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  Aaron Suthers 
<
Subject: RE: Interim proposal for current pause

 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Helen
Thanks for the reply.  For clarity, the QPS is happy for testing to recommence as advised on 11 Oct.  We 
would be happy for scientists to exercise their own discretion when it comes to exhausting samples 
except those marked as “Destructive test not authorised”.  I think this would be very rare.  I am told they 
keep the  spin baskets which can be reextracted in any case.
 
Regards
 
David Neville
 
 
 
From: Helen Gregg <  
Sent: Monday, 17 October 2022 07:58
To: McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  Lara Keller 
<
Cc: Aaron Suthers <  Kirsten Scott 
<  Matt Ford <  Hill.MarcusE[OSC] 
<  Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Foxover.StephanP[OSC] <
Subject: RE: Interim proposal for current pause
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Thursday, 13 October 2022 07:00
To: Helen Gregg <  McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] 
<  Foxover.StephanP[OSC] 
<
Cc: Lara Keller <  Aaron Suthers <  
Kirsten Scott <  Matt Ford <  
Hill.MarcusE[OSC] <
Subject: RE: Interim proposal for current pause

 
Hi Helen 
Further to the below, I just observed that the new version of the FR already has a tick box that indicates 
“destructive techniques not authorised”.  See below.  Perhaps we use this to indicate when a scientist 
needs to consult with QPS over the decision to exhaust.  What do you think?  No FR change is then 
required. 
It is important to read this in conjunction with the below to give context to the decision making process.  
Dave
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<
Cc: Lara Keller <  Aaron Suthers <  
Kirsten Scott <  Matt Ford <  
Hill.MarcusE[OSC] <
Subject: Re: Interim proposal for current pause

 
Hi Helen
There are a few aspects to this that we need to give some consideration to.  The QPS understands that 
DNA testing is a destructive process and that exhaustion of the sample will occur when very low 
amounts are present.  Also, attempts to preserve a sample when the amount present is low can prevent 
a profile from being obtained.  It has never been that case that QPS would prefer to preserve sample 
over obtaining a profile. 
 
In the overwhelming majority of cases the QPS would prefer testing to be undertaken if there is a 
reasonable chance of obtaining useful information, even if the testing consumes the sample.  However 
from time to time we may have a case where a particular DNA sample is pivotal and we may need to 
seek the services from another provider that offers alternative testing options.
 
The decision to exhaust a sample is something that is best made by a scientist based on the data present 
and their experience.  It should include an assessment of the likelihood of obtaining useful information 
using QHFSS methodology vs the likelihood of obtaining useful information using alternative 
methodology.  It should also be informed by the existence of other DNA evidence within the case or lack 
thereof.  The QPS is not positioned to make these assessments. 
 
The QPS can assist by identifying exhibits that are critical to a case where such an assessment needs by 
undertaken in a more careful manner.  Such exhibits could be recorded as critical by use of a check box 
on the Forensic Register.  If an exhibit is recorded as critical, the scientist should liaise with the QPS prior 
to making a decision to exhaust the sample.   This would remove the overly onerous interim system in 
place and hopefully streamline the process.
 
In terms of your question about QPS approving microcon to 35uL, we are not really equipped to make 
those decisions.  It would appear that the microcon volume is something that should be based on the 
quantity of DNA in the sample.  If the quantity is low and QPS approves microcon to 35uL, we may have 
effectively wasted DNA in a sample that is already very low in DNA.    What we are really seeking is a 
recommendation from QHFSS as to whether critical samples might be better tested elsewhere when 
they have very low concentrations of DNA.  We would assume that this would be very rare.
 
 
David Neville
Inspector, FSG

 
 

From: Helen Gregg <
Sent: Wednesday, October 12, 2022 1:58:15 PM
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] 
<  Foxover.StephanP[OSC] 
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<
Cc: Lara Keller <  Aaron Suthers <  
Kirsten Scott <  Matt Ford <  
Hill.MarcusE[OSC] <
Subject: RE: Interim proposal for current pause 
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

 
HI David, Duncan and Stephan,
 
As discussed, we have a  slight change to the workflow to suggest. My previous email stated:
 

 
There is the possibility in this scenario where we have requested microcon to full, that QPS FLU will 
approve microcon to 35 and one amp.  So the point should read:
e. QPS FLU do not give permission via FR to microcon to full and exhaust sample. Proceed to half/35 
microcon if permission given by QPS or stop and store sample
 
I would appreciate your thoughts on this
 
Regards
Helen

Helen Gregg
Quality Manager
Forensic and Scientific Services
Prevention Division, Queensland Health
p  07  m  
a 39 Kessels Road
e   w www.health.qld.gov.au/fss

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging.
 
 
From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Tuesday, 11 October 2022 2:25 PM
To: Helen Gregg <
Cc: Lara Keller <  Aaron Suthers <  
Kirsten Scott <  Foxover.StephanP[OSC] 
<  Matt Ford <  
McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] <  Hill.MarcusE[OSC] 
<
Subject: FW: Interim proposal for current pause
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From: Helen Gregg <
Sent: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 9:11:02 AM
To: Aaron Suthers <  Foxover.StephanP[OSC] 
<  McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC] 
<
Cc: Kirsten Scott <  Matt Ford <  Lara 
Keller <
Subject: Interim proposal for current pause 
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

 

Good morning,

Thank you for the meeting held Wednesday 5th October to discuss the current pause on 'DIFP' 
samples and determine an interim solution while further validation studies are completed.  

 The following interim solution was discussed at the meeting and has been has considered by 
FDNA staff – thank you for your patience while we consulted internally.  We are now seeking 
your input and advice on this interim solution. Please note:  This is not a change yet – samples 
are still paused as per the QPS direction to Queensland Health, and testing will not resume 
until QPS advises.

FSS believe this will comply with our NATA requirements, as a variation to the SOP is allowed if 
there is consultation with and approval by the client to deviate from the SOP.

 Interim proposal

1.  DIFP Samples go to a 'review' list in FR ( to be created )
2.  Each day, the samples on this review list are reviewed by a reporting scientist 
3.  The reporting scientist will review the list and determine (based on their expertise etc) 

if they would like the sample to be microconned to 35ul or full

a.  If microconned to 35 - proceed with analysis
b. If microconned to full - contact QPS FSG via 'request task' to FLU (type 'review) in 

FR documenting reasons for request to microcon to full
c.       Brief outline explaining the request. Additional information to QPS to 

assist 
- Quant value: …… ng/uL
- Further Processing Requested: (microconcentration to 15uL/full)
- Further processing (microconcentration to full) will exhaust the 
sample, and approval from QPS is required
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attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return email or 
telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only 
the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent 
from or to addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, 
maintaining and ensuring appropriate use of its computer network. 

******************************************************************************
****

 
********************************************************************** 
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 
 
********************************************************************** 
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 
 
********************************************************************** 
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 
 
********************************************************************** 
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
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inform the sender or contact  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 
 
********************************************************************** 
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 

********************************************************************** 
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 
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1

Helen Gregg

From: Helen Gregg
Sent: Wednesday, 19 October 2022 10:46 AM
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]; Foxover.StephanP[OSC]; McCarthy.DuncanJ[OSC]
Cc: Lara Keller; Aaron Suthers
Subject: C-ECTF-22/16776 - DG MEMO - from Shaun Drummond, Director-General, 

Queensland Health - Repeal of memorandum titled: “Reversion to concentration of 
all Priority 2 samples in range" (C-ECTF-22/13557)

Attachments: DG Memo  repealing memorandum pdf  Attachment 1 C ECTF 2213557  
Director-General Memorandum dated 19 August 2022.PDF

Good morning Gentlemen, 
 
Please find attached DG memo re repealing the 19 August memo and ‘lifting’ of the temporary pause for certain 
samples. 
 
Thank you for your assistance with this matter.  It has been a collaborative effort, and your input was greatly 
appreciated. I look forward to working with you in the future 
 
Regards 
Helen 
 
 
 

 

Helen Gregg 
Scientific Support Manager for Forensic DNA Analysis Commission of Inquiry 

Forensic and Scientific Services, Queensland Health  

p  (07)  m   
e   w www.health.qld.gov.au/fss  

 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging.  
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MEMORANDUM 
 

To: Forensic DNA Analysis Staff, Forensic and Scientific Services 

Copies to: Nick Steele, General Manager, Queensland Public Health and Scientific 
Services 

From:   Shaun Drummond, Director-General  Enquiries 
to: 

Aaron Suthers, 
Executive Director, 
DNA Commission 
of Inquiry Taskforce 

   07  

Subject: Repeal of memorandum titled: “Reversion to concentration of all Priority 2 
samples in range” (File ref: C-ECTF-22/13557) 

    

 
I refer to the memorandum dated 19 August 2022 made by Dr David Rosengren, Acting 
Director-General, titled: “Reversion to concentration of all Priority 2 samples in range” with 
file reference number: C-ECTF-22/13557 (‘Memorandum’).  
 
In short, that Memorandum provided that all Priority 1 and Priority 2 samples with a 
quantitation result between 0.001ng/uL (LOD) and 0.0088ng/uL should be concentrated 
down to a volume of 35uL and undergo one amplification process. It also provided that if 
further amplification is considered beneficial, and such process would exhaust the 
remaining sample volume, then written approval must be obtained from the Queensland 
Police Service prior to that process being initiated. 
 
The purpose of this memorandum is to repeal the previous Memorandum with immediate 
effect. 
 
The repeal of the Memorandum will allow for Forensic and Scientific Services to implement 
a process for testing of samples that can be aligned with recent discussions, and 
agreement, that has been reached between Forensic and Scientific Services and the 
Queensland Police Service for the purpose of ‘lifting’ the Queensland Police Services’ 
temporary pause on testing of particular samples.  
 
If staff have questions regarding the current agreement with QPS regarding testing of the 
class of samples referred to above, Ms Helen Gregg, Scientific Support Manager for the 
Forensic DNA Analysis Commission of Inquiry, can provide staff with further details as 
necessary.  
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1

Helen Gregg

Subject: Lifting of the pause (ie start microcon)
Location: Microsoft Teams Meeting

Start: Tue 18/10/2022 3:00 PM
End: Tue 18/10/2022 3:30 PM

Recurrence: (none)

Meeting Status: Meeting organizer

Organizer: Helen Gregg
Required Attendees: Helen Gregg; Abigail Ryan; Adam Kaity; Adrian Pippia; Alanna Darmanin; Alicia 

Quartermain; Allan McNevin; Allison Lloyd; Amy Cheng; Amy Morgan; Angela 
Adamson; Angelina Keller; Anne Finch; Belinda Andersen; Biljana Micic; Cassandra 
James; Cathie Allen  Cecilia Flanagan; Chantal 
Angus; Chelsea Savage; Cindy Chang; Claire Gallagher; Dasuni Harmer; Deborah 
Nicoletti; Emma Caunt; FSS.FDNA.Admin; Generosa Lundie; Helen Williams; Ingrid 
Moeller; Jacqui Wilson; Janine Seymour-Murray; Josie Entwistle; Julie Brooks; Justin 
Howes; Kerry-Anne Lancaster; Kevin Avdic; Kim Estreich; Kirsten Scott; Kristina 
Morton; Kylie Rika; Lai-Wan; Lisa Farrelly; Luke Ryan; Madison GULLIVER; Maria 
Aguilera; Matthew Hunt; Melissa Cipollone; Michael Goodrich; Michael Hart; 
Michelle Margetts; Naomi French; Nicole Roselt; Paula Brisotto; Penelope Taylor; 
Phillip McIndoe; Pierre Acedo; Rhys Parry; Ryu Eba; Sandra McKean; Sharelle 
Nydam; Sharon Johnstone; Stephanie Waiariki; Suzanne Sanderson; Tara Prowse; 
Tegan Dwyer; Thomas Nurthen; Valerie Caldwell; Vicki Pendlebury-Jones; Wendy 
Harmer; Yvonne Connolly

Optional Attendees: Aaron Suthers; Lara Keller; Peter Culshaw; Brian McEvoy

Importance: High

Hi Everyone, 
 
Thanks for all your feedback on the process for lifting this pause, and restarting microconning.  We have made 
changes to FR, and these are now in PROD.  We are ready to lift the pause, so this meeting is to ensure everyone 
understands the new process. I would like to start processing tomorrow (Wednesday 19 October).  I am sure you can 
understand there is a pressing need to commence this work asap. 
 
Attached is the workflow that I have written up to keep it simple.  Please review this prior to the meeting.   
 
Regards 
Helen 
 
 
________________________________________________________________________________  

Microsoft Teams meeting  

Join on your computer, mobile app or room device  
Click here to join the meeting  
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From:                                 Helen Gregg
Sent:                                  Tuesday 18 October 2022 03:28:45 PM
To:                                      Kerry-Anne Lancaster;Sharon Johnstone;Kylie Rika;Peter Culshaw;Matt 
Ford;Allison Lloyd;Chelsea Savage
Subject:                             FW: Microcon Lift of Pause

FYI
 
 
From: Luke Ryan <  
Sent: Tuesday, 18 October 2022 3:27 PM
To: Adam Kaity <  Alanna Darmanin 
<  Amy Cheng <  Belinda 
Andersen <  Biljana Micic <  
Generosa Lundie <  Lai-Wan Le <  
Lisa Farrelly <  Maria Aguilera <  
Melissa Cipollone <  Nicole Roselt 
<  Pierre Acedo <  Sharelle Nydam 
<  Tara Prowse <
Cc: Helen Gregg <
Subject: Microcon Lift of Pause

 
Hi All
A meeting was just held whereby an agreement was reached on lifting the Microcon pause.  This will 
come into effect from start of business tomorrow Wednesday 18/10/2022.
 
The workflow will be as follows:
 

 At quant transition, samples in the 0.001 – 0.088 ng/µL range will transition to the “On Hold 
Microcon Review” worklist (see screen shot below).  This is active and in FR production.

 Reporting scientists will assess samples on the Microcon on Hold List and order a Microcon using 
normal processes (either to 35 µL as standard or to full with an Analytical Note)

 Analytical will use the Microcon WL as we did previously – i.e. any samples on that worklist are 
approved for Microcon processing and we can create batches from these samples as necessary.

 
Any question please come and see me.
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Luke Ryan
Senior Scientist – Analytical Team
Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic and Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 
p 07    m   
a 39 Kessels Rd, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108
e   w  www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport/businesses/forensic-and-scientific-services 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future.
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From:                                 Helen Gregg
Sent:                                  Tuesday 18 October 2022 02:58:09 PM
To:                                      Aaron Suthers;Lara Keller
Cc:                                      Brian McEvoy
Subject:                             RE: Memo to support lifting of QPS pause on testing

Hi Aaron – this is fine by me
 
Regards
Helen
 
 
From: Aaron Suthers <  
Sent: Tuesday, 18 October 2022 11:43 AM
To: Helen Gregg <  Lara Keller <
Cc: Brian McEvoy <
Subject: Memo to support lifting of QPS pause on testing
Importance: High

 
Hi Lara & Helen,
 
To support FSS’s proposed processes that will permit lifting of the QPS’s ‘pause’ on testing of particular 
samples, I have drafted the attached memo that I intend to progress for signing by the DG 
today/tonight.
 
Can you please ensure that the memo seems ok from FSS management’s perspective?
 
We figure the memo is needed because the current DG memo in effect requires blanket concentration 
to 35ul for DIFP range samples. However, the recent process agreed with the QPS would allow for 
discretion to be exercised to concentrate down to 15ul – hence we need to repeal the previous memo’s 
direction re concentration levels.
 
Can I confirm that referring within the memo to testing processes being decided by FSS management 
going forward is an appropriate reference to make? 
 
Kind regards,
 

Aaron Suthers
Executive Director
Queensland Health Taskforce 
Lead
Commission of Inquiry into 
Forensic DNA Testing in 
Queensland

P
E

W
health.qld.gov.a
u

A Level 11, 33 Charlotte Street
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Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Custodians of the land across Queensland, and pays 
respect to First Nations Elders past, present and future.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION - PLEASE READ
This email and any attachments are confidential and may be legally privileged (in which case neither is 
waived or lost by mistaken delivery). Please notify us if you have received this message in error, and 
remove both emails from your system. Any unauthorised use is expressly prohibited.
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Helen Gregg

From: Lara Keller
Sent: Wednesday, 19 October 2022 10:29 AM
To: Helen Gregg
Subject: FW: C-ECTF-22/16776 - DG MEMO - from Shaun Drummond, Director-General, 

Queensland Health - Repeal of memorandum titled: “Reversion to concentration of 
all Priority 2 samples in range" (C-ECTF-22/13557)

Attachments: DG Memo - repealing memorandum.pdf; Attachment 1 -C-ECTF-2213557 - 
Director-General Memorandum dated 19 August 2022.PDF

 
 

From: DG correspondence <   
Sent: Wednesday, 19 October 2022 9:38 AM 
To: Abigail Ryan <  Adam Kaity <  Adrian Pippia 
<  Alanna Darmanin <  Alicia Quartermain 
<  Allan McNevin <  Allison Lloyd 
<  Amy Cheng <  Amy Morgan 
<  Angela Adamson <  Angelina Keller 
<  Anne Finch <  Belinda Andersen 
<  Biljana Micic <  Cassandra James 
<  Cathie Allen <  Cecilia Flanagan 
<  Chantal Angus <  Chelsea Savage 
<  Cindy Chang <  Claire Gallagher 
<  Dasuni Harmer <  Deborah Nicoletti 
<  Emma Caunt <  Lara Keller 
<  Generosa Lundie <  Helen Williams 
<  Ingrid Moeller <  Jacqui Wilson 
<  Janine Seymour-Murray <  Josie 
Entwistle <  Julie Brooks <  Justin Howes 
<  Kerry-Anne Lancaster <  Kevin Avdic 
<  Kim Estreich <  Kirsten Scott 
<  Kristina Morton <  Kylie Rika 
<  Lai-Wan Le <  Lisa Farrelly 
<  Luke Ryan <  Madison GULLIVER 
<  Maria Aguilera <  Matt Ford 
<  Matthew Hunt <  Melissa Cipollone 
<  Michael Goodrich <  Michelle 
Margetts <  Michael Hart <  Naomi French 
<  Nicole Roselt <  Paula Brisotto 
<  Penelope Taylor <  Peter Culshaw 
<  Phillip McIndoe <  Pierre Acedo 
<  Rhys Parry <  Ryu Eba 
<  Sandra McKean <  Sharelle Nydam 
<  Sharon Johnstone <  Stephanie 
Waiariki <  Suzanne Sanderson <  
Tara Prowse <  Tegan Dwyer <  Thomas Nurthen 
<  Valerie Caldwell <  Vicki Pendlebury-
Jones <  Wendy Harmer <  Yvonne 
Connolly <  
Cc: Nick Steele <  
Subject: C-ECTF-22/16776 - DG MEMO - from Shaun Drummond, Director-General, Queensland Health - Repeal of 
memorandum titled: “Reversion to concentration of all Priority 2 samples in range" (C-ECTF-22/13557) 
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Good Morning 
 
Please see attached the Memorandum from Shaun Drummond, Director-General, Queensland Health, for your 
attention. 
 
Should you have any questions in relation to this advice, please contact Mr Aaron Suthers, Executive Director, 
Taskforce Lead for Queensland Health’s Response to the Commission of Inquiry into Forensic DNA Testing in 
Queensland, who can be contacted via email at  and on telephone number (07) 

 
 
Kind Regards 
 

 

Ministerial & Executive Services Unit, Office of the 

Director-General | Queensland Health 
   

 
 

E  
 

W  health.qld.gov.au 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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MEMORANDUM 
 

To: Helen Gregg, A/Executive Director, Forensic and Scientific Services 

Copies to: Professor Keith McNeil, Acting Deputy Director-General, Chief Medical 
Officer Chief Clinical Information Officer, Prevention Division 

From:   Dr David Rosengren, Acting 
Director-General  

Enquiries 
to: 

Professor Keith 
McNeil 

   07  

Subject: Reversion to concentration of all Priority 2 samples in range 

  File Ref: C-ECTF-22/13557 

 
Following the announcement of the DNA Commission of Inquiry, on 6 June 2022, advice 
was sought on the workflow relating to samples reported as ‘DNA insufficient for further 
processing’. This related to Priority 2 samples with a quantitation result of between 
0.001ng/uL (LOD) and 0.0088ng/uL.   
 
Consideration has included an option for testing that would allow a discretion for FSS 
Forensic DNA Analysis scientists, including in conjunction with investigating officers at 
QPS, to decide the merits of undertaking a concentration process for Priority 2 samples 
within this quantitation range, having regard to other available case information.   
 
I have reflected about options for the concentration process and for certainty, pending the 
outcome of the DNA Commission of Inquiry, I request the workflow to revert to the 
concentration process for Priority 1 and Priority 2 samples stipulated in Standard 
Operating Procedure 17117V19 (diagram section 19.4 attached).   
 
For clarity, all Priority 1 and Priority 2 samples with a quantitation result between 
0.001ng/uL (LOD) and 0.0088ng/uL, should be concentrated down to a volume of 
35uL and undergo one amplification process.  
 
If further amplification is considered beneficial, and if this process will exhaust the 
remaining sample volume, then written approval must be obtained from the Queensland 
Police Service (QPS) prior to that process being initiated.  
 
I ask that a review of the laboratory information system be undertaken to identify any sample 
results within this quantitation range from 6 June 2022 to today’s date inclusive.  Any such 
samples are now to be subjected to the concentration process, if not already undertaken. 
 
Consultation has been undertaken with the QPS on this advice. 
 
 
I request that you ensure  this memorandum is shared with the Forensic DNA Analysis Unit 
staff and ensure clarity with the approach outlined above. 
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Should you require further information, the Department of Health’s contact is Professor Keith 
McNeil, Acting Deputy Director-General on telephone 07  

Dr David Rosengren 
Acting Director-General 
19/08/2022 
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MEMORANDUM 
 

To: Forensic DNA Analysis Staff, Forensic and Scientific Services 

Copies to: Nick Steele, General Manager, Queensland Public Health and Scientific 
Services 

From:   Shaun Drummond, Director-General  Enquiries 
to: 

Aaron Suthers, 
Executive Director, 
DNA Commission 
of Inquiry Taskforce 

   07  

Subject: Repeal of memorandum titled: “Reversion to concentration of all Priority 2 
samples in range” (File ref: C-ECTF-22/13557) 

    

 
I refer to the memorandum dated 19 August 2022 made by Dr David Rosengren, Acting 
Director-General, titled: “Reversion to concentration of all Priority 2 samples in range” with 
file reference number: C-ECTF-22/13557 (‘Memorandum’).  
 
In short, that Memorandum provided that all Priority 1 and Priority 2 samples with a 
quantitation result between 0.001ng/uL (LOD) and 0.0088ng/uL should be concentrated 
down to a volume of 35uL and undergo one amplification process. It also provided that if 
further amplification is considered beneficial, and such process would exhaust the 
remaining sample volume, then written approval must be obtained from the Queensland 
Police Service prior to that process being initiated. 
 
The purpose of this memorandum is to repeal the previous Memorandum with immediate 
effect. 
 
The repeal of the Memorandum will allow for Forensic and Scientific Services to implement 
a process for testing of samples that can be aligned with recent discussions, and 
agreement, that has been reached between Forensic and Scientific Services and the 
Queensland Police Service for the purpose of ‘lifting’ the Queensland Police Services’ 
temporary pause on testing of particular samples.  
 
If staff have questions regarding the current agreement with QPS regarding testing of the 
class of samples referred to above, Ms Helen Gregg, Scientific Support Manager for the 
Forensic DNA Analysis Commission of Inquiry, can provide staff with further details as 
necessary.  
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